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PREFACE

The papers reprinted in this Annual Proceedings of the
Western College Reading AssoCiation were delivered originally

to WCRA participants at the Fourth Annual Conference in Los

Angeles, California.
The twenty-tug papers in this volume represent views of

reading/study specialists and directors from twelve junior -

comm nity colleges, two four-year colleges, five state and

private universities, one hospital, as well a.'the thoughts

Of two executives who deal in educational products and ser-

vices.
Arrangement of the papers is alphabetical by author

rather than by order Of conference presentation: None of the

material reprinted here has been btiblished previously.
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The Use of Tutors in the

Santa Barbara City College Reading Lab

W. Royce Adams
Santa Barbra City College

About two yearth ago, some concerned Santa Barbara City

College students began offering tutorial aid to fellow

students who were having difficulty in the basic of

reading, writing, and math. The positive effect tta

volunteer tutors had on their tutoraes and themselves

generated enough interest among faculty and staff to in-

vestigate thr possibility of enlarging their efforts. The

result was the development of a Tutorial Center at the

_9011-64e.as one aspect of a more comprehensive Learning

ResoUrces Center which is in the planning.
Beginning its ser,:ices in a leased trailer, the

Tutorial Centeris now located in the Student Campus Center

Building and houses a reading lab, a math lab, and facilities.

for comfortable tutoring. Last year and this year funds

were obtained from the State of California (the Alquist

Bill SB164) for paying tutors who worked with the ed-

ucationally disadvantaged students.while NDEA funds were

attained for purchasing equipment. In-addition, the Santa

Barbara Community College District allocated funds for

hiring a Director for the Tutorial Center, renovating rooms

for the Center, and matching obtained government funds.

The total budget for this year is approximately $72,000.

Persons wishing to tutor are required to fill out an

application and hold an interview with the Director of the

Tutorial Center. After learning to-he funotions of the

tutorial program via the Director, the applicant is inter-

viewed by a panel of three people:. two instructors and

one tutor already involved in the program. It should be

noted that this method of selection, as well as most all

tutorial policies, was decided upon by the Director and tho

tutors who have organized themselves into a group called

the Associated Tutors of Santa Barbara city College.

The hiring of tutors is not restricted to SBCC stu-

dents, although priority is'given to those applicants..

However, students from the nearby University of California,

3



are. involved in the program as well as housewives with
degrees in English. The main attempt is to find tutors
who have confidence in their tutoring skill and who are
concerned with helping struggling students to succeed.

The Tutoital Center's programs Are still expanding and
extend beyond'what will be mentioned here. The rest of,this
paper will discuss only the use of tutors in the reading
program.

There are two types of tutors used in the reading pro-
gram. One type is the paid tutor who works,fifteen hours
per week and receives $2.25 per hour. In attition, he
attends a training session once a week where he receives
instructions in methodology and peer-group counseling. He
is usually assigned to work with two or three students on an
individual basis and assigned five or six hours a week in the
reading lab. The second type of tutor is the volunteer who
prefers not to be paid or prefers to work with only one
perton. The volunteer tutor is assigned to a reading in-
structor and is required to attend training sessions once
per week. In bpth cases, tutors can, if they choose, re-
ceive two units of independent studies in the area of Eng-

:1 ligh or Social Science Field Work.
All tutors in the reading program are required to meet

with the reading instructors once a week plus attend a gen-
eral meeting for all tutors once a month. The general month-

' ly meeting is conducted by the Director of the Tutorial
Center who deals with methods and procedures of tutoring
ih_general. The weekly meetings in the reading division are
related to clarifying course objectives, to training in the
use of lab materials and equipment, to "rap" sessions re-
garding individual tutoring problems, and to re-arranging
individual cufforing schedules.

In addition to hand-outs which offer tips and aids in
accomplishingt4tovial tasks, students are provided with a
library of resources. Some of those are: For the Vol-
unteer Tutor by Rauch (10); How to Increase Reiding Ability
by Harris (4); reading for the Disadvantaged by Horn
(6); Phonics in Proper Perspective hz Heilman (5);
TeacheFTEde for Remedial Reading by.K.ottmeyer (7);
HoW to-Read707J Social Sciences by:Brown and AdaMs (3);
How to RFEJa-gliMuarlities by Adams-77 How to Read the
affnces by Adams (2); A Concise Handbook by Weaver (1.7;

and- other various reading texts and journals contributed
by instructors and the library. Tutors are referred to
these works on a regular basis during training sessions.

To understand more clearly how the tutors function in
the reading program,'a brief description of the reading
course using tutors is in order. English 42, Reading and
Writing Skills, is offered as a four or six unit non-
transferable course. If a student elects to take fhe course
for four units, he is required to attend two section
meetings per week and spend a minimum of two houriper week
in the reading lab. If a Student elects to take the course

4



for six units, he is required to attend two section meetings .

per week and spend a minimum of four hours per week in the

lab. After the administration of the Nelson-Denny (8) and
the Diagnostic Pre-test from Tactics in Reading II (9, each
student is interviewed by thoiiiiIEEEctor and an individual
program is established for him to follow in the reading lab.
The student then has a profile of his needs and a set of
performance objectives to complete.

As students are interviewed it is determined whether or

not they need or want a tutor. In many cases, tutors are
assigned immediately to work with a Student on his set of

objectives. In some cases, students do not feel the need for
a tutor and elect to work on their own. However, tutors are

scheduled to spend part of their fifteen hours in the
lab so that it is staffed from 8 AM to 4 PM. In addition,
instructors schedule their office hours and part oftheir
regular assignment in the lab. Since students are asked to
attend the lab on a scheduled basis,, it is possible to staff
the lab so that there are more tutors and instructors
available at the busiest hours.

In the lab, tutors function in the following capacities:

1. They clarify objectives and show the tutees how to
use the,various lab materials and equipment.

2. They give the students encouragement and confidence.

3. They encourage attendance and follow po.on student
absences by calling him at home or sending notes

home.

4. They-go over the student's corrected papers and lab
work to make certain he understands all mistakes
indicated.

5. They keep the section instructor informed of the 1

student's progress.

6. They listen t6 the student's-t_utplaints or problems.

7. They encourage the student to keep his file folder

up to date.

Occasionally, the tutors are requested to cane to the
section meetings when new objectives are introduced so that

they will know what is expected of the student. They also

come to section meetings when students are doing writing

practices so that they, along with the instructor, cai

circulate around the roan checking students' work and offering

aid where needed.
Because the tutorial program exploded into being, there

were no precise controls established to measure the effect-

iveness of the use of tutors in the reading program. However,

one instructor in the EngliSh 42 program did keep the

following records'.
The persistence and performance history of the instruct-

or's students is shown below as Table 1.

9
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Table 1
Persistence and Performance of

Students
75 100.00%
10 13.22%

24 32.00%

41* 63.07%*

75 Enrolled English 42

Original roster
Withdrew or were re-'
assigned during first
5 weeks.

Withdrew during the
rest of the 'semester

Completed with C or
better MD D or F
grades are awarded.
W's are given. to stu-
dents who do not pass
the course.)

!(of 65 persisting beyond 5 weeks)
Of the 65 students enrolled beyond the fifth week, 24

(36.94%) received regular tutorial assistance from theenter.
The comparison persistence among tutored and non-tutored.
students is given in Tabld 2.

&GS

Table 2
Persistence: Tutored and.Non-tutored Students

Group N Withdrawals ,

Non- tutored Ti 24 . 58.53%
Tutored 24 . 0- 0%
Total 65 '. ' 274: -36.94%
It is obvious that the persistence rate between the two
groups is dramatic. (Past record§ reveal that About 65% of
the students who enroll'in_Fnglish 42 are:likely to complete
the course.) Over 70% of the non-persisting students with-
drew entirely from college, not just EnOlis.h 42.

Table 3 ,

Pre-Test, Post -lest and Gains for Tutored vs Non-
Tutored Students-- ----:--

Group Pre-test
Tutored 7.64-,
Non-tutOred_ 9.39

Post-test
9,9

12.22

S.D.
77T
2.5

Gain
2.30
2.78

Table 4
Cumulative GPA: Tutored vs Non-tutored

mean CPA (cumulative)
2775
2.03
1.69!
(1.135).

-Group
Tutored
Non-tutored Persistihg
Non-tutored Withdrawals
(All non-tutored)

While these results were not obtained On a planned ex-
perimental tests, they do seem to reflect that the`particular
value of tutoring assistance is in the area of persistence.
Students who otherwise may not have finished. the course seem
to haVe-receiveoUenough individual help and encouragement
to successfully completethe Roarse.

o
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The Director of Research at:the college is presently
doing controlled studies on the use of tutors in the reading

. program. Further information will be forthcoming. One

thing is clear: the difference in persistence among students

who are shown that others care and can help them is suf-

ficient evidence to suggest thEili pontinuation of the tutorial

- concept in the reading program.
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`The 'Training and Use' of Paraprofessionals

in the College Reading Program

Kenneth M. Ahrendt
_ University of British Columbia

The use of the tutor and paraprofessional has long been
discussed in the literature of the eleMentary, and secondary
'schools and in the clinic4 but their use in the college read-:
ing program is not discussed or to be found in the literature
except for a paper delivered at the North Central Reading
AssoCiation in 1962 by Ernest Kinne (3) and in an article ip//

7%ssoqi Yea
of Reading and in The Western Coll e Readin

the Jo

a so
teac
ti
rea

Volume 2) by Martha Maxwell
eneral articles about the training of reading

. It would seem, one can pnly assume, that this par-
topic is not considered an "issue" in the field of

ucation.

universities offer a methods course in the teaching
at the junior college, college, or university lev-

, we are faced with the acute problem of many students,
to enroll in a reading improvement bourse and an in-

te supply of qualified and trained instructors .to teach
se courses.

Martha Maxwell (6) states that one of her functions at the
niversity of.California is to set up a training program for

high school and college reacting specialists. She found that
most graduate students are far more interested in preparing
to work with the younger, culturally different child'who
needs remedial help, than they are in preparing older students
to get Into and remain in college..

Although college and university reading inprovement pro-
grams are expanding, there seems to be no rush at the univer-
sity level to train people as college reading specialists.

Frustration is the key word when a search is made to hire
reading specialists to teach in a college reading program. I
have found that in order to staff a reading program, it is
necessary (1) to train my own instructors, (2) use the read-
ing specialists available on the university faculty (who al-
ready are teaching a full load of methods:courses and do this
as a side-line or for extra money, or(3) train paraprofes-
sionals to assist in the operation of the program. I might

of
el. Ye
who
a
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add that this shortage of traineAcollege reading specialists
is growing and promises to become more serious.

When the decision is made to use and train a person as a
paraprofessiOnal, we must begin to define the role the person
will see in,the reading program. Such questions as: Should
selection be made fran persons who have a B.A., or at least
some college training? Should graduate students in reading
only be"used? Should the. person under consideration haVe any
training., in reading eduction, and if so, at what level? What
role will the paraprofessional play in the program? All of

these questions and many more need to be considered and ex-
plored before any selection process or training program be-
gins.

In choosing personnel for such a program, consideration
must be given to the basic philosophy of the reading program
and the instructors involved, as the instructor can make or
break a program. The instructor's attitude toward the course
is as important as his knowledge of reading:_ As Steiger (7)
points out so wisely, a negative person or-a compulsive talk-
er does not belong in a course in which attitudes toward read-

ing and study are being developed and in which silentreading
is being practiced.

Personnel in our program were selected fran graduate stu-
dents enrolled in the Master of Arts in Reading Education.
These students had same basic work in reading, were in res*
idence in the university, and had some classroom experience
either at the elementary or secondary level. None of these
students had any experience in teaching reading at the post-
secondary level, but several of them were interested in teach-
ing at this level and wanted some experience, as they were
looking to the junior college for future employment.

We feltthat one of the best ways to begin the training

process for4lhese students was for them to take the reading

improvement course. it is difficult; though not impossible,

to teach something you do nut-know yourself. Th ore, being

enrolled in and taking the reading improvement °ours sed

the student to both sides of the coin: a student in .a learn*
ing situation and as an- observer of the teaching methods .used .

in the program.
After completion of the reading improvement course, each

student was placed under the supervision of an experienced
instructorsomewhat similar to a student teaching experience..
He was then given theoresponsibility under supervision, of

teaching certain areas of the program. For example, he might

have been asked to prepare a session on previewing or text-

book reading: The material was prepared by the studenti cheek-

ed-by the thstructor, discussed by them both for ,possible

deletions or additions, and then the. student; presented the

lesson to the class. Using this ithod of training allowed us

to seleCt the best candidates to become instructors in the pro-

gram.
02r supply-of M.A. candidates was by no means endless.

Wd were faced. with an individualized reading program in name



only. We d instructors, but no trained personnel to assist
the instructors in order todoklaw them to really individual-
ize the program to fit the needs of each student in the class.
Therefore we began the process of selecting undergraduates
from those who had taken the reading improvement program and
had shown same interest in working as a paraprofessional. We
then developed a training program to train thet in certain
critical areas in order to release'instructOrs whose expertise
.might be used to achieve individualization.

In order to develop an effective training program, we
surveyed our student population to determine the areas they
felt needed more concentration and improveMent in tha program.
We found that they wanted more individual help in usingMat-
erials, machinery, and in learning study techniques. They

**also wanted more supervised practice time outside of the reg-
ular class session.

With this information, we developed a training sequence
for the paraprofessional.

In developing our training sequence and in selecting
undergraduates to work in the program we tried as much as'
possible to keep within a reasonable set of criteria. Real-
izing that many undergraduates had no :Graining in reading or
at best had completed only one reading improvement course, we
needed to give_them some basic foundation in reading.

We required each candidate'to read selected passages from
texts su.-7h as Glock's The Improvement of College Reading.
and Leedy'S-Reading improvement for Adults. (For a complete
list of the required readings see Appendix A).

It was felt that this material, written to the student,
would be understandable and profitable reading. Pre-reading
questions were developed for each reading so that the candid-
ate had same direction and purpose for this, reading and could
answer these questions when queried by the instructor and
discuss it with hit if this was felt to be necessary.

We spent several sessions with each paraprofessional on
the use and abuse of the reading accelerator, the controlled
reader, and the skimmer and scanner. Each was also required
to read carefully the instructor's manuals for each of these
instruments. y .

Test administration and scori- is time consuming, and
we felt that this was an area where'Pressure could be taken
from the instructors. The Nelson-Denny Reading Test is
straightforward and not too difficult to administer. The self-
sabring answer sheets make scoring the test a fairly simple
operation. The Survey of Reading/Study Efficiency by Frank.
Christ (2) is a self-scoring instrument and uSifoa with our
first year Students only. ,The Survey of Study Habits and
Attitudes by Brown and Holtzman (1) is used with second year
students and above and must be hand scored and is a rather time
consuming task. The Reading Versatility. Test (4) is also
administered to all students in the prograt. The paraprofes-
sionals were trained to administer and score all of these in-

1 10



struments. Test interpretations were done by the instructors.

The time saved in having the paraprofessional administer and

score these tests was overwhelming. Students who entered

the program after the initial testing had been given were

administered the tests by the paraprofessionals outside of class

time and the results passed on to the instructor so that he

could plan a program and analyze,the student's reading needs

before the next class meeting.
Another area where the paraprofessional can be easily

trained and therefore become most helpful to an instructor is

in study skills. Since most of the undergraduates we select-
'ed were not education majors, but had academic or technical'

majors, we found them to be a valuable asset in helping stu-

dents with study skill techniques in their academic areas of

common interest. Since we do net'advocate one studytech-
nique.tp the exclusion of any other, thisaffords an opportu-

nity for the paraprofessional to develop a technique which is

workable and can be,used by other students in the same aca-

denic areas.
A problem in our reading program was affording students

extra time outside of the regular classes for practice and

more individual attention. The paraprofessional helped us to

solve this problem by allowing the establishment of a reading

laboratory which operated outside of the regular class schedule.

This lab allowed students to do additional practice, work with

machinery', or do assignments under supervision .that had been

planned by the instructor. The oaraprofessioBal.assisted the
students in locating the proper material, helping with the

machinery, and also working with him on an individual basis .

Wth certain skill development as outlined by the instructor.

The use of the paraprofessional in running and supervising the

lab allowed the instructors more latitUde in their class as-

signments and, if they so desired, could assign a particular

task for a student to complete in the lab.
In our program we allow students to check out material on

an over=night basis. The paraprofessional became out librar-

ian. He was also.used as a clerk to preparevor . or

materialthat needed them, pacer setting charts answer keys.

He also made sure that a copy of each item was a fiked to each

piece of material that required it. He e. her-made

material and did the necessary clerical work to make them ready

for class'roam use.
A training technique which we'found to be an excellent

device was to have them develop specific bibliographies based

on skill development areas or academic subject areas. This

activity required the paraprofessional to classify materials-

under several types of classifications- aceqanic subjects or

skill areas. The first bibliography to be developed was done

in'the area of academic subjects. Eagh pied of material was

examined, and the readings contained In the material were

classified under the proper academic area. '::Another

bibliography was developed along the lines of skill

development areas and classification.
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We found these materials to be extremely valuable in
assisting both the instructor and the student. If, for exam-
ple, an instructor wanted a student to do independent reading
and further development in the area of reading for details, he
could refer the student to the skill area classification list
or have the paraprofessional give the student assistance.

The paraprofessional also accepted the responsibility of
checking the student's work, giving further direction, or
reporting the results tathe instructor.

Periodic meetings or seminars were held with the para-
professionals and the instructors to discuss problems that
may have arisen or to discuss and develop teacher -made mat-
erials that could be used to assist students.

The training program outlined here has been in effect for
three years. We have found definite advantages in the use
of the paraprofessional in our pro.glam. In fact, if we did
not have trained paraprofessionals, our program would not be
as effective or as individualized as it is. The paraprofes-
sional frees instructors from the numerous clerical tasks in-
volved in such a course; he,assists the instructor with small
groups of students; he supervises the lab and works there
directly with students; he allows the instructional staff
to run an individUalized program; he assists the students in
the use of the hardware used in the program; and he insures
a amoo thng program that has extended because of the para-
professi 1.

,

We h-.itate many times in the field of reading to use
"unskilled' or untrained people because we look upon the area
as one in 'ch the person wno instructs should be a specialist.
Thisis true,-.ut the specialist, if he is to be effective and
help students f 'ction successfully, needs some help. The al-
ternative of trai g a person to give this help has proven
to be both practic and successful. It is a matter of prior-
ities, of what. can done to relieve the instructor to help
each student reach hi full reading potential. I do not advo-
cate that the paraprofe ional be a teacher, but a partner in
the teaching prooPss to 'd both the student and the t6structor.
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Training Communication Specialists for the

Metropolitan Intercity Junior College

H. 0. Be !din
Western Washington State College

"Come in, come in. Everyone is welcome! Qualifica-

tions? Don't worry. We'll help you through. Higher ed-

ucation is here for the taking. Welcome."
With this voice community colleges and some four-year

institutions. announce their open-admissions policy. Re-

flecting a developing social conscience, colleges are setting

aside traditional ideas of academic qualifications for high-

er education and opening their dobts to a large population

which they previously ignored or turned away.
Open admissions in some ways is recruiting. It, there-

fore, contains same responsibilities new to many colleges.

If an unqualified person is urged to enter college, he

rightfully expects to complete his program. If his pro-

graimis unrealistic because he lacks interest or aptitude, he

will need counseling and guidance. If his program is reasonably

choSeni he may still need help in learning how to do academic

.
work, to play the game. In the final analysis,, evaluation of

open admissions-cannot be done on the basis of numbers of stu-
dents entering college, but on the percentage successfully

/
carOleting their chosen program in higher education. Did

they learn soon enough how to play the game? Did they get

the help they needed? Help? Why is special consideration f,

in same tiiim apt to,be necessary?

The Need Fat Help

Look briefly at the characteristics of students taking

advantage-of an open-admissions policy. Most have meager

academic backgrounds. Ignoring ethnic differences, we find

a commonality, inner-city poverty. Without ascribing

blame; the schools Serving inner-city poverty areas are much

less than adequate in college preparatory work. About the

last thing they produce is scholars.
Secondly, most ofthis new breed of college' student

have not been "thinking college" throughout life. Literally

a student may have been "sold" college by someone who believes

1
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strongly in its long-range value. He has been convinced by
others that higher education will work wonders for him.
Suddenly he finds himself in a strange campus world and he
is not certain why he is there.

Thirdly,. most students-are not realistically task-
oriented; most have little appreciation of standards and
requirements. In the past these students ignored assign-
ments and were passed along and many expect to do the same
in college and still get educated. A student may have never
studied independently before and he does not expect to now.
Since he has only this personal frame of reference to draw
upon, his first inclination may be to view higher education
as more-Of-the-same. Left to himself, he very quickly gets
into academic difficulty.

It is common for the open-admissions student to be very
inadequate in using the traditional communications skills of
reading, writing, speaking,cr listening. Many open-admis-
sions students will have complete and linguistically func-
tional oral language patterns net suitable in higher educa-
tion. They cannot comprehend material'- presented in lectures
andtheir instructors cannot always understand their re-'1
sponses to questions. Remediation of this problem may re-
quire an "English as a second language" approach. ThiS
procedure can take a lot of time.

Secondly, however measured, it is clear that the gen-
eral reading achievement levels mastered by open'admissions
students are woefully inadequate. They cannot meet the
reading requirements of introductory literature courses.
Of course they have little hope of learning adequately from
content area textbooks. Add to this situation an almost
complete absence of study skills and it is obvious that the
problem- is immediate and complex.

i. Thirdly, there is an inadequate development of skill in
writing. They do not believe they can write. There is -

little reason why they should; all they have gotten for their
previous writing efforts is criticism of their mastery of
composition mechanics and little positive reaction to their
ideas. Lack of spelling knowledge further complicates this
situation. The problem's complexity is beyond the usual
college composition course but in terms of general writing
skill:develapment it is below that accepted in freshmen com-
position.

In summary, then, it is common for the open admissions
student to be educationally disadvantaged, lacking the
traditional communications skills orreading,writing,
speaking, or listening in the most minimal sense.--He_is un-
accustomed to thinking college, and very unrealistic aboUt
college standards. This cambination of factors predicts
academic failure; Help, especially in the first year, is
needed. While _the distant goals of higher education may be
generally admired,.from almost the first moment, the open -
admissions stuag.nt is concerned with 'surviving next week's
examinations. He cannot afford a leisurely program that

..:0ti
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first raises general skill development pefore attacking

practical every day problems. He needs help now!

What Kinds Of Help?

Some colleges group educationally disadvantaged students

into special sections. The theory is that by providing than

with deeply dedicated instrUctors who work closely with

their students and by moving,the group through an introduc-

tory academic pioytam Lasigned to ease their adjustment to

college, the students can reinforce and support each other

and obviate the sametimes'devastating effects of college

strangeness. Every effort is made to help these special

students survive;.special instruction in study skills and

group and individual counseling is available.
Another method is being tried at New York University.

Essentially it is impossible for the student to flunk out;

he is allowed repeated registrations in a course until a

passing grade is achieved. Students are not grouped into

special sections or offered a modified curricula, but there

is an increased 'emphasis on individual counseling and the

provision of reading/study skills services.
Upward Bound, a federally financed project, has been

successful. Thc.- program at Western Washington State College

recruits students in high school as juniors, provides then

with two summers of work on the college campus, quidance

during the senior year of high sdhool,'and admission to

college after the second summer. All of the students are

considered intellectually able to do college work, same were

academically able in high salmi, and for the academically

disabled; remedial work was provided during the summers.

The residential component', students and staff living together

during the summer' program, is a strong factor in strengthening

and enhancing the self-identity of the students.

Unfortunately, by far the most common approach is the

change in admifisions policy and nothing more. Colleges have

been slow to react to the communications needs of these stu-

dents'new on the education scene; they have not provided,

counseling or ample services. In colleges where services

are available, it is difficult to get students to use them,j

The reputation of the study skills/ reading centers is pooilk,

attendance is irregular unless credit is required or a sub-

stantial fee is charged. Without special help the student

dropout rate is high.
These students need a total-language approach. They

need help in speaking, in listening, in writing-.and in

reading. They need help in adjusting to college and help in

studying, They need teachers skilled in the human aspects

of counseling and teachers who are broadly'educatedAn

several language disciplines, English, speech, linguistics,

composition and reading. These studentg sbauld work through

a communications center'so that their programs are not frag-

mented in four or more dePartments.



The concept of a 'communication3 center' which offers
most of the help needed by open admissions students is
central to this paper. Rather than treating a writing prob-
lem in one department, the oral language problem in another
and so on,_the student should be offered a coordinated and
total program in a single facility designed for that purpose.
The center would offer campus-wide service, would have the
necessary professional and ancillary staff, physical fac-

and'equipment. The center would help any student
*`who has one .or any combination of the communications prob-

lems previously described. It is suggested that this total
program solving,approach would be much more effective, and

4effi6ient,then the fragmented department-by-department
-"approach now currently in vogue.

t.)e communications center, like the counseling center,
should be a part of the total student serv.ces offered by
the college. Many academic departments are not oriented to
doing remedial work; the job is Often assigned to the lowest
or weakest member of the department or rotated among faculty
members so thdtvio on bears the cross too long a time. This
philosophy or adidnistrative approach does not provide qual-
ity service combined with empathycfor the student's problems.'
The professional staff working with open-adMissions students
must see value in their work and like what they are doing.
Placing the carrnunications center within student services
gives it a desired and respected place on the college
campus.

Training College Communications Specialists

Western. Washington College has a special program to
train inner-city communications specialists. The program is
financed under Title Ei EPDA, for two years, 1970-72. Fel-
lows in the program generally_are experienced secondary
school teachers in a language a--ea: speech, speech therapy,
reading, or English. At the end of the program all the
Fellows will qualify for a Master's degree and will have
competence in developing oral language, the teaching of
reading/study skills,'and teaching writing and composition.
Each participant's program is tailored to meet his needs.
For example, a participant who holds a B.A. in English Lit-
erature will take little formal work in this field, but will
take speech therapy or reading or Whatever else he does not
already have. All the Fellows take work in'the history. of
communications, interpersonal communications, orientation to
community colleges, and work in counseling procedures.

One unique strength of Western's program is the four
terms of supervised practice. -Beginning in thei-initial
phase of the program these practice give the participants
an opportunity to break into working with open admission
students. 'FArly in their program, participants work in the
college reading/study skills program and the writing work-
shop; they begin with one student and gradually increase

2 2
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their work load. The participants draw support from current

course work and close association with the experienced

faculty, directing these programs. They slowly assume more

responsibilities for a student's communications skills pro-
blem designing programs to-remediate problems, and teaching

the programs to its successful conclusion.
In the sixth term of the program the Fellbws enter full-

time internships in metropolitan community colleges. For

six months they will teach in the regular communications

program offered by the community college. In addition, they

will liake an analysis of the effectiveness of the program
and provide suggestions for its improvement. The interns

will get experience in program analysis and administration,

a vital part of the problems they will encounter as full-

time professionals.
The Western Washington State College program recognizes

the demand for broader communications curricula as a response
to open adMissions.. The program goes beyond training

teachers in a single skill areas to training directors who

can implement new programs in communications centers. The

theoretical orientation is extensive so that these directors

can train their own paraprofessional staff. Higher education

is becoming more awareof the problems associated with cross-

ing ethnic lines. For example, a.black student may be more

receptive to suggestions for studying and college adjustment

when they are given by a black teacher. If colleges are not

to become extended holding stations, students must have min-

imum cainunications skills to be successful. Cannunications

,center directors able to train staff fran a variety of
:,ethnic backgrounds can establish a center viewed as more

friendly by members of inner-city minority groups. With

this point in mind, Western's program searches for contact

with minority group students to provide practical orient-

ation and experience for its participants. The multiplier

effect of this program, in training a staff, justifies its

length.
Open admissions carries with it some responsibilities

new to many institutions of higher learning, responsibilities

they are ill-equipped to meet. This policy change has

brought to the college carpus a new breed of student who

'often has glaring inadequacies in his mastery of the basic

cammunications skills. The assumption that he enters college

able to learn traditional college work is; in large part; no

longer valid. If open'admissions is not:. to be an expensive

experiment that failedrthese problems Must be successfully

solved. Can they beNr are we already too late?
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Learning Center Concept in Action

Jerry Berg, Jim Ellison & Doris Rose

Lane Community College

Lane Cr:Enmity College is a two-year, open door insti-
tution with a yearly enrollment of approximately 19,000 full
and part-time students. The college serve's a diverse stu-
dent population by offering liberal arts, vocational, gen-
eral and iem-dial education, adult education, and apprentice-7-
ship programs. As. an open door college, we recognize that a
significant number of our students will enter with deficien-
cies in math, reading, and English. We also recognize that
before these students can take advantage of their educational
oortunities, these deficiencies must be corrected. It was
the initial role of the Study Skills Center to provide this
corrective help,.but our role has since expanded to thattof
a learning center. WeStill provide remedial and corrective
services, but in addition we supplement and re-enforce the
general curriculum of the college. By undertaking this ex-
panded role, we serve a larger segment of the student popu-
lation, and we have rerzVed-the remedial stigma that is so
often associated with corrective programs. As a learning
center, we provide the students with special learning tools,'
materials, and trained personnel to facilitate and enrich
their educational opportunities. Through the learning center,
students are provided with supplementary and programed texts,
audio-tutorial materials, audio devices, filmstrips, and
'teaching machines.'

Organization and Staffing

The Study Skills Center is an instructional department
of the college, directly responsible to the Dean of Instruc-
tion. Thekdephrtment is funded from the general operating
fund of the college, and banpetes with all other instruc-
tional departments for bUdgetary considerations.

The Center requires a staff of twenty people. The in-
structional staff is ocrposed of a director, three full-time
reading instructors, three'part-time reading instructors,
two half-time math instructors, a part-time business in-

-
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41111structor, and a half-time EngliSh-as-a-second-language
Specialist. We are using two Para- professionals to assist
instructors with students and-to assist students:with mat-
erials and equipment in the lab. Our secretarial staff is

.00mposed. of two full-time secretaries, four work-study Stu-'
dents,and a full-time clerical person,to handle our tape
dubbing requirements. Q .

Programs

We offer three types of learning programs:
(1) an individualized pbogram in which the stu-

dent Works in the Center-under the guidance
of an instructor;

(2) an independent program inich the student.
checks out appropriate programmed materials
and works on his own with the optioh of re-
turning periodically to consult with an !n-

structor; and
(3) group classes in reading, study skills, and

spelling.
Although attendance at the Center is voluntary, and no

credit or grade is given for the individualized programs, the
group classes in reading and study skills carry vocational

credit. The resources of the Center are available to all
LCC students free of charge,-but non-LCC students are
assessed a quarterly fee for the use of the facility.

Individualized Program
A student with a ser4ous skill problem would earoll in

our individualized ps6irlifi. He is assigned to an instructor
and scheduled into ths,genter on an appointment basks. The

instructor is responsible for diagnosing the student's prob-

lem and constructing corrective lessons. Multi-level ma-
terialsand several modes of learning media can be used in
developing a lesson. 'Each lesson generally lasts one hour. .

The first fifteen minutes of the lesson are spent consulting
with the instructor and the student spends the balance of the
time working independently in the lab area. As...the student

leaves the Center, he ltaves his record folder,'which contains,.
his lesson plans, diagnostiCinformation, and answer sheets
with his instructor. This allows the instructor to review
the staent's performance and plan the next lesson before

the student returns for the following appointment.

Independent Program
The Center contains a wide variety of material that

lends itself to independent study programs. The math program
is an_independent progtamthat has been very successful. .

Through the math lab, we can provide the student with math
materials from basic arithmetic through college math. If a

student is enrolled in a college transfer or vocational math

course, and he is experiencing difficulty mastering a part-

icular concept or skillokhe can use the services of the math

lab to correct his problem. The math lab instructor will
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consult with the student, isolate his problem, and supply
him with the appropriate programed materials. If the student
requires same assistance in addition to the programed mater-
ials, he is encouraged to return to the math lab and' seek the
assistance of the instructor. The math lab is staffed fran
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

.

The foreign language, science, and music departments are
alSO making use of this independent format. These departments
are using cassette tapes to supplement their classroom in-
struction. The student checks into the lab, checks out a il

cassette player, headset, and taped lesson. He then proceeds "
to a tudy carrel and completes the lesson independently. The
sass t

Ite
e players and tapes can be checked out overnight or

for a, ekend; however, several language classes have been
checking them out for the entire term. Since the lab is open
from 8 a. m. to 9 p. m., the student has considerable latit-
ude in completing his assignment.

#

Group Classes. ,, .

.

,

DE17-7-koring Term we will lE9e. offering group classes in
.

reading, spelling, and study skills. We are scheduling five
sections of' Accelerated Reading, four sections of Effective
Study Skills, and two sections of Spelling.

The Acoelerated Reading course is designed to refine and
extend the reading skills of the average or above average
reader. We have defined the average reader as one who can
,read at least 250 wpm with.70% comprehension, on the Triggs
Diagnostic Reading Test. The class meets for 24 hours and
carries two hours of vocational credit. It ins graded on a
pasS-eb pass baSis. The emphasis isbn the development of
an efficient, flexible reader through the application of a
variety of reading techniques. This Same class has proven
very successful when offered to members of the community
through the Adult,Fducation Division. ,

The Spelling Class which is in its embryonic stages, is
offered as a self-improvement course on a noncredit baSis.
We are using several spelling texts, tapes, and different
types'Of instructional media. The student is taught a
specific technique for learning words, and he develops his
own list of ."functiona16. spelling terms from his writing. 0,
vocabulary. These functional words are taped by the student
and checked by the instructor for the correct pronunciation
and sage. This also serves as a mastery spelling test for
the student: In conjunction with the.development of fun-
ctional word lists, certain spelling. generalizations and
principles are also taught. 0

The Effective Study Skills Course emphasizes five pasic
study. strategies: (1) a textbook study technique-SORO(2)
time management; 3) examination skills; (4) notetaking,::
techniques;, and (5) library skills. The cc.xse is 18.-hours e5;.7-
in duration and carries one hour of vocational credit., It,

\,,..,

.,,

too, is graded on a pass-no pass basis. We strive to deve-
lop these five strategies to a functional level through
direct classroom practice. The class is functional rather
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than theoretital in nature; the student is,applying the

skills in cldEs rather than just listening to an instructor

talk about them.

Student Enrollment

During Fall Termwe registered 1100 students to use the,,

resources of the Center. Since Some of these students were

enrolled in more than one program, we showed a total enroll-

ment of over 1500 students. The Center is used to accomplish

many different
(1) for thestudent whose education has been

interrupted and is now returning to college,
the Center allows him,to get bac1. into'the
"swing of things!" before 'entering regular

classes;
(2) for, the adult who has n ever been to college

it affords an opportunity to experience the
learning process without the demands or
pressure from the classroom;.

(3) for the student with a severe learning pro-
blem or Skil/ deficiency, it offers an.
opportunity to correct the handicap without
exposing hiMself torentarrassment; and '

(4) for the student with a specific learning
problem, it presents an avenue of personal'

.and immediate attention.

ti

Summary

The learning center concept answers a number of the

dens being made on education today. It provides the stu-

dentAdth a variety of earning experiences without the

rigidity and restraints f.a conventional classroom; it en-, .

=passes students at all skill levels; it encourages the,

initiation of new learning techniques; it serves as a viable

forum for the discussion of student learning problems; and

most important, it offers the cammunity'c011ege student a

humanized solution to.his skill problems.

2
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The Sudent-Development Center:

'A Ten-Week Experionce in Re-education

Barbara E. Biggs, HarryH. Boyle, Gary S. Felton,
Lloyd J. Thomas & Betty R. Wilson

Mount St, Mary's College
Los Angeles, California

The Student-DevelopmentLCenter JSDC) at Mount St, Mary's
College.in @ngeles originally was designed in early 1969
as a model fora college -wide learner-oriented

developmental:
program. it was formalized as a coeducational center for
collegiate low achievers, and subsequently opened to stu-
dents in September of that year.

Model and Methodology

The overall purpose of the Student-Development Center
was to transform the previously ineffective life styles of
ioollegiate low achievers into behaviors appropriate to
kacademic success. The following pragmatic learning model
.provided a structure Within which such effective behaviors
might be implemented:

Incorporative Behaviors

Visual1,. Aural Kinesthetic

Listening
Interpersonal Eye-hand co-
cattnunications ordination

Retention Lectures Efficient

\ :

movement

/
..

,

awareness
Bodily

Touching.
behavlor

Selective:Attention

Main and subordinate ideas

Sensitivity to environment
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Though

Critical analysis
Creative

synthesis
Problem solving

Processing Behaviors

Emotion

Experiential

Situational
anxiety

Feat of failure
Fear of success

Alternative

ApprOPriate risk
taking

Appropriate
emotional
expression
Receptivity to
feedback

Projective Behaviors

Written Expression

Task
Note taking
Outlining
Test taking
FOrmelied Writing

-movement

Non-verbal self
expression:

Appropriate risk-
, taking behavior
Behavioral commit7

ment

Process
D5ifeFentiation of task

and prodess
Selle,expiossfan.
Pi*ientation of ideas

Style

Verbal /non - verbal

Congruence

Motivation

Need achieve-
ment

Goal setting
Time scheduling

Oral Expression

Correction of
major speech
errors
Self expression
Presentation of
ideas
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Courses were developed by the Center's staff which
would
1) Create an individualized program to. develop pre-adademic

skills.
2) Encourage supportive and meaningful relationships an

students and staff.
3) Structure experiences which demand appropriate risk-.

taking behavior and imaginative articulation of new
perspectives.

4) Emphasize the interdependence of bodily, emotional, and
'intelledtual processes.

5) Provide multiple alternatives to unsuccessful indiVidual
learning behaviors.

6) Demand explicit articulation of goals and their trans-
lation into behavioral objectives as Well as relatethese
considerations to the efficient use of time.

7) 'Make clear. the differentiation of the student's tasks
fran his personal, internal processes.

8) Distinguish ritualized behaviors fran genuine involve-.
ment in task-and process.

9) -Provide.continuous feedback concerning discrepancies
between stated goals and observed' behaviors.

. Admissions Procedure

Anyone over the age of 17. is eligible to apply to the
SDC;' there is no age ceiling: Each perspective student
goes through a six-step evaluation and planning process.
First, the applicant meets informally with a staff member
to obtain preliminary in-formation about the Center and
necessary application forms. He then is-given an array of
10 standardized tests, for which he pays an assessment-tee
of $50. A formal individual interview follows and this
contact is dedisive-for the applicant. The interview, con-
ducted by "two staff. psychologists, is structured carefully
to determine, among other qualities, the extent of the
applicant's emotir nal pathology and the level of personal
academic motivation. Mental retardation, extra psychol-
ological disturbance, low level individual motivation to
change, anO-illiteracy are the principal reasons for ex-
clusion fran the program, Test results are not used to pro-
vide admission criteria, inasmuch as scores frequently
change dramatically.in the course of the ten-week program.
Such scores are helpful in the individualized progrmnr
planning process, once an applicant-becomes a full-time
student at the center.

If the applicant is not admitted to the SOC program,
the interview is extended for the purpose of reporting test
results and exploring alternative actions.

Program

The content of the SDC curriculum is continually
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evaluated anq modified by staff members and by students;
new courses are developed and others are re-structured'or
dropped fann-the progrmn's format, as needs arise. Currently

an individualized, 40- hour - per -week program is designed

for'each student fran the following content areas:

Communication: The SDC staff believes that the quality of

one's encounter with the world depends upon the skill with

utich he carmunicates. Therefore, students are encouraged
to discover new ways to open themselves'to all their en-
:vironment and to expreSS freely their own thoughts and ex-

, periences. The carmunications program. includes several

sub-sections:
Reading Laboratory. In the reading laboratory the stu-.

dent works individuallY, at hisown level, and he is encour-
aged to use self-pacing materials and'instruments which
increase reading speed, comprehension, and retention. The

students also.work as a group to complete exercises on the
tachistoscope to increase their visual-perception span and
vocabulary; and to learn the techniques of speed reading.

' Writing Laboratory. The major emphasis in the writing
laboratory is the-differentiation of task and process. As'

the student is engaged in the task of writing a specific
assignment, he is asked*to observe himself in process and
to note these observations on another paper. Many students
who generally experience great difficulty with writing tasks
become expreaSive when they are asked to explore the feelings

that encounter.' Both forms of writing provide an

opportuni for the student to master the basic skills

of Spelli, , punctuation, syntax, and vocabulary. Pro-

gramed materials also are made available to help stu-
dents who have specific problems inthese areas,

Additionally,,students engage in a variety of writing.
experiences to master the fundamentals of expository, nar-
rative, descriptive, and creative writing forms, as well

as of outlining, note taking, and the finer points of or-

ganization and critical thought. The experience culminates

in the preparation of a,formal research paper of collegiate

quality.
Speect Laboratory. Any student with speech difficulties-

lisp, foreign or regional dialect, stuttering, etc. may

include individual speech therapy in his schedule. He is

taught to recognize his speech problem and to engage in

corrective exercises. Tape recorders and dictaphones are

available for daily indiVidual practice.
Drama Course. Under the guidance of a:professional

director; the student has the opportunity to discover within

himself the underlying emotional content in classic lit -

erature, he learns new ways to memorize material, practices

cannitment to an idea, and sees himself perform under pres-

sure through meaningful video-tape and group feedback.

Counseling. Bbth individual and group counseling are

a major part o the SDC experience. Each student part-

icipates in small-group counseling sessions for one and
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one-half hours, four days each week, in addition to one
two -day weekend retreat. Although the format of these ses-
sions is flexible, the focus primarily is en the psycho-
logical exploration of present experience, with an emphasis
on immediate giving and receiving of feedback and communi-
cative styles. Individual counseling is available on re-
quest.

Problem Solving: In. this task-orinted seminar, the
student learns prOblemsolving techniques, critical ana-
lytic processes, and,decision7making Skills. He evaluates
his own method's and processes and learns new ways to work
in groups, to define progress, to state assumptions, and to
propose alternative solutions from which he can make effect-
ive decisions. He_learns to use these skills on an individ-
ual basis through experiencing actual problems and dilemmas
which are presented in the sessions and which must be solved
in a limited amount of time.

Motivation: Research has demonstrated clearly that
people who are motivated highly toward,success are in-
deed more successful than people of Comparable ability
who are less motivated to succeed.' Inasmuch as people
can be taught to think and to behave'as if they were
high-achievement-oriented individuals, and inasmuch as
this experience frequently changes the actual motivation
and behavior in their daily,lives,this seminar has.a
piVotal role in the.SDC program,-

Time S One of the characteristics,of a person who
is motive ighly to succeed is the ability to set real-
istic goals. This implies that, the person has skill.in
assessing his own abilities and in managing his time
efficiently. The time study seminar deals with the establish-
ment and implementation of behavioral objectives within a
time-oriented framework.

Mathematics: In an informal setting, the student has
an opportunity to explore those areas of mathematics whidh
previously he has avoided, and 'to pradtice a mathematical
approach which involves minimal symbolization.

Psychology: This course is organized as a collegiate- .

level seminar and provides a testing ground for newly-
developing skills. Students read, take notes, hold dis-
cussions, write examinations and, in conjunction with the
writing laboratory, prepare a formal term paper. The course
content also provides a cognitive Structure to help'the
student understand his own experience as a low achiever and
as a person in the process of change.

Student Population

The following sUmMary information provides a composite
profile of the average SDC student. These data were ob-
tained from four groUps of entering SDC students-22 men and
19 women, all of whamwere tested during the first year of
the Center's operation. Their average age was 20.2 years.
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In four areas, of scholastic achievemert, the SDC stu:-

dents scored on the overage atthelcwer 26th percentile of

all students inreading, the lower 24th percentile in
writing,'the lower 37th percentile in-listeningand the
lower 25th percentile in mathematics. The mean level of

intelligence was 112, Which is in the bright-normal range

of intellectual functioning,
In study habits,: he SDC students scored on the average

at the lower 18th perdentile. However, in academic achieve-

ment motivation the SDCstudents scored on .the average at

the 52nd percentile. This latter finding_ probably reflects

the positive attitudes which led the students to consider

enrolling in the program.
The psychological tests indicate that SDC students,

particularly the women, are generally anxious when they_are

taking examinations. As a ,group, they more often perceive

events in their lives as unrelated to their own behavior and.

therefore beyan personal control, rather than perceive

events as a-consequence of their own actions and thereby

as under perional control.,
The composite personality profile indicates that-gen-

erally the students are in the neurotic range of psycholo-

gical functioning. They tend to be distrustful, over-
critical, blunt, defiant, dependent, and rebellious toward

authority. Frequently they see others as unpredictable,

and feel misunderstood and alienated. Their social rela-

tionships often are Shallow. -They arepoor at planning and

concentration and are passive4'indecisive, irresponsible,

and show diminished energy level as well as minimal ex-

pectations. Frequently thev'are self pitying, self des-
trusting, self conscious, and appear to be non-conforming,

bored, disillusioned, and impulsive.
Obviously these generalizations are summary pictures

and do not describe any one student. Such a composite

Sketch merely provides a general overview of psychological

variables, found, on the average, among a sizeable cluster

of students who are identified,'by themselves and by others,

as academic low achievers. That the overall psychological

picture of the entering SDC student is significantly dis-

crepant from normative findings is an.inportant indicator

of the extent to which psychological pathology exists in the

kind of student who achieves at a low level academically and

on his own seeks professional intervention to modify the

behavioral pattern he exhibits.
Racially, 72.9% of the first-year students were

Caucasian, 21:4% were Black, 2.9% were Chicano, and 2.8%

were Oriental.

Post-program College Placement

The following colleges and universities are currently

being attended by graduates of the SDC:
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California Institute of:-
the Arts

California State College
at Daninguez

Calitornia State College
at Fullerton

Campton Collage

California
El Camino. College

Californian

George Fox College
Oregon

'maculate Heart College
. California

Imperial Valley College
California

Los AngelesCity College,
Los Angeles Valley

College
Loyola University at

Los Angeles
Mbunt St. dary's College

California
Northrup Institute of

Technology, California
Orange Coast. Junior

College, California

California State College
at Los Angeles

California State Polytechnic
College at Pomona

California State Polytechnic
College at San this Obispo

Pepperdine College
California

San Fernando Valley State
College, California

Santa Barbara-City College
California

Santa Monica City College
California .

Thunderbird College of
International Relations
Arizona

United States International
University, California

University of California
at San Diego

University of California
at Santa Cruz

University of Southern
California

West Los AngeleS College.

Of the 55 students who attended the SDC during the
first one and one-half years of its operation, 34 (61.9%)
were recammended.for and placed in a collegiate program.
Three others (5.5%) who received staff recamendations
currently are not enrolled in college, after having chosen
to work,temporarily. Although 18 students (32.6%) were not
recannended for college, eight of these students currently
are enrolled in collegiate programs.

To date, followup information on grades has been're7
oeived from 19 students (34.50, as shown in4T6ble.I

Table I. Post - program collegiate-level performance of SDC
graduates.

Grade Point
Average

A
B
C
D
F

Students Recommended
for college

N
3

5

6

2

0

3 i1 30

Students Not Rec-
amended for
college

N
0

2

0.

0



TO date, 76.3% of all SIX graduates are attending

a collegiate level program on a full-time basis. Of these,

42 students, 53.9% have not yet received grades. Of those

students who have received grades, 89.5% are known to have

maintained a grade point average of C (2:00) or .better,

ai d 10.5% have not met this criterion.
The followup data indicate that the staff has been

successful in developing a major learning program which is,

highly effective in speaking to the academic and emotional

needs of many college-age low achievers.

U
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Systems for Learning Assistance:

Learners, Learning Facilitators,

and Learning Centers

Frank L. Christ

Loyola University.of Los Angeles

INTRODUCrIal

For the past eight years.I have been evolving a pro-
fessional raison d'etre to justify both my existence and
function in higher education. I first attempted to articu
late such a raison d'etre in 1963 with a paper that ex-
plored "The Respansibilityeaf the College Reading Director
Beyond the Clinic Doors" 10. Five years later, at the
National Reading Conference, I redefined my position, in a
paper entitled: "The SR/SE Laboratory: A Systems Approach
to Reading /Study Skills Counseling" (9) and, two WCRA

.

Conferences ago in Phoenix, expanded the underlying "rationale
of that NR paper with sane reflections on a systems
approach to reading/stiidy skills services (7),

During this time, I transferred, or was transferred,
fran an English department teaching reading in a classroan
to an Education department where help Was-offered, to students
in a reading clinic; fran Education to Psychological Ser.-
vices as part of a Student Conference Center team:where
students were counseled in a private office; fran Psy-

. cholcgical Servicesto"Student Personnel Services as dir-
ector of a reading/study skills center.

During this same time, the professional literature of
higher education reflected a similar shift in emphasis from
reading and study/skills classroon instruction to services
with names like Education Development Center (14), Student
Development Center (20), Individual Learning Center (16),
and Learning Laboratory (2).

In this paper, I want to share with ydu sane of the
sources and resources that have stimulated me to expand my
role frOn a reading/study skills instructor to that of a
learning assistance program designer and learning facili-
tator.

3 6
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LEARNING ASSISTANCE

Let's examine first the phrase " learning assistance."

Although this phrase is not one that has been used pre-

viously.in'reading/study skills literature, I submit that

it is a most appropriate phraSe to describe what we can do

for students. "Learning Assistance"-has evolved-from and

can encompass the'following descriptors that are so familiar

in our professional literature: remedial reading, correc-

tive readi , developmental reading, power or speed reading,

st s, reading/Study skills, and academic skills.

It inc s also the educational functions (pedagogical

and psydhological) inherent in such terms as improvement, ,

remediation, development, instruction, and counseling, as

they are performed in-places variously described as a

class, clinic, laboratory, or Center.

Learning assistance also includes the world of the

learner, the environment. in which and with which he must

cope to remain in college and to graduate from college.

This learning environment is made up of the learner, his

professors, other students, courses, of study, administrative

procedures and regulations,.as well as locales such as

classrooms, residence areas, and the-,library. It does not

exclude the inner world of personal problems that impinge

upon and affect en individual's attitude toward learning.

Learning, asscStance-is concerned with basic educa-

tional skills and attitudes that' Ford Foundation President

MCGeorge Bundy (4) calls '"...the most important product

of any learning process learning to keep on learning."

It is concerned with what Ralph Gerard of. Ut,IrVine (121

once described as "....another problem of acquiring learning

skills, which is not merely learning, but learning 'AD

learn." It is also concerned with what Dubin and Taveggia

(11) have suggested as a major contribution of a college

eduaation: develop the habits of study, which are,

ormay be, the preconditions of learning"--a suggestion

offered after they had analyzed data in ninety -one pre,

viously published studies of college teaching technologies

from which they concluded that "...there is no measurable '

different. e among truly distinctive methods of college

instruction when evaluated by student performance on final

examinations."

Learning assistance differs fram.content instruction
in its emphasis, riot on facts and information, but rather'

on the learning process and on the skills and attitudes'of

the-individual, learner. These learning assistance skills

and-attitudes, listed in the chart below, go far beyond the

ordinary concerns of most college reading improvement

programs yet are the skills and. attitudes many college

students .need to develop in order to achieve academic

success. 3(
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A LEARNING ASSISTANCE CENTER

A Learning Assistance Center (LAC), is a facility where

students (learners) came to effect change in their learning
assistance skills and attitudes, particularly in areas of .
reading, writing, canputatibn, and study skills. In addition
to a main center, mini-LAC's could be located in the cam-

pus library, at EOP and Upward Bound facilities, in student
residencd halls, even in fraternity and sorority-houses.

.

A LAC Would operate most efficiently and effedtively
as part of a greater campus complex such as a Learning

Center, Learning Resources Center, Instructional Materials
Center, or Multi -media Center. Descriptions of operational
functions for such campus complexes can be found in a re-
cent volume of selected readings by Pearson and Butler (21).

Although the primary function of a LAC is to'help
students "beat the educational system" by getting higher
grades; i.e., by learning more in less time with greater°
ease and confidence, it can also serve five other functions:

1) as a place where the learner gets tutorial help.

The LAC is ideal for such activity since it has
learner-oriented equipment, software, and

persOnnel.
2) as a referral agency to other helping, agencies

sdch as medical, psychological, financial, and

spiritual. With the LAC acting as a central
point, students Will not get lost'in an administra-

tive game of hide-and-seek. Instead,.students-
will be diagnosed, referred, and monitbred in a
follow-up to insure that their needs are taken

care of.
3) as a library of basic study aids in the content

field. The LAC working in conjunction with

academic departments could house drill materials,
collateral textbooks, taped lectures, acid course

outlines.
4) as a training facility for paraprofessionals, peer

counselors and tutors. As ear y as 1965, Brawn,

a pioneer in studentto-student counseling (3),

argued for this use of peer counselors to coMbat,

the decreasing ratio of personnel and financial

resources to student population.

5) as an information clearinghouse to update faculty

in latest learning research and methodologies.
The LAC could not offer ER6 services that Vogel

(25) describes in his model for an Innovation
Diffusion Center where faculty actually see the

innovative machine or materials. Instead, the

Center could publish a newsletter that might

serve not only to ameliorate the learning situa-

tion in campus class-rooms but also would effect

good public relations between faculty and the

Center. 39e
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SYSTEMS EOR LEARNING ASSISTANCE

Although thee has been published in the literature
a handful of articles (5) (10) with titles that seem to
promise a reading/study skills or counseling service, we
do not have yet a true opera.tional system for learning
assistance. Most reading/study skills prams skill
operate in a vacuum as instructional extensions of English
or Education departments, Piyphological, or Counseling
Services, or as an expedient, administrative innovation

that services EOP, VEA, and Other "minority" or "culturally
disadvantaged" programs.

To serve the greatest number of students in a More
effective and efficient way thareis being done now, de-
signers of reading/study skills programs should consider
adapting elements of systems design to their programs. One
basic element in any learner-oriented system is its
ertvlasis on s ecified, observable attitudes and behaviors
as reoam, ity Mager (19), and by the Johnsons (18).

To date,io one has really specified in the professional
literature what observable attitudes and behaviors differ-
entiate the efficient, effective college learner from one
less efficient and effective. Nor has anyone specified
what observable behavioral and attitudinal changes should
occur in college students who complete reading /study skills

VP programs.

The system, as Silvorn (24) and Banathy (1)-have
pointed out, would also make exp4cit, bath ananalysis and
a' synthesis o existing informatipii, personneVt)mei

',methodologies,land equipment ti;Idetermine current inter-
relationships and seek new, more effective interorelationships.
Some of then interrelationships involve both data sharing .;"

and coo learning assistance strategies among campus
offices and is such as the folloWing: registrar,
`financial aids,, placement, counseling, psychological ser-
vices, chaplain, health officer. speech pathologist, course
instructors, faculty advisors, ;nd department heads. Finally,
provisions must exist in a system for feedback, Weiner's
"cybernetics" (26), both for individual behavioral and '

"attitudinal" reconstruction and for program evaluation and
subsequent improvement. Such an analysis and synthesis
crztr-dned with a feedback routine is being attempted by fhe
author in a paper model of a CoMputer Mediated Counseling
System in which the computer stores, correlates, and upl-
dates learner data from all these eources:to4deirelop
profile that can be used as a starting point for learning
assistance. , .

The complexity and enmity of the.tasks facing a
systems designer can be grasped by referring to Has ford
and Ryan's model of a counseling and guidance system (15)
in which they outline ten functions for developing
generalized models of counseling and guidance programs:
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1) study real-life environment; 2) define problem tit-

.uation( 3) establish project; 4) design counseling/

gUidence program prototype; 5) simulate to test program.

prototype; 6) pilot-test model; -7) introduce system;

8) operate System; 9) evaluate System; and 10) elim-

inate system.
Other design Characteristies of a systems approach

to learning assistance that must be considered are. the

'following; 1) availability of learner options, 2) mod-

ularity of space and materials, 3) mathenagenic activity,

and 4) openness to change.

Learner Options: The learner must have available instruc-
tional options that include lectures, in person, on audio
or EVR cassettes; learning material such as books, re-

cordings, films, programmed instruction, and computer-
assisted instruction; learner groupings ranging from one as
In auto-instruction, to pairs either of learner and
counselor er learner and peer learner, to small groups
for encounters and discussiOn or large audiences for dynamic
presentations and demonstrations.' Learner. options include.
Choices of time patterns and even of actual. learning times.

Modularity. The era of the single textbook, workbook, in-
structional approach or program for alVlearners is pa,st.
Designers of learning systems must think in space modules
and learning units so that the learner has choicet from

wring different options. Thus, the designer of a learning

facility provides area, furniture, and equipment for in-
dividual, study, fOr fUtotial pairings, for small group in-
struction and even for large audience demonstrations and
presentations'with the possibility that all may lie occurring

at the same time in the,same basic facility. 'Designers

Trust also realize that commercially prepared materials,

such as college reading and study skills manualsdo not
provide sufficient,practice exercises unless individual

manuals are literallytorn.apart and .reassembled to take

their place as part of a collection of self-learning

materials. SuCh.a collection would include cassettes, film

strips, slide' programs, and programmed instruction booklets

in addition to modular workbook materials. Provision for

this medulatity is included in the authoes'SR/SE Systems

Approach where the learner can opt to read,_ to do, to view,

to listen, to:testcor to confer fran over 140 self-in-

structionalmodulea listed in the SR/SE Student Personal

Program Guide (6).

themagenic Activity. Rothkopf (22) invented the term

,
themagenic behavior" to describe learner responses that

jive birth to learning.. These learner responses are almost

always overt behaviors. 'Thus a learner speaks, writes, or

interacts with his learning-material-to promote learning.
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James as early as 1899 in one of his famous Talks to
Teachers on Psychology (17) reminded teacheEFEf117..the
great maxim which the teacher ought never to forget" that
in learning there is "No reception without reaction, no
impression without =relative expression." Designers of
learning programs must insure that the learner` constantly
reacts and responds to his instructional materials. When-
ever this reactivity or responsiveness is not built into
an instructional module, the designer:modifies. the module
to include it- Learner participation and activity can make
the kind of difference that is suggested by the wording of
the folloWing ancient Chinese proverb:.

"I Hear and I Forget;
I See and I RemeMber;
I Do and I Understand.

Openness to Change. Above all, a designer-of learning
systems must be open to change.'He must maintain his cur-
rency by perusing'professional journals, bUlletins, news-
letters, researdh reports, and fugitive documents as well
as by actively participating in professional associations.
He must constantly experience new materials and equipment,
experiment with new learning methods, and exchange ideas
with his Colleagues. He -Mist maintain his relevandy by
dialoguing with his learners, using their criticisms to
modify existing, materials, facilities,. nd programs.

CONCLUSION

What I have described as a Learning%Assistance Center,
developed as.a system with its concomitant characteristics,
and functions, does not yet exist. It is slowly evolving.
out of what the literature describes as our reading centers,
study SkillsCenters, learning centers, educational dev-
elopment centers, instructional.materials or resources
centers, and innovative diffusion centers. Its evolution
must be guided by professionals like ourselves who are
genuinely interested in people-centered learning enViron,
Ments yet have,a knowledge cf systeMs design and instruc-
tional technology.

Robert Havens writing in "Technology in ce,"
a special issue'of The Personnel and Gulden- durnal (13),
stresses the role t we, AS counse ors an personnel
workers, should assume in meeting the educe ional challenges
of technological innovation. He warns

"...every one in the counseling an .personnel
field should be familidr with the rapidly devel-

.oping technolo -s whether comp ters, system
analysis, retriev= systems, o multimedia
techniques. Corm se rs must ow how to commu-
nicate with 'the teohno ica specialist because
technology will come to g ce. It must come.
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We need it. The important gdestion is who
will decide what it will do for people and

to people. We must determine, in consultation with,
technologists what programmatic applications techno-
logy will have in guidance. We must not let the
technologists define our roles,"

Havens' emphasis on "people" should remind us that any

systems approach to learning assistance only uses instruc-

tional hardware and data processing computers to help the

learner. Shure (23). suns up this human concern when he

described New York Institute of Technology's Project Ultra,

an instructional system at the college level designed to

help dropouts and culturally deprived students, as "...a'

social activity involving people, ideas, methods, machines,

acranunicationS, and various interacting systems.... But always

it comes back to people."
.A Learning Assistance Center will be any place where

learners,'slearner data, and learning facilitators are
interwoven into a sequential, cybernetic, indiVidualized,-

, people-oriented system to service all students (learners)

and faculty (learning facilitators) of any institution for

wham LEMMING by its students is important.
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Reading/Study Skills

in a. Two-Year College

Donna Davidson

Marymount College of Palos Verdes

- Introduction. Marymount College is a fully credited,
private, co,--educational, two-year Catholic College situated
on the bluffs of the Palos Verdes Peninsula, California.
Although only 30 miles from the heart of downtown Los
Angeles, this suburban college rests on green rolling hills,
overlooks the Pacific Ocean, and prokides a pastoralatmos-
phere ideally suited for study. Marymount is primarily a
residential college situated in an upper - middle class can -
nullity; tuition, fees, and roan and board exceed $3,000 a
year. Except for same of the 'cormuting students, Mary-
tount attracts low- motivated students with poor high school
grades and low'S.A.T. scores--affluent students who are un-
able to gain admission to four -year institutions. Foreign
students compriSe appriekimately 10% of the student body.
They come to Marymount to improvetheir English andto earn
enough credits to transfer to a four-year institution.

Although Marymount is private, 'parochial, and expensive,
it adheres to an open enrollment policy and is the only
Catholic, residential, co-educational college in California.
And it makes an honest attempt to repair skill deficiencies
of 142 full time and 108 extension students who aspire to a
college degree.

USOE0Grant. In 1968, Marynount College, a four-year
college, joined with Loyola on its Westchester campus.. At
this time, Frank L. Christ (1), Director of Loyola's Reading/
StUdy Skills Center, envisioned a ddvelopmental learning
laboratory for both Marymount/Westchester and Marymount/
Palos Verdes. In 1969, as a result of a USOE grant under
the Higher-Education Act of 1965, Marymount/Palos Verdes was
able to initiate a full-time Reading/Study Skills program
which was modeled after Loyola's.

Physical Facility and Materials: The Reading /Study
Skills Center is located adjacent to the library'in the
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administration building. This 50' by 22' roan is divided
by a permanent partition into two main areas; the lecture/
projection roan and the laboratory. The lecture area con-
tains Chalkboards, a day-light screen, a lectern, and audio-
visual cart and working spaces for twenty-five students.
The larger area, the laboratory, houses 16 student study
carrels, the materials center, learning programs, and the .

audio-visual equipment, the director's desk, and all files
and storage space.

The materials center contains textbooks, workbooks, and
programed instruction in the five major areas of the study
skills system originally designed by Frank. Christ and de-
scribed in .the Manual for Instructors and Counselors of the
Survey of Rea Rudy Efficiency (cf. Appendix: SR/SE
Systems Materials). Each'arde is given a different color
to facilitate the division and use of the materials. On the
cover of each book is a listing, color coded, of the assign-
ments to read or to do within that book. Before each
assigned reading; inserted'in the book, is the instruction:
"Keep in mind that you will respond to this material by
writing in your Student Response Log." At the end of each
assignment, the instruction reads, "Don't forget to respond
to this material by writing in your Student Response Log."
The student must make same kind of written response to each
reading or exercise. His Log Book is divided into the same
five areas as are contained in the Materials Center. By

keeping a record of written responses, the student and dir-
ector and/Or peer counselormay cammunicate by means of
silent dialogue, a written reaction or suggestion to the
student's response. At times, the director or counselor
may feel that a conference is needed and would then respond
orally.

Peer Counseling. The peer cotns,ior plays a very im-
portant role in the study skills center. Each counselor
has been chosen'because he fulfills the following qualifica-

tions: 1) has gone through the Stud? Skills (Psychology 1)

course; 2) is convinced that the. Study Skills program is

beneficial; 3) wants to help fellow students and empathizes

with their problems; 4) has been instructed in the use of
the Manual for Instructors and Counselors of the Survey of

Reading/Study Efficiency; 5) needs money.
The counselor-student ratio is 1-10: There is a great

dealf interaction between students 'and counselors. First

of all, the counselor is iri the -study skills class with his

students. He constantly checks activities and confers with

him. At the same time, the counselor is reporting his stu-
dent's attitudes and progress or problems With the director.
Together, they constantly monitor the student's program.
At times, the director reacts directly with the student;
at other times, he camunicates through the counselor.

Peer counselors also act as tutors and are available
at assigned times in the Study Skills Center or at the dor-
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mitory desk. All students at Marymount,' enrolled or not in
the Study Skills course, are entitled to help through the.
Center or tutors. The peer counselor makes every attempt
to understand his student's acadanic problems and to find
-Sol4tions. Plobably no one is more thrilled than the peer-
counselor when he finds that the student has done well in .a

subject that.was previously a source of failure. Frequently
the peer counselor and student share the same acadanic classes.
This association gives the peer counselor a broader first,
band knowledge of the student's performance. This is an
advantage that the peer counselor hag over the director in
perceiving the full scope of the student's needs..

Programs of the Center. The Reading/Study Skills Cen-
ter has been in full operation for the past two years. The
only summer school class offered at Marymount, Palos Verdes,
is the Pre-College Study Skills Program in AUgust. This
program is modeled after the Loyola University of Los Angeles
program described in a recent National Reading Conference

-
Yearbook (3).

During the Fall Semester, 1969, the Center ran four
reading/study skills classes required of all incoming fresh-
men and available as an elective to .all other Marymount
Students. In.the Spring, the Center offered two sections
of-Reading/Study Skills, one section of Language and Study
Techniques for Foreign Students; and a course in Biblio-
graphy. Again in Fall, 1970, the Center ran four sections.
of Reading/Study Skills, one section of Language and Study

.11 Techniques for Foreign Students, and one section of Study
Skills Counseli-Ag.

Course titles and descriptions of the Center offerings
as described in the college catalogue are presented below:

1. Orientation to Study Techniques (Psychology 1)..
All incoming freshmen are required to enroll in this
one-semester laboratory course which meets for.two
'hours twice a week and carries two credits.

Language and Study, Techniques (English 50).
This is designed for foreign students who need
facility in oral and written expression. This
course carries, four credits.

3. Study Skills Counseling (Psychology 2).

4 An open laboratory available to,any'student needing
"academic counseling or tutoring.' No credit.

4. Pre-College Program.
DUring August,'Marymount offers an intensive and
rigorous pre-college Study Skills program for high
school students, mainly high school graduates. It
runs for four weeks, five days a week, three hours
a day and ends just about ten days before the stu-
dent begins hi's college career.

5. Bibliography.

A one-credit course'-designed to develop basic re-
search techniques, to Introduce specific reference
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tools, and to give practice in report writing.

Diagnosis and Prescription. Upon entering the Center,

each student is quickly initiated into the systems approach

to reading and study skills when he takes the Survey of,

Reading/Study.Efficiency (SR/SE), a basic diagnostic tool,

which determines the advancement of these skills. As soon

as he finishes the survey, he opens his Personal Program

Guide which is part of the survey; and on the back, through

a carbon print, he can count the number and seriousness of

his skill prOblems. FeedbaCk is immediate; the student can

visually see a reflection of his individual study problems.

Five major areas and their sub-diiiisions are evaluated

in the Personal Program Guide:

I. Study Management
A. Scheduling
B. Personal Aspects

C. Task Orientation
0. Study Environment

II. Major Course - Related

Skills
A. Study Reading "

B. Marking and Under-
lining

C. Responsive Listening
Note:Taking

D. Classroom Tests

III. Auxiliary Course Skills
A. Library Research
B. Vocabulary and Spelling/Dictionary

C. Writing Skills/Grammar and Mechanics

IV. Attitudes, Interests and Habits

A. Reading Habits and Interest
B. Concentration and Memory
C.' School Attitudes and Motivation

V. Physiological Aspects
A. General Health
B. Vision
C. Act .of Reading

The survey is then analyzed by computer to provide

the student with a printout which specifically states his

problem. 'A portion of a student printout is reproduced '

below:

FRESHMAN
ARTS AND SCIENEF
STUDENT N') 5922

SR/SE PROFILE

oeStuDY MANAGEMENT

SCHEDUL ING

.1' 111 ,v1 NOT NAVE REGULAR WRITTEN STUDY SCHEDULE THAT I ATTEMPT TO FOLLOW

T 77,1 gn MOT STUDY 1 1/2 10 2 NOUNS FOR EVERY CLASS LECTURE HOUR
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PERSONAL ASPECT

l 7111 AM DISSATISF TED WITH STUDY. RESULTS IN RELATION TO TIME
I SPEND STUDYING

THESE ARE YOUR PROBLEMS ACCORDING TO YOUR SR/SE RESPONSES

MAJOR COURSE RELATED, SKILLS

STUDY READING

711 RARELY USF RECOMMENDED METHOD TO STUDY TEXTBOOK MATERIAL

LI5TEN:40/NOTEmAKING

I 1211 RARELY EDIT AND SUMMARIZE M' NOTES SOON AFTER A LECTURE
MI ITU DO NOT DISCUSS MY NOTES OR OUTSIDE READING WITH EACH OF MY INSTRUCTORS
1 3211 DO NOT THINK THAT MY NOTEMAKING IS ADEQUATE FOR MY NEEDS

CLASSROOM TESTS

MI 1411 HAVE NOT DEVELOPED A PRE -EXAM STUDY ROUTINE

THESE ARE YOUR PROBLEMS ACCORDING TO YOUR SR/SE RESPONSES

AUXILIARY COURSE SKILLS

LIBRARY RESEARCH

1 7311 AM NOT.REALLY FAMILIAR WITH MY LIBRARY FACILITIES

GENERAL VOCABULARY

1 1411 MEET MANY WORDS IN MY DAILY READING THAT
I DO NOT RECOGNIZE

WRITING

1 3811 RARELY OUTLINE THEMES OR OTHER CLASS ASSIGNMENTS

THESE ARE YOUR PROBLEMS ACCORDING TO YOUR SR/St RESPONSES

ATTITUDES.INTEREsTS.HASITS
COmPRFHENSION AND RATE

MI 9911 THINE I READ SLOWER THAN MOST OTHER STUDENTS

FLEXIBILITY

1113)1 READ ALL TYPES OF MATERIAL AT ABOUT THE SAME RATE

SCHOOL ATTITUDE

l 1311 FEEL THAT I NEED TO TALK TO SOMEONE ABOUT My SCHOOL PROBLEMS.

THESE ARE .YOUR PROBLEMS ACCORDING TO YOUR SR/SE RESPONSES

PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS
VISION

APPARENTLY YOU 00 NOT WEAR GLASSES

113511 F9FOuENTLy MISREAD n'OR D OR SAW FOR WAS
1143;1 AM UNAILF TO READ FOR 2 TO 3 HOURS WITHOUT.BEING VISUALLY TIRED

ACT OF READING

MI 7011 USUALLY READ WORD MY WORD OR SYLLABLE MY SYLLABLE

THESE ARF YOUR PROBLEMS ACCORDING TO YOUR SR/SE RESPONSES

THE STATEMENTS DESCRIBING YOUR REACING/STuDY EFFICIENCY HAVE BEEN PRINTEO. TO HELP
YOU REGIN YOU4 PERSONAL PLAN FOR READING AND STUDY IMPROVEMENT. SEE YOUR COUNSELOR
FOR INSTRUCTIONS IN USZ.41.1HE SR/SE'pERSONAL PROGRAM GUIDE

5 $]
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At this point the student lust react to the printout

by writing an analysis of his feelings about his,problems

and a statement of his personal expectations in his.SR/SE'

Systems Student Response log.
During the initial interview with a:peer counselor,

each student discusses his reactions to the printout. To-

Aether with the peer counselor he decides on action -type

recannendations based on his individual needs. The student

at this point must make a commitment to change his unsatis-

factory behavior and to substitute more efficient and re=

warding behavior. For each problem area, the counselor
directs the student to one or more of the system's five

recommendations:
1. To Read - includes a'wide selection of textbooks

and manuals. The SR/SE Resource Book has an.
excellent,collection of excerpts of sane of the best

study skills writing.

2. To Do - a multitude of excercises and activities

ECU-ding workbooks, programed instruction, and

tapes: The Eleven-11,y Program in Personal Reading

Rfficiency is an audio-workbook program that helps

students break through the physiological and psy-
chological barriers that inhibit their reading at

optimum rates.
3. To View - includes film strips, sound films, charts,

transparencies, slides, and models'.

4. To Confer - involves the director and peer ooun-

selorS, and. referrals to health oenter,'psycholo-

,
gist, dean, academic advisors, faculty members,

and spiritual counselor.

5. To Test 1- includes formal and informal pre and

post test'. 'Attitude and behavior changes are

continually reported and dis4ssed.
After each student has met with his counselor and

discussed his personal study skill problem areas, he is

eady to join in with the class for group activities in

se skills that lend themselves easily to a group situation.

e group discussiOn, reactions, and opinions are highly

aged. Each activity' begins with feedback of feeling

the previous day's class activity. Each activity

th an oral or written overt response that is dis-

ng the class members. Activities that are group-

clude the following: study-reading, time manage-

ing for and taking examinations, listening/

In
enco
about
ends
cussed
oriented
meet, pre
notemaking,\and reading rate and flexibility.

Rationale of the,Center. In designing the Reading

Study,Skills Center, the following principles as outlined by

Christ, the original designer of the SR/SE System (2), were

carefully considered:
1. learning begins where the student is,

2. learning must be meaningful and goal- oriented
3. learning is'not always easy nor is it always fun,
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4. students do learn fran each other,
5. diagnosis, referral and follow-up are synonymous

with counseling.
The Center:attempts to capitalize on these principles

and provide the most conducive learning situation for
each individual. Marymount students cane to the Center
With various backgrounds and various stages in the de-
*elopment of study skills. The program is highly

'vidualized to meet the needs of each student. The stu-
t rust be aware of the necessity and reasons for mod-

ifying hig behavior and developing new study habits. He must
. also have the facility to immediately check his response
Or new behavior to learn if he is correct or incorrect.
Pie does. this by carparing his answers with the answer
Sheet after each exercise.' EVery'attempt is made to have
each student's response immediately reinforced.

Students sometimes decide that changing behavior and
;practicing new skills can be'boring-and tiresome., However
Iwben the intended outcameis achieved, they support the
;practicing of new skills.

I A major emphasis of the Center's program is peer in-
volvement. Students like to listen and respond to the op-

/ inions and_ideas of their fellow classmates: Students
i begin each class activity with feedback fram the previous
-activity and cap each activity with same.kind of oral or

/ written response, which is then discussed by the group.

/ Conclusion. It is difficult tormeastre the real problems and
successes of each student. Since there is a small population
at Marymount, direct cammunication with_students, advisors,
instructors, and counselors is possible and easily accamp
lished. When the student has a problem in a certain course,
the director with the student's approval immediately con-
tacts the instructor for that class and discusses the stu-
dent, the problem, and possible solutions. On the other
hand, instructors and advisors can and do Contact the
director of the SP/SE Center to discuss a student.. This
refea1 system is very informal, immediate and effective:

As a more formal measure of achievement, the, director
meets with each student individually and discusses bis mid-
term grades which are issued by the registrar's office. To-
gether they decide what is happening with the student and
where he needs.to go. Often this is the point when the stu-
dent becames motivated, sees a realistic goal, and makes a
definite cammitrw:.nt to change. It is also at this time
that the Center sets up a tutoring class. Until then,
tutoring is by request, individually directed by peer coun-
selors, available at various hours during the week.

At MaryMbunt, studentS, faculty,. and counselors are
interwoven into a systems-oriented-but people-oriented pro-
gram that has attempted in the two years of its federally-
funded existence to help students meet the academic chal-
lenge.

ti
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APPendix: SR/SE Systems Materials
(Abridged list)

Adler, Mortimer J. How to Read a Book. New York: Simon

and'Schuster, 1940.
Blumenthal, Joseph C. English 2600, English 3200. New York:

Harcourt,' Brace & World, 1962.

Butler, John H., and Theresa J. Jacoby, Higher Grades Through

Better Notes. Palo Alto, Calif.: Fearon, 1965.

Brown, James I., Programmed Vocabulary, New York: Appleton-

-Century-Crofts, 1964.
Chapman, Elwood N. So You're a College. Freshman. Chicago:

Science Research Associates,. 1967. -
Choosing Your Career, Scottsdale, Arizona: Learning Inc.,

1964.
Christ, Frank L. Studying a Textbook: Chicago: Science

Research Associates, 1966. .

- Study-Reading College Textbooks. Chicag8: Sclence

Research Associates, ,1967.

- -- The SR/SE Resource Book. Chicago: Science Research

'Associates, 1970.

----. The Eleven Day Program in Personal Reading Efficiency.

Los Angeles: . Personal Efficiency Systems, Inc, 1970.

- ---. Seven Steps to Better Management of your Study Time..

Los Angeles: Personal Efficiency Systems, Inc., 1970.

Davis, Nancy. Vocabulary Improvement: A Program for Self-

Instruction. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967.

Elliott, H. Chandler. The Effective Student. New York:

Harper & Row, 1966.
Garrison, Roger H. The Adventure of Learning in College.

New York: Harper & Row, 1959.

Gates, Jean K. Guide to the Use of Books and Libraries.

New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962.

Herber, Harold. Success With Words. New York: Scholastic

Book Services, 1964.
Hook, J.N..,Testmanship: Seven Ways to Raise Your Examination

Grades. New York: Barnes &.Noble, 196,7.

How to Research and Write a Report*, Scottsdale, Arizona:

Learning Inc., 1965.
How to Take Tests. Palo Alto, Calif.: Fearon, 1963.

-Kai, Fred and Kerstiens, Gene. Study-Reading for College

Courses. New York: Macmillan Co., 1968.

Lewis, Norman, How to Become Better Reader. New York:

:McFadden-Bartell, 1964.
Mace, C.A., Psychology of Study. Baltimore: Penguin, 1962.

McMahon, Helen, and Rebecca E. Pitts. A Basic Vocabulary.

Totowa, N.J.: Littlefield, Adams, 1966.

Maddos, Harry. How to Study. New York: Fawcett, 19 3.

Pauk, Walter. How to Study in College, Boston: Hou hton -

Mifflin, 1962.
Pearlman, Daniel, and Paula Pearlman. Guide to Rapid Re-

vision. New York: Odyssey Press, 1965.
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Robinson,-Francis P. Effective Reading. lieu York: Harper
& Row, 1962.

Sack,.Allati and Jack YourMan. 100, Passages to (Develop
Reading Comprehension. New York: College Skills
Center, 1965.

Shefter, Harry. fastet Reading. Self,- Taught. .New York:
Washington Square Press, 1960.

----. Guide to Better Composition. NeW York: Washington
Square Press, 1960.. .

eShurt Cuts to Effective,English. New York: Washing-
ton Square Press, 19551

----. Six Minutes -,a Day to Perfect Spelling. New York:
Washington Square Press,'1954:

Simpson, Elizabeth.' Better Reading Books 1, 2, and 3.
Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1962.

Smith, Donald P. (ed':). Learningjto Learn. New York: Bar-
court, Brace. & World, 1961.

Smith, Genevieve. Spelling by Principles. New York:
'Appleton-Centuri-Crofts.

Strunk, William, and E.B. White. The Elements of Style.
New York: Macmillan, 1959. .

Taylor, Stanford E., and others. Word Clues. Huntington,
. PI. Y.: Educatibnal Development Laboratories, 1961.

Voaks, Virginia. On Becoming an Educated Person (2ne.:ed.).
Philadephia: Saunders, 1964.

.

Weinland, JaMes D. How to Improve YourMemory. New York:
.

Barnes Noble, 1917.
.

Yaggy. Elinor. How to Write Your Term Paper. San Francisco:
Chandler1958. ,

1 . . . - .

. N.B. A more comPirehen'sive list of books, kits, tests, and
, ( AV materials can be found in THE MANUAL FOR INSTRUCTORS

AND COUNSELORS.OF THE SURVEY OF READING/STUDY-EFFIC-.
. IENCY*(Chicagd: .Science Research Associates, Inc.,. ,

1968)'
re

_Bikliegraphy

ChXist-, Frank. "The SR/SE Laboratory: A Systems
Approach to Reading' /Study Skills Counseling," in
George; Schick and Merrill Ma0eds) The Psychology
of Reading-Behavior. Eighteenth Yearbook of the
National Reading Conferences, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

A. 1968, pp". 212-216.

1.
2. Christ, Frank.

,

"Organization, Development, and
IMplemerilaition of'College Reading /Study Skills Pro-
.

grams: §othe Assumptions and. Coriclusiofts"'in Frank
Chrlit (ech) How Can College Students Be Helped to

" --Read tettee.Molume II, Proceedings of the Second
Anrual.Conference of the Western College Reading

,A4sociition.. Los Angeles., 1970, pp. 59-64.
. .... .

.
,

.
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OP*
1. Christ, Frank. "A Pre-College-Summer Reading/Study

Skills Lab" in George Schick and Merill May (eds.)
The Psychology of Reading_ Behavior. Nineteenth Year-
book of the National Reading Conference, 1970, pp.

58-64.
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Effect of Media and Publishing

in the Learning Process

Carroll F. Edwards
John Sutherland Productions

Perspective

According to the lead-in copy written by Marshall Mc-
Luhan's paperback edition of Understanding Media: The Exa
tension of Man, MCLUhan thinks:

. tha.electionid media are'SObtly and con-
stantly altering our perceptual senses. The
serial logic of print is fading out before
the intuitive hmiac' of instantaneous commun-
ications. Books 'contain', TV 'involves'.
The new vision is mythic, tribal, decentralized.
Man now lives in a global -sized village, and is
retvnlincr to the values and perceptions of a
pi-el-aerate Culture. (3)

Is there any evidence to suggest that the man identified
as the "oracle of the elecEric age" by Life may be right in
.his prognosis of society's de=emphasiS on the value of the
printed word? Roper Research Associate% summarized a seven- .

year study of the American public's attiiude toward televis-
ion with the folloWing: (7, p.1)

._!supposing.thatyou.00uld continue to have
only one of'the following -- radio, television,
newspapers, or magazines -- which one of the
four would you most wuht to keep?" .

Most Want to Keep
1959
%

1961
.%.

1963
%

.1964

V %
1967
$

Television 42 . 42 44 49 53
Newspapers' 32 ..28 28 27 26
Radio 19 22 19 15 14
Magazines 4 L 4 5 5 3
Don't Know or
NO Answer 3 s, 4 4 4 4
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Why does the printed word's-sem to be losing its appeal

as a medium of communication? One clue is found in a sur-
vey from FOrdham University which revealed that by the time
of'graduation the average high school student has spent
15,000 hours at home watching television, and only 10,800
hours attending school (4).

Perhaps college teachers and their allies, publishers
and audio-visual producers, are assuming the role similar
to that of the "high priests"described in Harold Benjamin's
classic satire on curriculum development, The Saber -Tooth
Curriculum. RemeMber--the high priests wouldn't let "Saber -

tooth Tiger Hunting" be dropped from the course of study
for the village children, in spite of the fact tiat a saber-
tooth tiger had not been seen for decades. Why wouldn't
they?--because of tlIe inherent value to the learner of
merely being exposed to a subject, the mastery of which
had been 40 vital to the tribe's very survival.

Is the teaching of reading to college students analag-
ous to the teaching of "Saber-Tooth Tiger Hunting?"

For decades the college teacher has been preSentinq in-
formation to students for them to consume, digest, and
return for evaluation.- His vehicles'for presentation have
Primarily been'the textbook, and'his own dynamic classroom per-

sonality. Ahd,for/same teachers and students this iias been

a very effective_ process. Recently, however, the process

has been severely challenged.
Higher education of yesterday was designed for the very

bright, by the very bright. Today, higher education's pur-

pose ischanging. The recent U.S. Department of Health, .

Education an0 Welfare (HEW) Report on Higher Education
,

'observed, 'The needs of society and the diversity,of students '
now entering college require a fresh look at what 'going to

college' means". The report was critical of "...over-
emphasis on academic credentials, isolation of students and
faculty froth the world--a ,growing'rigidity and uniformity of
structure that makes higher education reflect less and less
the interests of society". And, it cOncluded,"we need many

alternate paths to .aneducation". (6, p.iii)

Trends

MOst college teachers are aware that today's freshmen
bring to college different approaches to learning than their

parents did. This is why catalog course descriptions are
such terms as'"understanding media" and "visual rhetoric";
This is why closed circuit TV is becoming In "in thing".
This is why the overhead projector,. the super-eight pro-
jector, the learning carrel, the. sound film strip projector,
the audio-cassett recorder, etc., etc..are becoming standard

tools On the college"campus. And, this is why.the success-
ful textbooks currently being published are no longer de-
signed like sterile encyclopedia and written like dissert-

ations. (e.g. miontage)(8. &
T t)
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En lightened. publishers, and audio-visual
-media organizations are increasingly showing a sensitivity
tto. the characteristics of today's college student.

Implications,.

. With the growing awareness of the potential of various
media's contribution to the learning process,has cane the
legitimate concern of many educators that the basic purposes
of education may becane obscure.- TiMe magazine recently
focused on one aspect of this probTriTT.

Perhaps theqreatest danger in the new wealth
of reading materials is that it will tempt sane
schools to spend n7ley on flashy hardware and
neglect thejob of teaching teachers how to
use it effectively. (5, p. 60)

One group of'gducational psychologists, has placed its
oar in the busy waters of media innovation by'demanding
that "behavorial objectives" be prepared before the teacher
dares to throw .a switch, flip a transparency, oettter a
word.

Another forbe to be reckoned with during this 'renais-
sance of media" period is the "innovation for' innovation's
sake" advocate. This enthusiastic educator builds his case
while ignoring the "Hawthorne Halo Effect" which frequently
acccatnanies educational Experimentation. He will itatist-
ically justify a radical- instructional procedUre
defies all the rational instincts. of seasoned teadhers.

Amajor challenge for today's educator is to use '

media effectively to reach his students, while not being'
taken in by the fads of instructional technology.

Conclusions

Today's college student arrives on campus having ac-
cumulated knowledge fron many sources .other than the printed
page. During his two decades of life-television has in-
creasingly becane the most important medium for mass com-
munication. Yet, probably few educators still agree that the
valUes of a "preliterate society" will take, during the
remainder of the century.

With authorities of all hues calling-far education to
adjust to meet the changing demands of society, with students
.appropriately requesting that instruction be "relevant",
the conscientious educator's task is nut a simple One.

The effective teacher must decide:
1'. What subject - matter is worth teaching.
2. What Media Will be most effective in helping stu-

dents achieve specific learning objectives.
3. How to determine the effectiveness of the learning"

process.

f i
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Media available for presenting information to students

have changed dramatically in the past few yeard', and the

excellent teacher will'continue to use then to create the

most effectiVe learning environment postible. In addition,

the teacher must recognize that the message presented by the

.media is of far greater invOrtance than the media itself..

And, finally, the ultimate criterion to be used in determin-

ing the effectiveness of an eduCational program is whether

or not the student learned.
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What the College Reading Specialists

Should Know and Can Do About Vision

Rose leen P. Gaffney

Vision is a opmplicated psychgphysiologic process
which at the time of birth has not reached its full state
of maturity. The development of normal visual function de-
pends upon Unimpaired use of the visual apparatus after
birth'.. If vision is not developed during the first few
months of life it may be permanently impaired. For this
reason an infant with a suspected ocular defect orim-
balance should be referred promptly to an opthalmologist
for evaluation.

As the visual siSihm develops, visual acuity improves
until approximately the eighth year when full potential
'has been achieved.

Visual acuity is defined as the,minimum separable, the
'smallest distance between two points that can be discerned.
If the pattern to be resolved is complex, as in the case
of reading letters, an interpretation of this pattern is
necessary, which is not a function of the eye alone buta
complex physiologic process termed minimum.cognoscible.
This is what is tested when we measure the visual acuity
of an individual'(1).

The normal eye can identify a letter that subtends a
total of five minutes of arc.withuits components subtending
one minute of arc. The vision in each eye is tested sep-
arately with and without glasses and expressed as a fraction.
The numerator of this fractiondenotes distance in feet at
which the testis conducted, usually 20 feet, and the de-
nominator the distance at which the smallest letters read
subtend an angle Of 5 minutes. Thus the vision of a normal
eye is 20/20.

Factors Affecting Vision
A. Physiological

1. Refractive errors
In a normal sized eye, the image of,an object

.20 feet away automatically falls onto the retina, the sensory
layer of the eye. This is termed an enmetropic eye,
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The hyperopic eye. (A). With accommodation
relaxed. (B) Effect of accommodation on para-
llel rays.

However, in the early years of life when the

eye has not yet reached full growth,. the image of an object

20 feet away falls behind the retina causing a blur. This

is compensated for by the lens becoming more convex in an

' amount sufficient to bring the image into focus on the

retina. The adjuStment is termed accommodation: This type

' of eye-is described as hyperopic or far sighted eye.

Refraction by normal emmetropic eye.

.

As growth continues, an eve may become slightly

larger than normal sothat the image from a distance of 20

feet falls in front of the retina. There is no compensatory

mechanism available to move the image back onto the retina

.with the result that the object may not be seen at all or

may be indistinct. This is termed a myopic or near sighted

eye.
One other type of optical imbalance may occur

either with or without hyperopic or myopia. It is an c

irregularity of the corneal curvature which causes a blurred

image that cannot be carpensated for by altering the dis-

tance from the object of regard.. This is described as

astigmatism.
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Myopia. (A) Parallel rays cross in front of
retina. (8) Effect of concave lens on parallel
rays.

If indicated, the hyperopic eye can be corrected
by convex spectacles. This'is the only type of refractive
error that may be partially or fully compensated for by the
eye itself through accommodation. Glasses are not required
in early life. The hyperopia may be partially or fully out-
grown. .

Myopic refractive errors require sex lenses while
astigmatism can be corrected by cylindrical lenses that
correct the blurred image on the retina. -Neither-of these
refractive errors will be outgrown nor can they be altered
by eye training.

2. Crystalline Lens
Accommodation is defined as a change the

convexity of 'the crystalline lens in order to brinTan im-
age of an object into focus. It occurs whenever an object
is nearer than 20 feet. The closer the object, the greater
the demand on the accommodativemechanism. In early life,
the.lens.is quite flexible and so can accommodate over a
wide range. The gradual loss of flexibility with age
diminishes the range of accommodation. This loss is usually
unnoticed until the mid-forty age bracket is rm.-.7hed and we
begin to have difficulty reading fine print. At this point
reading glasses are required.

Accannodation and converaenceoccur-simulta
neously. Accommodation is necessary to focus a near image
on the-retina. Convergence occurs in order to have the
image fall onthe macula of the eye; that portion of the
retina capable of fine visual discrimination.

B. Pathological
1. Cataract

An opacity of the crystalline lens is tented
a cataract.- By this definition almost every adult has
cataracts in the sense they have fine opacities of the
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lenses. However, the temcataract is usually restricted
to opacities of the lens that significantly interfere with

vision. If the visual impairment becomes severe, the lens

may be surgically removed. With optical correction to

oaspensate for the lost lens, vision is regained.

.
Half of all blindness is. preventable. The 'two

main causes of preventable blindness are strabismus and

glauialama.

2. Strabismus
When the visual axes are improperly aligned and.'.

the disparity cannot be compensated for by fusion, the -

condition is termed strabismus. Fusion is defined as mental

blending of two similar images forming a single image.
The Potential for binocular vision just as. in

monocular vision is present at birth but dependent upon use
and experience for development. If the two eyes cannot
fumction as a coordinated team, diplopia or double vision

results. Since diplopia is intolerable, one image may be

suppressed. If the eyes are alternately suppressed, vision
will be developed and maintained. In an infant, if the sate

eye is constantly deviated or turned, it Will not develop

full vision. In an older child who has already developed

vision, a deterioration may occur.. This type of. visual loss

is termed strabismus aMblyopia and may be rehabilitated if

the child is treated early. Since most strabismus occurt.'.

early in life when suppression to eliminate the diplopia

easily occurs, people with strabismus generally do not see

double. Adults do not lose vision due to strabismus acquired

after maturity.
The many causes of strabismus vary from the

simple need of spectacle glasses to diseases such as myasthe-

nia cmavis or intraoculartumbrs. It is for this reason

that, all persons with strabitmus should undergo opthal-

m.ogical examination to rule out other diseases.

If a person has one eye constantly turned and

does-not complain of diplopia, the strabismus should not

effect reading ability. If a person is suspected of having
'reading difficulties due to poor eye coordination, he may

try reading for a few hours with one eye covered. If no

change occurs in tymptams, it is unlikely that they are re-

lated to poor coordination. If symptoms improve, consider

referral for a detailed opthabnic evaluation.
At this point, a quotation from a seminar on

dyslexia,' consisting of leading opthalmologists from the

United States and Canada (2) may be of interest to you:

"(1) Not enough objective scientifid-
evidence yet exists to prove that perceptual
motor training of the visual system can sig-
nificantly influence reading disability.

(2) In coping with dyslexia, op-
thalmologists should be involved in an inter-
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disciplinary approach, which ideally consists
of an educator, opthalmologist, pediatrician,
and psychologist with available consultation
from a neurologist, psychiatrist, reading
specialist, audiologist and social worker.

(3) Eye care should never 1:), treated
in isolation when the patient has been re-
ferred with a reading problem.

. (4) The belief that eye dominance can
be at the root of so profound and broad a.

human problem as reading and learning disabil-
ity is both naive, simplistic, and unsupported
by scientific data.

(5) Latent strabismus may be associated-
' with a reading disability in certain indiv-

iduals. This may be treated according to the
doctor's own opthalMological principles, but
it is significant to the learning problem only
in improving reading "comfort or efficiency."

(6) Eye glasses, including bifocals,
prescribed specifically for the treatment, of
dyslexia have not proven effective.

(7) Just how children with reading
disabilities should be taught is d technical
problem in educational science, which lies
outside the competency of the medical profession

(8) Educational research is needed in
the correction and prevention of reading
disabilities.

(9) Children with reading disabilities,
once diagnosed, should be removed from the
milieu where accepted methods of teaching
are practiced, in order to give them special
instruction along totally different lines.

(10) The percentage of dyslexics with-
in the community has been overestimated by
some writers. Others haveounderestimated the
magnitude of the problem. 'Regardless of the
actual.figure, reading disabilities among child-
ren are grave enough' and sufficiently important
to justify an official recognition.

(11) A national' commission should be
established to review research presently available'
and identify specific areas for further work in
the scientific as well as the educational area.

3. Glaucoma
The other cause of preventable blindness is -

glaucoma. Glaucoma is present when the normal intraocular.
pressure exceeds physiologic limits. It is an insidious
disease in that it painlessly destroys vision and can
eventually cause total blindness if untreated. It can be
detected easily by simple tests. However, these tests
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can only be performed by a physician since the eye must

be anesthetized. It can occur at any age but the incidenCe

increases from age forty. Although the person with glaucoma

must remain medical care for life, this disease can

be controlled by sous types of medications so that normal

vision-can be main 'ned throughout life.

C. .Pharmaccrogical
The many drugs affecting vision directly include

alcohol and LSD. In addition many other drugs may have

side effects involving vision. ,This includes certain

tranquilizers and seizure prevention medications.

D. Psychological -

The intimate relationship between the eye and the

mind has been well dbaumented throughout history. However,

the decision as to whether the eye is the cause of or the .

target area for psychological problems should be made only

after evaluation by an ppthalmologist in addition to con -.

saltation with a psychiatrist or psychologist.
This discussion has only touched lightly on some of

the more important facts about vision. It is by no means

:complete.. However, it is hoped they may be of same interest

to you.
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A Comparison of the Reading Abilities

of a Junior College Population

and the Readability Levels of Their Texts

Jon M. Hagstrom
Columbia Junior College.

In the summer of 1969 this writer conducted a study of
readability of textbooks for three different courses at Col-
unibia Junior College. In addition to the report of the read-
ability levels for the various texts, suggestions were also
made on how students could best copy with the texts 4n
terms of the table of contents, the index, the glossary, the,
end-of-chapter questions, etc. As part of the report, sug-
gestions were made on howlETStudent could best study-read_
the text. While conducting the readability portion of the
'study, it soon became apparent that the majority of the texts
being. evaluated Were beyond the reading. abilities of many of
the students for Wham they were intended. Two of the three
texts in one course, for example, were rated on the Dale=,
Chall formula at grade 16 or graduate level in.difficulty.
These texts were being used by stailignts in a non-transfer ter-
minal course in introductory biology. Even without testing
the students for their reading ability, it would.le
to assume that the students would not be able to effectively
deal with these textbooks and learn from them.

In order to determine whether in fact such discrepancies
did exist and whether these discrepancies were college -wide,
it was decided to conduct a more thorough study. Such a study
would entail two factors: the assessment of the reading abil-
ities of'tha students at the college, andtassessment of
the readability levels of the texts and tea er-prepared mater-
ials for each class in the college. Because of contingencies
not realized in the planning portion of the study, both of
these factors had to be modified later in the project. In-
stead of testing the whole student population of the college;
we had to settle for a representative samping. And instead
of conducting a readability analysis of all of the texts and
teacher-prepared materials, only those texts and materials
related to the classes tested were analyzed.

It-should be made clear at the outset that .this study-
was.not conducted to.provide definitive research data or to
provide an example of how pure research should be carried out.
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It was conducted to provide same-answers to samd vexing quei7

tions,- to provide teaching oolleagueswi'th sane inforMation
about one or two of the characteristics of their students, and

to provide some information for the feeder high schools about

the characteristics of their graduates. It was hoped, in-add-7

ition, that teaching colleagues in other disciplines would

learn' about and begin to appreciate the significant relation -

ship between the reading abilities. of their students and the

difficulty levels of the materials with which they were asked

to deal. It was one of the aims of the study, in fact, to
generate enough interest in this reading ability - readability

relationship to =duet in-service Workshops to teach instruct-

ors how to apply a readability formula when making textbook

selections.
This study, then, is not research looking for an applic-

ation; it is an application looking to answer sane questions
within a cannunitrollege setting.

CHARACTERISTICS oF THE .POPULATICt4

Columbia Junior College, as a college in the California
Community College system, is an open-door institution. As

suchthe student body is representative of the general pop-
ulation of the area served and includes students whose aca-

, demic aptitudes range from the lowest to the highest level on

any scale. A primary concern of the institution as reflected

in its philosophy and guiding piinciples is that the open door

does not became a revolving door, but rather helps each stu-

dent to achieve that level of success of which he is capable by

carefully. structuring the learning situation. In this setting,

texts and the teacher become secondary in importance, while

the structuring of the learning experience for each individual

participant is the primary responsibility of the institution.

In its three years of operation the instructional pro-
gram of Columbia Junior College has 4een developed to place

maximum emphasis on the involvement of a carefully structured

series of learning experiences which will allow each individual

participant.to achieve prOgressively higher levels of learn-

ing in the selected area based on his an rate of learning.

The instructional prograth is. based on large group, small group,

and individual study uLyAnization. Much emphasis is given -to

individualizing learning and to providing learning experiences.

through which students may progress at their an pace.
Many of the materials used in the classes are teacher-prepared.

On the bAsis of three years experience in thedevelop-

trent of such an instructional approadh,' it has become apparent

that greater attention must 1e given to devising the means

by which the student is assured the optimum opportunity to

achieve success in his individual learning program. At least

a part of that concerns the relative difficulty of the course

materials in the student's individual learning program.

In a study conducted by Belden'(1) the author states,.
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If course materials afire on a level above the
reading skill of the students, frustratibn,

'ariNiety and failure result. 'Without doubt,
the relationihip between'the difficulty of mat-
erial and the reading ability of the students
present one of the most pressing probleMs for
those who rely upOn Printed materials for learn-
ing experiences.

In view of this observation and in view of the fact that
the instructional approach at Columbia Junior College'still
relieSheavily on printed materials, for learning experiences,
it was decided to pursue the question presented earlier. That
question 'restated is--to wflat>extent, if at all,, is there a
difference between the. reading abilities of students in se-
lected classes and the readability difficulty of the texts used
in thoie classes?

' Early in the Winter Quarter, 1971, testing of selected
classes was begun. She Diagnostic Reading Test, Form A (7)
was given to a total-ar 359 StudenEgE16 different classeS.
NOne of the students was tested more than once. Those stu-
dents who had taken the test previously were excused from
'class for the testing ,period.

The results of this reading test are Shown on /able-I
This Table reveals that 35.9 percent of the population test-
ed were reading at,-,Or above grade level 13. Those reading
slightly below,grade level. or at grades 10, 11, and 12, con-
stitute 33.5% of /the piopulation. 19.1% of the population
were reading at,4 grade level of 7-8-9, or junior high school
level. Those eading below the 7th grade level of ability can--+
prise 11.4 % f those tested. In other words, slightly over
one-thi f the tested group were reading at or above grade
level;Ahile a little less than two- thirds were reading below
tOpilrgrade level:

0** According to McClellan (6) who cites Halfter (4) and
Hadley.(3),these results are in line with other studies of
a similar kind. And while it may be somewhat comforting to
find that similar studies have revealed like results, it is
truly disturbing to contemplate the seriousness of the fact
that approximately two-thirds of a freshman class will have
a crippling reading handicap.

At the sane time that the testing was being conducted,
assistants were being interviewed,. seleuLedr, and trained to
help conduct the readability analysis of the numerous texts
using the Dale -(hall formula (2). FOyr assistants were fin--
ally selected'and trained and began work in late January. ,.

Those assistants did the major portion of the sample taking,
the counting of sentences in the' samples,.and the determin-
ing of Unfamiliar words when compared to the Dale-Chall
list of 3000 familiar words. The computational tasks, how-
ever, were completed by the investigation.

Table II shows that in a number of cases the required
texts for the courses are somewhat inappropriate when campar,P

;4
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I

ed with the average reading achievement of the class.' Class

B, for example,has three required texts, only one of which

may be said to be appropriate for the entire class. The other

two texts at grade levels 13-15 and 16, are, if we consider

the class reading grade level of 11.1, probably not going to.

be of sufficient value to the students to learn from then at

maximal levels. At least it'can be said of the teats required

for Class B that ONE of the texts is probably suitable even

if two others are not. In those classes where only one text

is used, however, and where that text is beyond the'capabil-

ities of the majority of the class members, the-studentis

really handicapped. Such is the case In Class E. The cor-

rected grade level of the text is 16, or graduate level, while

the 'class reading grade level is 10.9. TO expect that the

majority of students will optimally learn.fram this text is

indeed questionable. In courses using multiplq texts. and

assuming that' the grade level difficulty of at leaf-. one or

two of the texts is ccurnensurate with the reading ability

levels of. the majority of the class. students Would appeal to .

stand a.better chance to learn more and therefore succeed more.

Class D, a U.S. History class, for, instance, has four requir-.-

ed texts. The class reading grade level is 11.4 and two of

the required texts are in the 11-12 difficulty range. Un-.

fortunately, these two texts are required collateral reading'

and do not have the weight of the other two texts which are

the primary texts for the course. These other two texts have

a corrected,reading grade level of 13-15'and 16+ respectively.

In some cases, then, the student does not have an advantage

with courses using multiple texts.

Rather than looking only at the class reading grade

level and comparing tAlt to the difficulty level of the text

or texts required, it may be useful to look at the actual read -'

ing ability range of a representati4e class. Class C, an Art

Histbry'ocurse, for example, has one required text with a

graded difficulty level of 13-15. The class reading grade

level is 11.5 and there are 30 students in the class. Of

these thirty students, less than half (12) are reading at

grade level while 8 more are reading at a level slightly be-

low 10th grade reading ability. Eighteen of the thirtyStu-

dents'in this class, in other words, will probably experience .

serious difficulty ill learning from:this text. In another in-

stance, this time.With,an introductory sociology class of 25

students with. a class reading grade levelaverage of 10.9, the

one required text has a Corrected grade level of 16 or grad-

uate level. Five of the twenty-five students are reading at

their grade level, nine are reading at a level slightly below

or at 12th grade reading ability level,'while,the remaining

eleven students are reading below the tenth grade level. IA

view of the graded difficulty level of the text for this

class, it would seen logical t6 assume that the majority of

students in this class would find it difficult to learn from

the printed material.
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03NEWSICINIS AND RECCall3NDAT/CNS

Of the twenty '-nine texts evaluated for the sixteen diff-
erent classes, almost half of them, or 14, proved to be inapt.
propriate for the learners if we say that a text should not be
more than one grade 'level above the reading ability of the
-student who uses it. If, in addition, the results of this
study are borne out by replication in other college settings,
it would appear imperatile that readability as a factor in
textbook selection be championed throughout our colleges.

It may be argued; and correctly so, that the texts for
a course in most colleges and universities are not the only
materials used for instruction; but it is also true that texts
and ather-written materials constitute the primary means of
instruction for the learner. And while it is also true that
many of our colleagues in other disciplines have expressed
genuine concern about the reading abilities of their students,
they have at the same time almost totally disregarded or have
been ignorant of the importance of the difficulty levels of
the materials they choose for their classes. It is incum-
bent upon the reading specialist, therefore, not only to. pro
vide evidence that such discrepancies do exist, but he must
also be willing to make an effort to teach his colleagues how
to employ the tools which measure readability.

It may be, however, that the Dale -Chall readability for7
mula used in this study, or any other similar formUla for that
matter, does not adequately measure the kinds of factors which
need to be measured in textbooks. It is therefore recommend
ed that other kinds of devices or formulas be developed which
would more adequately assess many More characteristics than
are currently measured by extant readability formulas. A
scale could be developed, for example, which would include in
addition to readability levels such factors as the existence
and usefulness of such author-publisher aids as indexes,
glossaries, end-of-chapter questions, chapter summaries, etc.
These factors when weighted and coupled with traditional read-
ability levels might provide. the untrained instructor with
more adequate information for textbook selection.

The final responsibility for the ch. written mater-
ials for classraom use res a e instructor, but publish-
ers also have a sponsibility here. It is therefore

t all of us urge publishers to take into con-
sideration the readability levels of texts when they approach
specific markets. Publishers should elk) be urged to adver-
tise the readability levels of specific texts and other mat-
erials in order to insure that' unsuspecting or untrained in-
structors do not make an inappropriate selection. Same pub-
lishers and teaching colleagues may argue that readability
formulas as they currently exist have serious limitations be-
.cause they do not measure concept difficulty. This is general-
ly true, but, as Martin (5) has said,

Without same reliable measure of difficulty
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those who need to be able to match reader abil-
ity and difficulty level can rely only on judg-
ment. Trained judgment can be good, but there
is general agreeMent, that even with its limit-
ations, a_good formula can be. better.
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Clozing the Gap:

An Approach to Solving Reading Problems

at San Jose City College

Charles F. Hunter

San Jose City College

The dilemma of why Johnny can't read is magnified over a
thousand times each year at San Jose City College. A number
of years ago this problem was recognized and steps were taken
to remedy it. Basing their early programon the philosophy
that there exists a tight correlation between reading and
writing ability, the English Department established a track-
ing system which works as follows. All students who scored
below 27 on the speed section of the ,Davis lading Test, ad-
ministered as part of the entrance, batteryuwere pIa in
two compulsory English classes:. English C, a remedial read-
ing class, and English D, a remedial writing class. Upon
successful completion of both classes, the student was then
permitted to take Englidh'92, an advanced remedial composi-
tion class and then the regular college freshmacomposition
class, English LA, Both English C and 0 were established as
non - credit pass/fail courses which met three times a week in
classes of 30. Regular English instructors taught both the C
and D sections in spite of the fact that none have hadany
training in the teaching of reading. Errphasis in the reading
Sections was teaviest.on speed and comprehension, and normally
a speed and ocaprehension score was obtained during each class
session. In addition to the Controlled Reader and reading
pacers, various SRA kits and books were the foundations for
this course. Unfortunately, the success of this approach was
somewhat limited. Needs of individual students were subordin
ated to the focus on speed and comprehension, nd many of the
weaker students became frustrated and. dropped the course.

Two years ago the idea of using para.professionals under
the supervision of a reading, specialist was proposed, and the
present reading plutp.am began. San Jose City College has a
combined day/evening enrollment of approximately 13,000 stu-
dents. During the current school year our English C program
will have served over 1200 students in sections of 15 to 33.
With the exception of four sections taught in the evening by

.

regularly credentialed instructors, the renaming sections
have all been taught by pars- professionals working under:my
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direct supervision. Each of our para-professionals possesses
or is within 6 units of.possessing an MA in English from San

Jose State. None of them has had any formalized training in
the teaching of reading.. Prior to beginning work in our read-

ing program, they have attended a series of seminars dealing

with various aspects of reading diagnosis and instruction. In
addition, we meet twice a month to discuss readings assigned
in various texts purchased for this purpose, and we have for
the lett year been fortunate to have obtained the services of

Dr. Miles A. Tinker as a consultant. As part of my assignment

I am present in each section for ten to fifteen minutes, dur-,

ing which time I evaluate instruction, help individual stu-.

dents, and sometimes teach demonstration lessons. These eval-

uations are used during our frequent informal conferences as
a basis for suggesting change or to give'direction to future

lesson planning. During the present semester we have four
par'a-professionals involved in the program, each of when has

.three sections of English C.
The speed section of the. Davis Reading Test is still be-

ing used for placing students in the various English classes,

as was noted earlier. However, we are currently involved in a

study tc determine a better way to place students as well as

to test the validity of the assumption that reading and writ-

ing expertise is somehow related. Pending the results of this

study we shall continue to use the Davis. Unfortunately, these

scores reflect achievement in an area of dubious value for

'selection of students who are supposedly remedial readers,

and the result is that we wind up with 30 students who. are

assigned to the same reading class but who in fact have wide-

ly varied skills and problems. In an effort to minimize this

problem we have.been using the Iowa Silent Reading Test as both

a diagnostic aid and for pre-poSt test results to assess the

effectiveness of our program. During the first two class ses-

sions of the Semester, the Iowa is administered. We take the

results and then reassign sEiaghts according to' areas of

greatest need as indicated by the scores. When there are

three sections per hour, as we have during the Fall semester,

we normally, have one section which deals with word attack,

including both syllabication and phonics (disguised as spell-

ing ), literal comprehension skills, and practice in reading

such things as maps, charts and graphs, as well as basic

study skills. "The middle sections normally emphasize vocab-

ulary development through the use of roots, prefixes and suf-

fixesuinterpretive comprehension, some rate training, and

study skills. The top sections deal with developing flexible

',reading rates, critical reading skills as well as practice in

all aspects of cocrprehension, and study skills. During the

spring semester when our enrollment drops we normally have

only two sections per'hour. The division usually has the

slower sections doing work.on word attack, practical reading

of maps, graphs, and charts, vocabulary.development, study

skills, and =prehension, while the faster sections deal with

rate of reading, comprehension,.ctitical reading skills,
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study skills, and'vocabulary development.
Because of the size of our sections, our class work is

necessarily conducted in the form of group assignments. We
are currently using Free to Read by Bamman and Opportunity
for Skillful -E-1777Elfeigthe basic texts. These texts
are supplemented wi a variety of other materials including
SRA's Better Reading books, Witty's YoU Can Be A Better Read-
er, and the. books which accompany the Contranei- Reader, which
we use to teach preview techniques as well as to give practice
in reading for speed and cqmprehension. As far as mechanical
equipment is concerned, we have a tachistoscope, which is
used two or three times per semester in each section to dem-
onstrate visual span concepts and to motivate the students to
became more fluent readers. These machines are so popular
that we allow students to check then out overnight and week-
ends to practice with at home.

Finally, we use clozure to strengthen Vocabulary and com-
prehension in a most impressive manner as well as to involve
the students in the learning process. Bormuth (3), Rankin(6),
and others have conducted studies on the utility of clozure
in evaluating camprehension. Bloomer (1), Heitzman (5), Boor
ssinch (7), and Schneyer (8), have found that this procedure
is valuable in teaching as well as diagnosis. Our utiliza-
tion of clozure at. City College has been as a teaching device
rather than for diagnostic purposes. For this an instructor
will select an article which he feels might be.of interest to
the class and systematically delete words, leaving in place of
the words a blank of standardized length so the student will
be unable to tell whether the word was long or short. Camr
monly we leave out every fifth or seventh word, but it is pos-
sible to vary this according to the nature Of the material,
the competencies of the students, and what we are attempting
to teach them. For example, it works very successfully if
you leave out parts of speech, such as every verb or adjective.
We have also deleted numerical measures, as in recipes. The
concept behind clozure is that if the student is familiar with
a situation being described, he should, from his own exper-',
ience as well as the context, be able to supply the missing
words used by the author in the original text; or at least
words which made sense within the context. We sometimes col-
lect these exercises, which are normally duplicated and dis-
tributed to each student. However, our more common procedure
is to wait until each student has completed his paper and then
place him in .a group of six or eight to discuss their word
choices. Each group is told to come up with a.polished copy
consisting of the best choice for'each blank as mutually
decided by the entire group. In listening to these discuss-
ions we frequently hear a great deal of critical thinking be-
ing expressed, as well as disCussion of such things as style,
and tone, although these exact terms may not be used. Finally,
after each group has cappleted a polished copy, the class
reconvenes and each group tries to justify its choices when
there is a difference. One of the obvious benefits of this
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approach is that it permits each student to learn,from his
'peers the shades of meaning various words can carry in spe-
cific cr,text. The discussions which center around same of
the word choices are frequently spirited and noisy as each.
student develops. an awareness of the importance of knowing
what each word means.

To illustrate how well this approach works, consider the
following example. .0ne of the para-professionals had been
working with clozure quite frequently last semester, often
once a week. Seeing that her students were becoming very
proficient at supplyinf- meaning from context, she passed out
a copy of Carroll's "Jabberwocky" as a present. The immediate
reaction from the class was silence and stoney faces. How-
ever, as the poem was read to than a few began to smile, and
by the end all looked as though they had camprehendedat
least part of the poem. In the discussion which followed, it
was amazing to listen to various students affix meanings to
such words as Slithy and vorpal, and even more impressive
tq find that they could identify these words according to
function. This they were able to do.because of Carroll's use
of standardized English prefixes and suffixes. To2top this
off, ohs-af-the'students composed a song entitled "Jabber-
wodky:Man" which his rock group played at a concert in bec-
eMber. The potential of clozure as an instructional aid is
both enormous and terribly exciting.

Turning now to results, we have what we feel are same
fairly impressive gains using this approach. The typical
English C student enrolled in the program during the Spring
1970 semester gained 1 year-9 months as measured by the over-
all score on the IoWa Silent Readi Test, using Advanced
Form CM for the pre-test and vended Form DM for the post-
test. In compiling these statististics, n=310 students.
Difference in percentiles for each of the sub-scores is in-
dicated in the following :hart:

Form CM Form DM

Rate 31 %ile 62 %ile

Comprehension 20 41

Directed Reading. 20 . 25

Poetry Comprehension 16 28

Vocabulary 13 21

Sentence Comprehension 9 19

Paragraph Comprehension 18 27

Use of the Index 19 31

Selection of Key Words 30 42

Overall Score 13 32

. Grade Level Score
Overall Score 8.2 10.1

While we are pleased with these results, we feel that
there are many things which we can do to strengthen our pro-

gram. For example, we have a large number of Chicano students
for Whan English is a second language. None of us is ad-
equately trained to deal with this problem in the most
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efficient manner, so we lean on our Cooperative Learning
.Program which supplies us with student tutors. I try to work
with the most severely handicapped readers on an individual-
ized basis, which is seldom possible because of time. Our
counseling department IS -working on the development of a study

skills course which will be of enormous value to many of our
Students. Members of various departments, including history,
cosmetology., and home economics, have asked for help in pre-
paring materials and lessons for students who are having
difficulty in readihg assigned materials in those courses.
Still, we are faced with a one-semester course which carries
no credit and which most students pass because they do show
signifinant imprnvPment on the Iowa test. A student who
begins the semester reading at We fifth grade level and
finishes the course reading at the seventh grade level does
not heed"to repeat the course. At this point we offer
nothing else for him. We do have a separate speed
reading course, but this.is inappropriate for the type of _

students each semester who voluntarily repeat the course be-
cause they feel it has helped then, but -we need Something more.
We obviously need a lab set-up in which we could deal with our
most severely handicapped readers. Although we do reach large
numbers of students each semester, We are painfully aware of
our failure to adequately deal with the most severely handi-
capped in a more effective manner. We need to develop a
sequence of courses so that it will be possible for a student
to move from the sixth grade level of reading competency to
the eighth or ninth or tenth if this be the potential for that
individual. We need to consider assigning credit to these
courses. We need to develop a more reliable and up-to-date
testing instrument so that we might be more tuned in to the
needs of each student.

In the meantime, we shall continue with our present pro-
gram, making any modifications which seem necessary or de-
sirable and which won't cost any money since we are faced
with a very tight budget for the caning year. Looking back
on these two years there is a tendency to feel smug because
what we have now is so obviously superior to what existed on
campus three or four years ago. Despite the fact that we have
succeeded in clozing the gap during this time, we must seek
other ways to come even closer to helping each of our students
realize his potential.
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The Relationship of Affective Changes

to Cognitive Skills Development

Luanne P. King

Educational Development Center
Claremont College

\The purpose of this raper is to stimulate greater in-
terest in the affective domain of educational objectives_on
the pert of learning skills Specialists who may still think
of their work primarily as a mission to develop cognitive
functiOns. Implied by this purpose is-the conviction that
teache who are working to develop the academic skills of
stolen should begin to think of themselves asacilitating
counsel rs who can bring about significant affective changes
in their students' attitudes toward learning and being.
Also imp icit in the thinking of this paper is an invitation
to teache to embark on a course of developing more auth-
entically uman relationships with students which would be
a source o mutual fulfillment and personal growth. With-
out mutual Satisfying relationships between teachers and
students, t very much lasting learning can occur. It is
important consider the needs of the whole person, the
total'self o the student. It is also important for teachers
to examine it can needs; these must, also be met in the
classroom p ess for a teacher to feel and be effective.
Inherent in s point. of view is the premise that in helping
students, one also experiencing personal growth and

.

helping onesel Students' reactions and explorations are
.

a bounteous so ce for the teacher's own self-actualization,
and should be 14ewed with respect.

By now it possible that some readers have already
turned to another article, perhaps muttering, "What am I
supposed to do, turn all my classes into sensitivity grouper_
But it could be argued that the whole art of teaching is
sensitivity training of one kind or another: helping Students
to get.in touch with their own thoughts and feelings; en-
abling children and young adults to react to others' ideas
and experiences; facilitating discovery and organization of
values; encouraging, young people to seek knowledge that is
relevant to living fully; and developing their ability to
express their discoveries in coherent ways so that ochers
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will pnderstand what they intend to communicate. Greater
human sensitivity in all of learning, living, and relating .
to others is the new threshold in education. It is impor-

tant to accept this and examine our teaching and counseling .

approaches with concern and a commitment to change; for
change is needed. In fact, change will evermore become a
way of life, and we must help our students prepare for this
in the learning experiences they have with us now. That is

why we need to say that the purpose of education should be

to free the student for his self-education, a self-educa-
tion which Will have to contE all of his life.

George Bruin (2) notes that our schools have failed
miserably in developing intellects precisely because they
have paid too much attention to the intellect alone, largely
ignoring the development of other human qualities that giVe
learning its meaning. Decosmo (5, p.1). says, "We 'profes-.
sionals' have succeeded, ather well in 'carving up' the stu-
'dent so that we can all have apiece of him. Though an

entente',. the instructional and student personnel staffs
have split him into his cognitive and non-cognitive halves.
Teachers have laid clait to his cognitive self and proceed
to try and 'teach' him new skills and intellectual carpet -

encies. The student personnel staff has purported to help
him in his search for identity and intimacy or.whatever
psvchbsocial crisis faces him at his particular. ife stage.
This, in itself, would be serious enough, but we have taken

it a step-further. Each group views what it does as the
most important contribution and forgets that we ought to
be working together to integrate both aspects it order to
assist the student in his total development, Further, we

view the 'other side' as competition for the student and
forget that we can support each other's efforts on behalf

of the student."

It is Lime to ask that schools be responsible for a
more extensive and subtle education of the entire person:
mind plus emotions, body awareness (8), and even spirit.
Most Philosophers of the future agree that the man of 2000
A.D. or sooner, will need to be a,more fully sensate man as
well as an intellectual man. He will have to be this Com-
plete man in order to cope with his ever changing culture;
and beyond just coping, he will have a deep need to relate
more authentically to other persons in his culture and to

make contributions. to them. This concept, now admittedly
controversial among edticators who are not future-oriented
has many implications for counseling center models and
teaching; a new kind of teaching which does not dispense know-
ledge, but rather facilitates personal discovery 4nd

learning.

Jerome Bruner (3) believes that it is the process of
of prOblem-solving and discovery in learning that will bring
abbut increased motivation for the subject and all of the
appropriate interests and attitudes. He thinks that it is
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not so much whit is learned, but how it is learned which
will determine the 'affectiVe.objearVe$ that will be
attained at the same time as cognitive objectives. Teachers
sometimes sigh at this and say, "That sounds wonderful, but
I don't have time to letall myAstudents reinvent the wheel."
This is missing the point and perhaps ignoring the value
of what Maslow (9) calls the "peak experience." He has
suggested that-peak experience may have a powerful influence
in major changes in the individual. Maslow's hypothesis is
that a single powerfUl experience may have much more impact
on the individual. than many less ppWerful experiences.
Bloom (6) states there is evidence that a single hour of
classroom activity under certain conditions may bring about
a major reorganization in cognitive as well as affective
:be.haviors.'. And therein lies the challenge to all of us:
how can we' bring about peak experiences of discovery and
insight?

,

It is time to dkamine more specifically. what we mean,,
in terms of,educational objectives, by the cognitive and
affective domains. The most ccrnprehensive efforts to clarify'
these &mains are the taxonomy of educational Objectives, in
the cognitive &main edited by Bloan (1) and a taxonomy
classifying educational goals in the affective domain by
Krathwell, Bloan and Masia (6). The work related to the
cognitive domain investigates and defines knowledge as well
as intellectual abilities and skills.

Knowledge is defined as the recall of specifics and un-
iversals;.the recall of methods and processes, or the recall
of a patterd, structure, or setting. The taxonany of4ed-
ucational objectives related to knowledge emphasizes mostly
the psychological .process of remembering, although the pro-
.gess of.relating facts in order to organize and reorganize
a problem so that it may be solved is also considered. The
broad term, knowledge, is broken doWn into subcategories.

Knowledge ,

1. -Knowledge of Specifics: isolable bits of information
at a law level of abstraction.

a: knowledgof terminology: referents for specific
symbols, verbal and nonverbal;

b. knowledge of specific facts: dates, events, persons,
places, etc.

2'. Knowledge of Kays Means of Dealing with Specificsi°
how to organize, udy, judge and criticize.

a. knowledge ofr conventions: characteristic ways of
treating and presenting ideas and phenomena;
verse, plays, scientific papers, correct form and
-usage in speech writingetc.;
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b, knowledge of trends andosequences: processes, dir-
ections, and movements of phenomena with respect, to

time;
c. knowledge of classifications and categories: classes,

sets, divisions; and arrangements fundaMent4 to a
given subject field, purpose, argument qr pr4blem:

d. knowledge of criteria: how facts, principles,
opinions, and,conaucts are tested or judged;

e. knowledge of methodology: methods of inquiry,

techniques, and prcceduresemployed in a particular
subject field as well as the employed in'invest--

igating particular problems and phenomena. ,

3. t4lowledge of the Universals and AbStractions in a Field:
the majdr schemes and patterns by which Phenomena and -

ideas are organized,

a. .knowledge'of principles.and generalizations: par-
ticular abstraction's' which summarize obseivations

of phenomena;
b. lo4mledge of theories and structures: the Or

principles and generalizations together,wi t eir
interrelations which present .a clear, rounded, and
systemic view of a complex phenomenon, Problem or
fieldl e.g., a relatively complete formulation of
the theory of evolution.

:'The second main area of cognitive domain. is intellect"-

uai abilities and skills which refer to organized modes of .

operation and generalizes techniques for dealing with

Materials and problems. The abilities and skills objectives

emphasize the mental processes of organizing and reorgan-

izing material to achieve a particular purpose. The materials

may be g.Ven or remembered.

Intellectual Ability and Skills

1. Comprehension: the lowest level of understanding whereby

an individual' knows what is being dormunicated and can

make use of the material or ideas without necessarily.

relating it to other material or seeing its full

implications,

translation: comprehension.as evidenced by the care

and accuracy with which a communication is para-

phrased or rendered from one language or form of

communiCation to another; the, ability to

understand non-literal statements (metaphor,
symbolism, irdny, exaggeration); also, the skill in

translating mathematical verbal material into sym-

bolic statements and vice-versa;

b: °interpretation: the explanation or summarization

of a communication involving a reorderia4, re-
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arrangement, or new view of the material;
c. extrapolation: the extension of trends or tendencies

beyond the given data to determine implications,
consequences, corollaries, effect, to., which
are in accordance with the conditithig-described in
the original communication.

.

Application: the use of abstractions in a particular
and concrete situAion;,e.g., application to the
phenomena discussed in one paper of the scientific
terms or concepts used,inmother papers.,

3. Analysis: the breakdown of a ommunication into its
constituent elements or parts so that the relative
hierarchy of ideas is made clear and/or the relations
between the ideas expressed are made explicit.
a.. analysis of elements: identification of, the ele-

ments included in d camtunicatior; the
ability to recognize unstated aSsumptions, and skill
in distinguishing facts from hypotheses;

1:1,, analysis of relationships: the connections and
interactions between the elements and parts of a
communication; e.g., the ability to check the con-,
sistency of hypotheses with, given information Oand
assumptions;

c. analysis of organizational, principleS: the organ -;
ization, systematic arrangemnt, and structure
which hold the communication together; -this includes
the "'explicit" as well as the niMPlicit" structure'
e.g., the ability to recognize form and pattern in
'literary or artistic works as a means of under-
Standing their meaning;" also, the ability' to recog-
-nize the arneral techniques used in persuasive
materialssuch as, advertising and propaganda.

Synthesis: the putting together of elements and parts
so as to form a whole; and arranging and combining them
in stzh a way as to constitute a pattern or structure,
not clearly there<pefore.
a. production of a unique communication; the development

of a communication in which the writer or speaker
attempts to convey ideas, feelings and/or experience
to others.

b. production of a plan, or'proposed set of operations:
the development of a plan of work or the proposal
of a plan of work or the proposal of a plan of op-
erations;'s.q., the ability to propose ways of
testing hypotheses;

c. deriVation of a set of abstract relations: the dev-
elopment of a set of abstract relations either to
classify or explain particular data or formulas, or
the deduction of propositions and relations fran
&set of basic propositions or symbolic represent-
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ations; e.g., the ability to make mathematic dis-
coveries and generalizations.

5. Evaluation: judgments about the value of material and

methods for given purposes. Use of a standard of

appraisal. The critieria may be those determined by
the student or those which are given to him.

a. judgments in terms of internal evidence: evaluation.
of the accuracy of a camunication from such evi-
dence as logical accuracy, consistency, and other
internal criteria; e.g., t1 ability to indicate

logical fallacies in arguments;
b. judgments in terms of external criteria: evaluation

of material with reference to selected or remembered
criteria; e.g., the comparison of major theories,
'generalizations, and facts about particular cultures.

_Also, judging by external standards, theability to
compare a work with the highest known standards in

its afield -- especially with other works of recognized

excellence:

The second taxonomy of educational objectives relates
to the affective damain and leads us more fully into an un- ,

derstanding of the whole learning self. In general, the

objectives in the affective domain deal with interests,
attitudes, values, appreciation and adjustment. Specifically

they are characterized as follows:

1. Receiving (Attending): the level at which the 'learner is

sensitized to the existence of certain phenaMena and
stimuli; that is, he is willing to receive or attend to

them. The category of Receiving has been - divided into
three sub-categories whicn represent a Continuum:
from an extremely passive position or role on the part
of the, learner to o-a point at which the learner directs

his attention, at least at a semi-conscious level, toward

the preferred stimuli.
a, awareness: 'almost a cognitive behavior. Silt unlike

knowledge, meare not so much concerned with memory
as we are that the learner will be merely conscious'

of something, taking into account a situationt,.phen-.

omenon, object, or stage of affairs. There is no

assessment of the qualities or nature of the stim-

ulus. There can be simple awareness without soec-
ific discriminatiOn or recognition of the objective
characteristics of the object. The individual may

not be able to verbalize the aspects of the stimulus

which cause the awareness; e.g., being aware of

aesthetic factors in dress, furnishings, architec-
ture, city design, good art, etc.

b. willingness to receive: being willing to tolerate

a given stimulus and.not avoid it, involving a neu-
trality or suspended judgment toward the stimulus;
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e.g., attending carefully when others speak; also,
appreciating-(tolerating). cultural patterns exhib-
ited by individuals from other groups.

c. controlled or selected attention: a higher level
involving differentiation of a given stimulus into
figure and ground at a conscious or perhaps a seni-
conscious level--the differentiation of aspects
of a stimulus which is perceived as clearly marked
off from adjacent impressions. The perception is
still without tension or assessment, and the student
may not know the technical terms or symbols with
which to describe it cOrrectly or precisely to
others. There is an element of the learner's con-
trolling the situation here, so that the favored
stimulus is selected and attended to despite com-
pleting and distracting stimuli. An example would
be listening to music with same discrimination as
to its mood and meaning and with Same recognition
of the contributions of various musical elements
and instruments to the total effect.

2. Responding: the level at which we are concerned with re-
sponses go beyond merely attending to the phenomenon.
The student is sufficiently motivated that he is not
just willing to attend, but he is actiVel- attending.
At a riatageirla"learning by ing or exper-
iencing) process the student is committing himself in a
small measure to the phenomena involved; he is doting
'something with or about the phenomenon besides merely
perceiving it. This is the category that many teachers
will find best describes their "interest" objectives.
They want a student to became sufficiently involved in
a subject, phenomenon, or activity that he will seek it
out_and gain satisfaction from working with it or en-
gaging in it.
a. acquiescence in respohding: "obedience" or "camr

pliance" would also describe this behavior. At this
lowest level ofresponding, there is a passiveness
so far as the initiation of the behavior is concerned,
and the stimulus calling for responding behavior is
not subtle. Compliance is perhaps a better term '.

than obedience, since there is more of the element of
reaction to a suggestion and less of ,the implication
of resistance or }fielding unwillingly. The student
makes the response, but he hasnot fully accepted
the necessity for doing so; e.g., willingness to
comply with health regulatioris; or obeying the rules.

b. willingness to respond: implying the capacity for
voluntary activity. The element of resistance or of ,

yielding.unwillingly is here replaced withconsent
or proceeding from one's own choices; e.g., ac-
quainting one's self with significant current issues /

in international, political, social, and economic
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affairs through voluntary reading and discussion.

c satisfaction in response: the additional element in

the step beyond the willingness to respond level; the

Consent, the assent to responding, or the voluntary
response, is that behavior is accompanied by -a feeling

of satisfaction, an emotional response, generally of
pleasure, zest or enjoyment. The emotional canponent

appears gradually through the range of internaliz-

,ation categories. Two examples would be: enjoyment
of self-expression in music and in arts and crafts

as another means of personal enrichment; and-finding.

pleasure in reading for recreation.

3. Valuing: a term employed in its usual sense: that a

thing, Phenomenon, or.behavior has worth. This ab-
stract concept of worth is in part a result of the

individuals own valuing or assessment, but it is
much more a social product that has been sloWly in-
ternalized or accepted and has came to be usedby the
student-as his own criterion of worth. Behavior at

this- level is sufficiently consistent and stable to
have taken on the characteristics of a belief or an
attitude; therefore, this category will be found
appropriate for many objectives that use the terms
"attitude", "belief ", as well as, of course, "value."

a. acceptance of a value: the ascribing of worth to

a phenomenon, behavior, object, etc. At this
lowest level or valuing, we are concerned with the
lowest levels of certainty; that is, there is
much of a readiness to re- evaluate one's position

than at the higher levels.

b. preference for a value: a level of behavior that
implies not just the acceptance of a value to the
point. of being willing to be identified with it,

but. also being sufficiently committed to the value

to pursue it, to seek it out, to want it, e.g.,

assuming the responsibility for drawing reticent
members of a group into conversation.

c. cam fitment: a level of belief involving a high

degree of certainty. The ideas of "conviction"
and "certainty beyond a shadow of a doubt" help

to convey further the level of behavior intended;

e. a., devotion to those ideas and ideals which are

tie foundations of democracy. Also, faith in the

power of reason and in methods of experiment and

discussion.

4. Organization: the necessity for organizing values into'

a System, determining interrelationships among them,

and establishing.the dominant and pervasive ones. This

is important because as the learner successively inter-

nalizes values, he encounters situations for which more

than one value is relevant.
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a. conceptualization of a value: abstract conceptual-
ization and, in this sense, symbolic. The symbols
need not be verbal sytbols. Whether conceptualiza-
tion first appears at this point on the affective'
continuum is a not point; e.g., attempting to iden-
tify the characteristics of an art object admired.
Also, forming judgments as to the responsibility of
society for conserving human and material resources.

b. organilation of a value system: objectives, which
require the learner to bring together a complex of
values, possibly disparate values, and to bring these
into an ordered relationship with one another.
Ideally, the ordered relationship will be one which
is harmonious and internally consistent. This is,
of course, the goal of such objectives, which seek
to have the student formulate a philosophy of life.
In actuality, the integration may be something less
than entirely harmonious. Mbrejikely, the relation-
ship is better described as a kind of dynamic equil-
ibrium which is, in part, dependent upon'those por-
tions of the environment which are salient at any
point in time. In many instances the organization
of values may result in their synthesis into a new
value complex of a higher order. An example would
be: weighing. alternative social policies and prac-
tices against the standards of the public welfare
rather.than the advantage of specialized and narrow
interest groups...

5. Characterization by a Value or Value-Complex-; the level
of internalization at which the values have already
a place in the individual's'value hierarchy, are organ-
ized into same kind of internally consistent system,
have controlled the behavior of the 'individual for a
suffidient time that he has adapted to behaving this way;
ana an evocation of the behavior no longer arouses
emotion or effect except when the individual is threat-
ened or challenged.

The individual acts consistently in accordance with'the
values he has internalized at this level, and it is impor-
tant to indicate two things: (a) the generalization of this
control to so much of the individual's behavior that he is
'described and characterized as a person by these. pervasive
tendencies, and (b) the integration of these beliefs,. ideas,
and attitudes into a total philosophy or world view.

a. generalized set: that which gives an internal consis-
tency to the system of attitudes and values at any
particular moment. It is selective responding at A very
high level. It is a persistent and consistent response
to a family of related situations or objects. It may
often be an unconscious set which guides act:_on without
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conscious forethought. The generalized set may be
thought of as closely related to the idea of an attibuip
cluster, where the community is based on behavioral
characteristics rather than the subject or object of
the attitude. A generalized set is a basic orienta-
tion which enables the individual to reduce and order
the complex world about him and to act consistently and
effectively in it. Examples are: readiness to revise
judgments and to change behavior in the light of evid-
ence: and judging problems and issues in terms of situa-
tions, issues, purposes, end consequences, all involved
rather than in terms of fixed, dogmatic,- precepts or
emotionally wishful thinking.

b. characterization: the peak of the internalization pro-
cess which includes those objectives which are broadest
with respect both to the phenomena covered and to the
range of behavior which they comprise. .Here are found
those objectives which concern one's view of the uni-
verse, one's philosophy of life, one's Weltanschauung- -
a value system having as its object the whole of what
is known or knowable.

Objectives here are more than generalized sets in the
sense that they involve a greater inclusiveness and, within
the group of attitudes, behaviors, beliefs, or ideas, 'an
emphasis of internal consistency. These objectivesare so
encompassing that they tend to characterize the individual
almost completely. Same outcomes in terms of a student's
growth would be: developmentof a code of civic behavior
based on ethical principles consistent with democratic
ideals; and the development of a consistent Philosophy of
life.

Now that we have an overview of how educational object-
ives can be related-to both the cognitive and affective do-
mains, it is for each of us to create programs and education-
al settings which will help net these objectives. It is

clear that affectivp states of receiving, responding,
valuing and internalizing organized. values are vital pre-
requisites to cognitive functions. It should be remembered

however, that while we can define educational objectives into
these 'two domains (albeit with sane overlapping), human
behavior in general can rarely be neatly compartmentalized
in terms of cognition and affect, as Bloom (6) himself
Points out. Still, we can further develop our understanding
of students, particularly College students, by identifying
'same of their highly contemporary needs. Many of these needs

are related to new kinds of affective changes which often
supersede and transcend those related'to educational-object-
ives in our classrooms. They are powerfully influencial,
and we must understand than well if we are to relate auth-
entically toour students and be effective in Our roles

as facilitators of learning.
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Karen Mionsour'(10, pp. 2-4), a well-known psychiatrist,
writes about the experience of young adults in this way:

Living together in a grim, polarized, and even
joyless world induces temporary'despair which at
times overtakes those of us who are older and who
have in one way or another made some kind of peace
with our, past and our present lives; Such temp-
orary despair, however, may be a more permanent
dispair to the young who are unable to resolve
the discrepancies between their vision of a human-
istiC life with their perception of.the political,
social and ecological disarray around them. It
is the need to infuse their lifes with authentic
meaning which, informs their search for ways of
growth and self-realization. The variety of di
vergent life styles, from asceticism to communal
living, which characterizes this search represents,
an attempt by the young-to communicate their vision
of society and the world as depersbnaliied, mech-
anized, and dangerous to survival of living forms.

As Dr. Honour further explains,

Many normal college students in our time are
trying to devise and seek new ways of learning
and becoming. They resort to political action
and peace demonstrations, social action and
protest, drugs and meditation, encounter groups
and body awareness, volunteer service in ghetto
schools and mental hospitals, petitions for
ecological and environmental renewal, astrology
and telepathy, committees for educational al-
ternatives, 'new' schools; 'experimental' col-
leges, music and poetry, anti-war programs, and
draft resistance, communal living styles, civil
rights activism, etc. The many forms of student
activity leave one uncertain of their eventual
impact on the personal, educational, social, and ,

political problems toward which they are directed.

One issue, however, seems 'Clear enough: effective
and constructive action of any sort is contingent
upon (emergence of) a dense of personal worth and
:meaning, a sense of belonging , a sense of positive
identity, and' relationShip to the social order
and with other fellow men.

These excellent paragraphs characterize well the deep
concerns of many ofour students. Chickening (4) has sum-.
marized also the pressing needs of college-age youth. He men-
tions same of the key developmental challenges faced by young
people. They are: achieving comnetence (intellectually;
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interpersonally, and socially); learning to Manage emotions;

and becoming autonomous or emotionally independent beginning
with disengagement fram Parents. *Regarding the latter
point, Chickering notes, however, that students eventually
realize that parents cannot be completely dispensed with
except at the price of continuing pain for all. Some an-

cillary needs of young people related to this insight are:
learning that they cannot he supported indefinitely without
working; recognizing that they cannot expect to receive the
benefits of a social structure without contributing to it;
and realizing that loving and being loved are necessarily

ccmpleanentary. Chickering points out that when interdepend-
ence is recognized and accepted, the boundaries of personal

choice become more clear. He then goes on to describe the
young adult's need to establish identity, using Erikson's

concept of identity as the confidence that one's ability to
maintain inner sameness and continuity is reinforced by the
sameness of one's meaning for others. Three last develop-'

mental needs described by Chickering are: achieving free

interpersonal relations, clarifying personal purposes and
and goals, and developing integrity.

Conclusion

Hopefully, we are now beginning to see students as
whole persons with a broad spectrum of needs, many of which

we-can help to meet. Moreover, we now need to have more

respect for the potential of students. We need a new concept
of human potential in order'to realize the great gap between

what our students do and what they could not only do but

be. We are limited in our view of potential activity, for

example, by our past ideas of what is "normal" for students.
We are over-irfluenced by data on their past performances,
intimidated by their cuMulative record files, and not
interested enough in their potential. Kubie (7, p.6) states,

"Man's. actual creative productivity, as compared to his

potential creativity, is pitifully reduced by the ubiquitous,

masked, neurotic ingredients of what-is euphemistically
Called 'normal' human nature." It is vital to let students

know that the barriers and inhibitions of the past need not

exist in the present or future. The fact that counselors

and teachers have faith in students' potential, their human

potential as whole persons, must he felt by the students.

Many studies have confirmed that the expectations of
teachers greatly influence the learning of their students.

By now I hope it is clear that we can no longer affottl

to fragment the learning and personalities of our students.

We want than to he independent learning persons: intellect-

ually cartpetent, articulately communicative, emotionally
free, idea speaking, idea creating,and honest in their.

relationships. We want them to have sound and well organized

values. We'want than to he able to say, "I think, therefore

I am." But we also want them to sense, "I feel, therefore
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I am." If we are truly interested in facilitating learning .

much depends on our on willingness to live self-disclosingly,
to develop truly human relationships with our students, and
to be open to discovery ourselves. In a recent speech, John
Vasconcellos (11) summed it up very well. He said that if
we truly want to understand and help the person.of tomorrow,
we must, become the persons of to
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A University Learning Center

Betty Levinson & Carol Pfeffer

University of California at Los Angeles

The Learning Center is one of the several resource
centers which compose the Student Counseling Services at
UCLA. It represents one attempt at recognizing the wide
variations between students as to primary concerns, life

styles,*and values. As part of the Student Services, we

are a non-academic department. There is no fee, no records
are kept, and neither grades nor credit are given for the

work done at the Center. Attendance is entirely voluntary.
Students are referred to us by their instructors, academic
advisers, counselors or friends; some remember having heard.
about us during orientation; some "happen" unOn us. In the

total absence of external controls, the only "hold" we.have
on our students is their own desire for self- improvement

and a shared faith that it can and will happen.
The learning Center was established aoprioximately one

year ago to serve a specific population, one new and unique'

to the University community, the special Entry Students.

The first of these groups was the High Potential Program,
consisting of four components: Black, Chicano, Indian,

and Asian. Students were selected for this special ed-
ucation.program on the basis of their anticipated potential
rather than on previously demonstrated academic nerformance.

Because most of these students had exnerienced failure in

traditional school.settings and-because new approaches to

learning were being sought,'we were invited to lend support,

to the challenge of this new Program. At the present time

we are available to anyone in the. University ccranunity

who is interested in increasing or refining his basic skills,

and through this Process to begin to experience excitment

in learning and growing. This has included such groups as
Educational cnnortunity Program students, staff, and foreign

students.
The development of a staff capable of resnonding to the

particular needs of this population has been an.exciting

process. Currently the staff consists of five part-time

counselors and one intern-trainee. Four of the staff mem-
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bers have had previous experience in working in the Reading
and Study Center with regularly enrolled UCLA students prior
to the opening of` the Learning Center.. More importantly,
the staff possesses a wide variety of academic balkgrounds,
life-styles, ages, and experienceS. However,.we all share
certain desires and beliefs. First, a desire to accept the
challenges of our changing world. Second, a relief that a
student will learn more if he has tlie help.of an interested
person who honestly believes that the student can learn.
Third, a desire to respond.to whatever concerns the student
brings, and to help him change to survive in the University
environment.' -

The location and physical. surroundings of the Center
have been a happy accident. -Located in an attic, which .
serves as a bridge between the old wing and the new of
the administration building, we are half way between the
Student CounSeling Center and the Financial Aids Offices,
and therefore, in ahOvily trafficked area. Our two small:-
roams, with slanteeceilings, dormer windows, informal
furnis4ings, nd-bright accents,. look more like someone's
"pad" than a-University..office. Often a student will stop
at our door to comment on our "looks", stay to find out whb
we are, and accept our invitation to return when he has
more time.

Because of the "fish bowl" quality.of our existence,
the staff has learned to operate as a team. We have develop-
ed a mutual respect for and trust in each other, a-caMfort-
able'acceptance of participation in all tasks and functions,
and a remarkable openness in our relationships. How it all
happened, and we are really not sure .how, the.results have
been, very exciting for us. we have an open door, weekdays
from nine to five. We give directions to people looking for
other offices; we always take the time to answer questions
about the Center or whatever; we welcome students who just--
want to browse; and of course, we have a counselor-immed-
iatelY available for the student who is ready to begin to
work. ,Because we work in the open, and becp6se.of the
diversity represented in the staff, every student as
wider range of resources, models, and ideas from, to
Choose. In some cases students choose to work together,
with or without a counselor. Working this way makes it
essential that the staff engage in continuing dialogue re-
garding each student'S progress. This has helped to insure
general agreement about the continuity to his program.
While these discussions have facilitated considerable. staff.
growth, we have made an effort to not lose sight of our main
purpose-to assist each student in his effort' to became an
independent learner. ,

We feel that as a result of this kind of teamwork most
students have a unique and positive exnerience in the Learn-
ing Center. For the student,who is not ready for the team
approach we can and do make provisions for privacy. A sin,
ple nod, gesture, or occasional request for privacy iaim-
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meliately noticed and the rest of the eam moves off. We
must'add thatAre have a lot of fun, too- The struggle to

master basic skills can become very in se work, butweive
discovered that humor plays an important part in-learning.
In the final analysis, 1;4'e have learned that we have to.do
whatever is necessary to facilitate learning-we don't make
people learn -we try to free them to learn.

As we mentioned earlier, we do not keep records. We are
not concerned with campiling statistics; all that we can a
say is that we worked with approximately 250 individUals

during the last quarter. We kept no record of the number
of contacts or hours spend with each individual.

We are-aoncerned with helping each 'person to survive

as a human being, and for that human being to survive in

the University. How could we best acocinvlish this? Our
earlier failures in attempting to work with Special Entry
students in a traditional university setting taught us that
same different ways were necessary to meet these needs:

H(1 TO-FIND THEM?
The problem we encountered is illustrated in Joseph

Church's (1) Moat Problem.

"....a square meat,, the same width on all four

sides. Forpurposes of the problem, the moat
is infinitely deep. The task is to make a
usable bridge across the moat. The only mat-

erials are two boards°, each just shorter than
the width of the moat. Once this problem has
been solved, the moat will never look the same
again."

The Moat Problem repre ts a rough analogy to our
dilemma and the situation o our sLudents us we faced the

task before us. As long as we continued to ask the same

(1
0
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old questions in the same old way, we could not; help people.
to cross the moat and capture the castle!

Although' we had among:us many years of 6cperience coun-
seling.regular University students, we knew that we'really
did not kno0

th

or could notchoose nriori techniques or
methods 'that would help our. students to survive in their
new environment. So we began with 'the aidea that T. A. Rich-
ards (2) Calls "feedforward"4 Based on certain hypotheses
we' planned programs. The feedback resulting from the
activation of these nnns were used to evaluate and alter
the activities. Ouroriginal hypotheses were as follows:

1. The traditional methodsNof instruction had notworked
for the Special Entry Students. Was it because thei

/ actual life experiences and circumstances had been so
/ different and/or difficult?
There would' be large lactnaelin skill areas, and :there
would not be a 'large reservoir of traditionally shared

7
experience on which to draw. Could we mae any of the
usual assumptions about performance level or previous
learning?

/ 3. The absence of theseshared experiences would probably
alter their perceptions of the University. Had they had
any opportunities to gather the kind of information
fram parents, older siblings, or friends that leads to
an operational and'attitudinal know-how of college life?.,
Did they know how to use'resources, such as Noks; lib-
raries, service people? Did the differences in culture,
(language, and values with which they came,malAit over -
whelmingly difficult to learn or accept the University
cultur-? Did they see college simply as an extension
of the High School experience? .-

4. Based on hypotheses and 3 we might expect to meet
attitudes of host i ity, apathy, or both.

5. Long term oal or& tation would be lacking for most.

ault6. 'Ne f tigipa that the intellectual potential of
these st nts val d be equal to that of the regularly .
enrolled Univeri students.' .

we proceeded to."feedforward", our earliest "feed-,
back". helped 45.to learn very quickly what our limitations
should be. For a variety of cogent reasons we'learned that
we should not be dealing with Fthnic Studies, nor should
our focus be on course content. .Moreover, we could not
allow)ur Center to became a tutorial service as "tutoring"
is usUally-understood by students. - -go - ..

r'lhat we could do most.effectivelv.was to focus on the
learning fAccesses supported by basic skills, while dealing
with any nersonal counseling that apse within that contest:
11!. There were two essential "set".that began to(emerge.
Set A- Ne.hatl to involve the student in the discovery of

..,

his own needs' and the setting bf his own.,,,gbals. We had to .,
facilitate his involvement and interest in his own learning.
. .
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We had to be especially aware and.sensitive to avoid dimin-
ishing the person as an individual, wil.4.1e helping him to

use fiUstration effectively. Set 13- We had to'help each
individual to.build a bridge from where he was to the reality

"of the Univergity. Most of our students were "strangers in
a strange land." 146, had to help them write the guide book
to this foreign country, its Customs, and its language, its
responsibilities as well as'its privileges. Likewise; most
of our students were strangers to their own learning-reason-

ing.processes. They needed to be made aware of what it was
that they were doing when learning took place, and where
they got off' the t=rack when it didn!,t happen for them. And,

because-we are always working under extreme time pressure,.
. generated both by-the. quarter system and the uncertainty as
to the number of pourse would see any particular student,
it soon became apparent.that we had to carry on all these

processes simultaneously. .

We discovered that it was nossible to accomplish our
goals by developing A wide repe wire of approaches to any
particular skill area. Fortunately, We had some back-log
of experiences, but we have had to engage in a continual
search both for new materials and new approadhes. The

counselors' diverse educational backgrounds have provided
a large pool of resources. ;The particular skill areas in
which we haVe been engaged are: reading, writing, speaking,
listening, spelling, vocabulary, all aspects of study skills, D

and basic problem solving areas. We have worked out develop -

mental sequences of experience in all of these areas. A
student may begin at any point in the sequence according to
his needs, and may shift direction at any time that it se4ms
appropriate to do so. Tnese decisions are always made
jointly by the counselor and the student.

We have given a'great deal of thought to creating un-
iisual approaches to learning basic skills. The following

is one example:

Language .7, a symbolic process

Many of the students we see have good oral skills; but
they make. no connection. between their speaking and listening
skills and their reading and writing. skills. we were con-
cerned with making the students aware of the interconnection
between the Oral and writteh fOrms of symbol usage. One

specific goal was to involve students in experiences which
would dethbnstrate these connections.

We started with the discussion of familiar non-verbal

symbols: gestures, colors, uniforms, signal systems, etc.
We sEruggled to Understand how these non-verbal syMbols
were used to symbolize Meaning. Next, we presented pictUrea

(3). We asked the.students what the picture "said" and to \
point t0 the details that helped them "read" the picture's

''message, Next, the students were given a highly descriptive
passage to read and then asked to draw what they "saw",

{
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with%s many of the details as'possible. We were not in-
terested in the quality of the art work -stick figures were.
fine. We have found that this sequence does help students
to build confidence in their ability to handle symbols, and
they are then'more willing to tackle the whole area of lang-
uage as a communication process.

. We have in the past and are now in the process of de-
veloping other new approaches in the areas of spelling,
,speaking, writing, and listening.

. We use ourselves es models to 4each the learning pro-
Cesses og acquistion, transformation, and evaluation as we
attack whatever presenting need or problem the student
brings. We walk with the individeal,through the problem,
continually feeding back to him What it is-that we are
doing and thinking - and why. At the same time we engage
the student in dialogue About what he is thinking and
feeling -.and why. When we reach an impasse we make this
obvious to the student, and we also,makeitapparent how we
ourSelveS need to -turn to resourceSe- books, dictionaries,
other .people .search for solutions.

Clearly the nature of our student, the wide range of
needs; and our manner of working taught us that,we needed
to work witty individuals or in the smallest possible cluster
groupings-. We also came to know that there had to be-an
immediate and transferable reward for every studerit each
time we workeTwith him. He had tobe able to take away

-something thaf was of immediate use in his course work.
As we to the end pf our first year, hawydo we

evaluate our k? So far we have made no effort to isolate
the specific of ect of the Center from the effect of the
Special Entry Program with which the student is associated.
We have, attempted to.encourage the student to evaluate his
progress in relation to the goals he has established for
himself. Has there been a change in his behavior, skills,
or attitudes with which he is satisfied? Has he tested
these changes in the real-world of the University/classroom?
It he satisfied for the present? Has he set new goals for
himself? Does he want to continue working now-or return at
another time? The choice is his.

When we try to evaluate what makes learning occur we .

are filled with a sense of awe at the complexity of the
learning process and the extent to which it is not under-
stood. We wish we could specify what makes the difference.

. We feel that our environments our'ways of involving people
in the work they do, our emphasis on being credible*, have
contributed to the success we have had. BUt, beyond all
this there is some kind of "magic" that happens for sane
students and not for others. When it happens, we back-track
with the student trying-to locate the moment or situation
that seemed to be the touchstone. What has emerged from
these dialogues is that there is no particular technique,
Method, material, or sequence of work to which the trans-
formation can be attributed. The phenomenon occurs at a
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point where something the individual experiences generates
in him a strong sense of potency, strong enough to transfer
to other areas of his life. There also seems to.be'emerging
evidence that trust and faith need to be present, but most
significant of all is the freedom to struggle. The moth
must struggle from the cacoon with his own power if he is
ever to .fly. Perhaps'our most important role is not to pre,
vent this kind of struggle, but to make it more effective.
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Twenty Days in August:

An Intensive Program

Tony Mathews.
El Camino College

and .

Loyola University of Los Angeles

As the title of this presentation suggests, it concerns
a twenty day program in Reading/Study Skills conducted at El
Camino College. Lab sessions were held three hours daily for
four weeks. The systeM primarily employed in tooling the lab
was the SR/SE (*), upon which was built an individually de-
signed program as pertained to the peculiar needs of each
student. The programs were limited only by the finitude of
the staff's collaboratiVe imagination and the physical inhi-
bitions of our plant. No firm guidelines were ever issued.
My role in the drama set therein was that of Para- professional
staff. I am convinced that that phrase was coined to give
some semblence of prestige to otherwise sparsely qualified
individuals who like myself; through whatever magic, suddenly
find themselves staffing a reading lab. In any case my func-
tions lay in three areas: general supervision, testing and
scoring, and individual counseling. All of these functions.
were performed under the careful eye of Gene Kerstiens.

This then is my perspective: The lab was as,much a
learhing experience for me as for any of my victims. As for
my bias, I think. it' only fair to warn you in advance, I was
impressed.

The end product of our project, in its least human terms,
was a class overall increase of 25%iles (33th grade table)
between A test Nelson Denny. administered August 11,1970 and B
test Nelson Denny administered September 4,1970. Also, to add
to the indignity, our efforts were rewarded by a 20%ile
increase over three Davis Reading tests inflicted at thirds
over ,the same period. These, together with other incidental
achievements in number increases, while not by any means evoc-
ative of glazed stares, are creditable.

In its most subjective sense the product was a student
who in hio first counseling session furtively confessed that
he had ne'ver written a term paper. He had'graduated from

* Christ, Frank L. Survey of Reading/Study Efficiency.
Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc. 1968.
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high school on the basis of themes written in every aspect
b" his mother and with a firm canmitnent to his own ineptitude.
This student; through careful counseling, attimes bordering
on abuse, managed to raise himself from more than 2091le
belowthe.class average to 2%ile above it. While it may not
seem to the bystander that achieving mediocrity is cause for
celebration, to this particular student there could have
been no greater accolade, and as a counselor I can imagine no
reward greater than the arrogance, and success, I find in him

now. This was not an isolated incident. We witnessed sev-

o eral cases with similar situation and result.
Having participated in a number of labs previously and

having found a positive dearth of such drama, it was reason-
able to question at that point what our post-summer lab had
going for it.

Not being one to leave rk4torical questions dangling; I
wish to suggest three possibilities. The first of these is
the availability of counseling. Labs were conducted on what
could euphemistically be'termed an informal basis. .Three
counselors one instructor and two paraworkers - were constant-
ly, even incessantly, pestering the students with test scores,
suggestions for directed effort; physical suggestions (like
visits to an opthalmologist), and otherwise making themselves
a real part of their daily lives. Counseling sessions were
conducted,: never across a desk, whenever possible in whatever
posture was most comfortable for the studept e(i.e., on the
Hoer and/or ceiling) and always over coffee. These sessions

originally terrified me. However, after a time it became
apparent that for the most part these people were already
quite aware of their own problems. By listening well enough
and long enough, and only talking to answer specific problems,
we both saved time and came much closer to solving inadequa-
cies.

The second peculiarity, and perhaps the most extreme, was
its intensity. We wereforced into a situation where twenty
days had to suffice for an entire semester. The result was
that not only the students but the counselors as well were
enjoined to work at a much accelerated. pace. At the same time
that students were pushed to achieve rapidly, counselors were
required to fully exploit all the tools available to them. In

ordethat students would be efficiently channeled into their
major need areas and once there begin working on a stream-
lined, effective program, diagnostic testing, interpretation
and counseling had to be almost simultaneously performed.
Indicative of the pace cf the program is the fact ,that at the
end of the third day each student had accrued diagnostic mea-
sures on the following instruments: Purdue Test in English;
Nelson-Denny, Form A; Davis Reading Test, Form 1A; Telebin-
ocular Survey; Detroit Intelligence Test; Jastak Oral Read-

ing Test; SPA/RFU General Placement Test; and a,,test of vii-

ual motor dominance, Other individualized tests and surveys

were administered as needed. Though this satiation carried
same negative aspects, by and large-it was an extremely pro7

.1 0 1
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duCtive element. It lent itself to; or 'perhaps enforced, an
almost instant feedback. Scores to diagnostic and perform-
ance tests were for the most part reported to the student on the_
same day that those tests were administered.- The longest
delay was not more than one class day. This, coupled with the
number of tests used, put tie student at odds with his own
previous levels while they were still very much fresh in his
mind. The result was a motiyation'to advance far and away
greater than any I had previously seen. One,is never belit-
"tied incogpetition with himself and constant success rein-
forcement is unmatched as a tool for learning.

The third area, and to my mind, the most crucial, was
that of independence. The single most important task facing
us was the dissolution of the idea that reading and study .

skills were a matter of divine,inspiration.. Convincing the
student that, on the contrary, they are acquirable skills like
any other, was at one and the same time the most difficult
and rawarding of our intended effects. This problem was met
on all levels of the project,'"Ind, I trust, resolved at each.
The Lab wa., held in complete autonomy, that is, it was not
specifically, related to any other class. It was conducted
not as an.investigation of some relative academic oddity, but
rather as a lab session in a skill valuable on its own merit.'
It is my experience that study skills taken in conjunction with
other courses tends to be either submerged or deferred; sub-
merged in that it is treated as sanething having no priority
and is therefore ignored in favor of mere, as it were, rele7
vent concerns and/or deferred in that it is treated with the
same reverence as any other course of studies and is post-
poned until the problem is too critical to be handled easily.

Also, by creating an atmosphere in which each reading/
study problem is a field unto itself, the mastery of that
skill takes on dimensions far greater than can be instilled-
in offhand treatment. Hence, the reward being greater the
effort put into achieving the gbal increases proportionately.

On the basis of these observations and my experiences as
both a student and counselor of study skills, I would like to
suggest that the most efficient learning skills lab is one
which is carefully and casually cultivated, which enjoys
optimum immediacy in terms of reinforOement on all levels
and whi,Jh din begin to attribute to reading and study skills
a position commensurate with their gravity.

1 ()
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The Parapro' fess! in the Community College

Reading and Study Center
0

Loretta Newman
Los Angeles /larbor College

college Population Yesterday and Today

Five years and more ago we had numerous problem, students
in academic classes. Many of them were white, were middle
or upper.class in background, and usually'had'a pampered,
permissive upbringing. They were immature and lacked life
experiences. We had only apathetic academic Participatioll in
class; school was dull most of the time from their viewpoint.
They had a high school college preparatory, background but too
much money,'Which they earned too easily or had given .to then.
My remarks still apply to some of them but even more so to
the newer groups in college.

Now we are getting raw college populations froaLmany
,disadvantaged groups. In the large urban community colleges.

. they are coMingin increasing numbers from ghetto and barrio
recruitment. We are seeing more high school dropouts, more
physically and mentally haiidicapped, more youngsters with
delinquent backgrounds, prison inmates released to attend
college classes, drug scene victims, ignorant young people
caught in the current VD pandemic. We are seeing more un-
employed, either new or unemployable. They come with not only
poor educational backgrounds, but with much poorer environ-

mental backgrounds. Some are angry and/or militant. Sane

are truly anxious to learn but find college a very foreign
experience.

Many are returned veterans with poor educational back+
grounds but with very different attitudes and motivation than
the above.- Another encou aging group is made up of early
middle-aged women whose families are independent enough for
them to come back to college to train themselves for a job.

What are some characteristics of the disadvantaged
group types? They have either few basic educational skills

or wide gaps in these skills. They have little mid-American

cultural background. They are tense with fear and frustration

occasioned by continued school failure. Sane seen angry at

everything and everyone. They are often illogical and some-
times irrational as they grope for answers, without having the
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needed information or background to make such answers
meaningful. Studies indicate they have a. hidden potential
as good as the average of our previous student population.

.

They are just as nice a bunch of kids when you get then re-
laxed, success-oriented, hopeful, and finally firmly mo-
tivated'to learn.

We have found that we get them this way more.easily by
making them independently Successful, by helping them learn
how*to rely upon themselves, showing them how to teach them-
selves, acting like a friend instead of a teacher, staying
behind the scene until they want us;- and working through peer
tutors who are coached to show endless patience, be warm and
interested in these. students, but still hold them to criterion
standardsbut few deadlines.

This is what we want to talk about: these Paraprofess-
ionals or student tutors who are our new ace-in-the-hole in
helping today's unprepared college students make the break-

. throughs to learning how to learn. Whether the bulk of our
current faculties are able and willing to change themselves
and their self-images sufficiently to take advantage of this
new educational tool remains to be seen. At Harbor, we are
-in our first year of a three-year EnP funded program. At the
end of thisPeriod, our Program will have to be solid enough
*to stand on its own, feet. Our start seems favorable. Our
,EOP tutored students showed a 2.41 G.P.A. in their first

4-asemester. We have no illusions about the dropout possibil-
ities, but we are hoping. After completing our summer Pro-
gram, ninety-siX percent enro'led in the fall.

Metamorphosis

We are attempting to change. the educationally un-
successful person into a functioning college student through
the four previously mentioned approaches: relaxation, suciess
hopeand motivation. We try to accomplish these goals by
making many changes in our former approaches. Most import-
antly, we have reversedmany teaching techniques and we are
learning how to use paraprofessionals. In the followini
section, the collective "we" refers to tutors and instructors.

Revers e+ Teaching Techniques. Relaxation. We changed
from a class approach to an individualized one. We changed
from the old college attitude of "I'm up here to cast my
pearls of wisdom before you to treating all our students
as friends and human beings engaged in a common job. In
this, our tutors easily pass us up. We moved from the front
of the class to the rear. We changed from formal classroom
procedures to informal. We went from teacher correction of
work to tutor correction and much self-correction. Tutors .

take over after the first explanation or demonstration of new
work by the instructor., More experienced tutors even do some
explanat'ons and demonstrations. We have moved from the old
lecture pproach to the newer laboratory self- training. Ne
have had to change from college-level methods to elementary

I 0 Il
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ones, but with an adult approach.
is

Success. t.:e let them know we are interested in them, in
their success, and in their nrohlems. we let them kncw.that
we believe they have the potential for learning. We point
out areas in which they are bright, even brilliant, but '

stress that now as adults theyrneed to nick up learning 1..:ills
starting with reading coliprehension skills. We constantly
urge them to apply our course study skills to other.
classes and to other areas of life. If another course gets
scary, we invite them to hrinq in that textbook. If we can't 4.
help sufficiently, we refer them to the MP Tudor Center for
special help. We lethem kna; that the staff is there to
help than learn how to learn. The tutors handle the close
student contactsCand net the class as a whole, only when '
necessary. Once a week shall groups (two to five students),
meet with the tutor.to go over haliework, discuss problems,
etc. Tutors work often with individuals. .They delconstrate
or explain new activities or techniques when individual
students are ready. The tutors follag LID on class demon-
strations until everyone is functioning successfully. When
possible; we assign tutors to tutees of the same ethnic
groups. .. 0

We find their reading level and start them there, re-'
gardless of how low it may be. we use programmed or semi-
programmed material, using constant check tests with self-
scoring. .We praiSe every gain. We evaluate failurearid use
it as a learning tool or change the/activity. We explAn
repeatedly'', ng that thqy'stumble aver. We provide as
wide a variet of simple adult reading materials as we can
find, trying to provide stories they can relate to without
pushing these stories onto th . .

We mark materials by " el" (not grada, but we leave
sane "level l's" in a box ked "general."" This system
hooks.some who resent starting anything on step one. We
discuss any problems in a matter-of-fact way regardless3 of
what they bring up. We never show impatience or disgust at
stupidity, calelessness, inability to follow directions, etc.,
but re- explain, ignore or redirect. We welcome and urge
questions as the normal way man learns. We a$k them advic
on physical problems around the la5. We let them help on r ,'.
little things and take for granted that .they will. We leave
a wide assortment of paperbacks near the door with 5".simple
sign-out:slip for their use. Faiulty4and students donate
what paperbaCks we have'. Themore vomt lose; the m4re reading
we assume is taking place.-

Hope. We continually prove to them that they can learn.
We accept even, the most militant as likable people. We take
a few minutes to.lsten and chat. ..We praise them to the sky
for any Success observed, then .hold the carrot out a bit fur-
they in front of them. We commend them for wanting to im-
?rove their chances .in.the world by developing their ability
to 'learn and to solve problems. We tell-them of the succes-T,
ses of previous students who came in with similar problems._

10i
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The tutors .themselves are obvious examples and are ont::ZN:-
spot examples to emulate.

Motivation. Student motivation to learn is helped by
his feeling good about himself, feeling he can learn,
knowing he is,succeeding, having friends in the Readipg
Center (often the only friendly pldce on the campus--the only
place he can freely express himself and feelat home),
having everything where he can reach it and use it, keeping
i friendly, ihformal atmosphere in the CenteiTtrusting him,
liking him. Above all, a friendly and available staff scores

N heavily with these students. Also, they like.self-scoring
once they get used to it. They feel self th when asked
to evaluate their lab programs.and when all to help plan
new.directions to work in. Theicare proud to he each other
although this we try to gently dIvccurage if it i done in
the quiet part of the classroom, as it interrupts e con-
centration of fellow students who may be timing a eading,,

The Paraprofessional-.

Recruitment. We choose our tutors first from a reading
class, especially remedial. We try to get them paid on.our.
EOP, Work-Study, or Community Service programs. After that
we.seek volunteers. Some volunteers come from nearby state
colleges and are usually education majors. Some came
fran our. Psycho logy 1, Education 1 or advanced reading classes
which allow credit for field or volunteer work. We have a
new Psychology 81 in which oneunit of credit is given for
three hours per week service in some course which they have
taken before. Miscellaneousother sources include inter-
national club students, honor and service groups, and student ....

governmenti') On our Saturday Elementary PrOgrams we also ask
parents to stay to help. at least every other Saturday. They

. usually Work with children other than their own.
Class Tutors. These are assigned for five hours

weekly--three-E7alass, two for preparation and helping in
labooperation duties. They help get their class underway by
serving as T.A.'s on pre-tests, scoring, acid recording.
fibre experienced tutors help break in beginhing,tutors. (They
have even written up tutor duties with-step-by-step directions.).
They next help around class as lab procedures are explained

-and new activites are started:, They work directly, with the
students in many ways. They check homewo k, which is the
writing part of the language'artS appr that we use, for
accuracy, following directions, legibi ty, format complete-
ness etc. They go over the homework with students in groups
of four or five at first, then fewer as the need for extra

11rastery o chniques has occurred. "There groups are assignedN1s-te
help le ens, excusing students when they are sure that

somewhat loosely based on similar problems as shown on the
pre-tests. The tutors re-explain how to use the Newman Lab
Manual, how to read the assignment tables how to use the
4T05ik models, etc. They try to make sure that their

.I. 0 6
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tutees and stand why they are assigned each step and how

they can be fit from it-. They discuss the ideas in the

chapters and go over class'tests with them. They carefully

discuss ',.he OAR Study-Method and how to apply it to their

reading class text first, then to their otter texts. They

discuss how their own reading clasS helped, them: They listen

to tutee problems--in reading, life, school, other subjects.

(They report to the instructor for ideas for help when they

need it.) They take their tutees on a personally guided tour
of the library after discussing the need for and use of the

college library. (Most of these students are actually afraid

o the library.) They gradually assume more responsibility,
but also they each have a KR job to perform as needed.

When we are fortunate enough to have a second tutor for
a remedial class, we can have one of-them handle the per-

ceptual
sist students who have questions on

ceptual training on a tachistoflasher), do telebi-

nocular surveys, and
machines or new activities.,

When the sun really, shinei, and we have a third class

tutor, he supervises a brief auditory training Dr of

basic English sounds (phonics) witha tapedpre- ample

of short, short' story using these sounds. rwis ,

stu ents have to do this. on their own, with f- r results.

nualifications and Training. TUtors asuall o us

"faith a reading course experience. They need to genu ly

,/ like. people and want to help them. They should show that

they have.an easy way with Dle. we usually watch our

classes and choose our clas tutorsrather carefully. Vol-

unteers from other sources first help around the lab, help

in the Saturday el reading nrograms, or do office

work on Work/Study programs. All beginners, first assist.

an- experienced tutor. A few just dive in and learn as they

go along. A few expire,but most survive. They get. "in-

. volved" fast, like the feeling of satisfaction they get,

and are amazed at how Much:they themselves are :Learning.

After four years we now have four levels of tutoring.

The following recaps the previous generalized descriptive

action.
First Semester: In the first semester a tutor checks

homework, sits in on conferences, handles conferences, keeps

an anecdotal record of tutees if anything unusual came up ,--

(not of a confidential nature, but educational) and discusses

tutor or tutee problems with teacher or an older tutor.

Second Semester. A second. semester tutor usually still

scores some pre-Post tests, works in the lab,. works with

students who need simple phonics, does some make-up pre-p8tt

testing with individuals, handles Dercentual training, takes

roll, records results, and makes announcements. He helps. new

tutors to some extent.
Third Semester. In the third .semester, we, add'some full

class work. They now introduce and demonstrate some new
activities and begin to do large group testing. They super-

vise the training of new tutors. They beginco handle public

Eir
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relations by representing the Tab in committee meetings.
They write pUblicity, promote pictures, andchoose the shots, .

promote articles in the school paper, promote interest in, the
. lab around the campus, and visit nearby high schools in co.,.

operatiOn with FOP recruitment to talk about'the college and
how the Reading Center can help start them Off right. They
serve as host or hostess in the lab, showing visitors around
if the Director is not there. They meet the public notonly
in the Center but also in the community. They rick can serve
as a TUtor Coordinator or Manager th experimental projects
and 'Saturday proqrams for elementary, high school, college,,
and adults. They organize anecdotal records, tabulate eval-,
uations, write up the history of the lab, work uo simple .

statistics, charts, etc. They even help develop requisitions
for equiprent and supplies. .

Fourth Semester'. We call the fourth sem6ster'"Jun±or
TeachE Now they tale over classes when the instructor iA
away, handle most of the roll and records, help develop new
lab projects and teachingpackages, and can serve on the
School AdYisory Committee for the Disadvantaged.

Tutor Staff Meetings. These are held only when needed,
as itigdifficulT71557 a time when everyone can attend.

. However, the tutors say they'like to get together, it makes
them feel more a part of the team. Usually, information is
left in the mail tray for their class Bich is near my desk
or, if they are not a nlass tutor, then on their mail clip.
We have a string of nails with clips on them which serve for
a mail exchange. Along with this, they have a wall and door
on which general bulletins for them arg placed. During the
summer, we meet daily over lunch to discuss, problems and pro-
gress. We are thinking"of requiring all tutors to meet once
a week for a staff meeting, for which they would receive one
hou;of pay or one unit of credit.

3We have three other tutor projects on the' campus: sub-
ject tutors, peer counselors, and counselor,assistants. The 1

subject tutors must be strong in the subject they tutor.
They work in or near the Reading/Study Skills.Center. We
have a small learning lab across the back of one of our
reading classrooms. Although we have « serious need for more
roam, our young people are amazingly flexible in adjusting to
inconvenience. Building PlAns fora tutor center as part of
our Reading/Skills Center are on the drawing hoard, providing
an expansion from 2,500 square feet to 7,300 square feet. All
we are looking,for is money.

The acad 'c tutors work with one student from one to
five hours week.. Originally, we started out with all
volunte t tors gleaned am student government workers and
officers, onor society, an terVice groups. In the student
union and cafeteria we kept hugh Posters which we brought up

to date each week, showing what subjects and at, what hours
1 anyone could get help in the Reading/Skills Center.- Then we

kept up to date weekly in the Center a smaller chart that
gave the name of the tutor and his subject. We made subject
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name'cards out of fiVe by eight cards lbent over which the
tutor picked up as he came in. Then he set himself up at a
table and studied until someone came in for help. This way
he didn't lose any tin if no one came. This was hard to
keep up as no one had the time to supervise and sponsor it
sufficiently. It was with. relief that we -were able ti6 turn

this part over to our very capable administrative assistant
this fall. He was able to give two.and one-half days p4r
week to it. Now we have a fulltime Bop Director who contin-
ues to oversee it.

The psychology department has supervised two very suc-
cessful attempts at small group discussion sessions on per-
sonaPand school problems, meeting for two hours per week.
Under Community Servicds we are trying to expand this into
a Connunity Help Center for young people. The need is tre-
mendous and critical in our area.

The Counseling Assistant prograntassigps students
trained by counselors to help disadvantaged (and other) stu-

-dents in learning the ropes on registration, reading the
catalog, touring the campus, speaking in nearby, high schools
and participating in other counseling-connected activities

'rte. Reading Center-A Team Proposal

We have an evolving need for two kinds of specialists
today, psychologists as well as English reading specialists.

The Psychologist-Reading Specialist. Therapeutic treat-
mentserfectiye on abnormal conditionsan, in modified forms,

. work effectively on the new "unnormai" college populations
we are seeing today. Before we can teach typical college
courses to these peOple, we have to be able to reach them.
Psychologists know many things about human behavior that, if
used in the first semester or two, can help many of our new
students knOCk down'the tremendous walls that stand between
then and learning how to learn. In the process, basic read-
ing, vocabulary, and spelling skills can be gently introduced
if on a constant success level. .

The English-Reading Specialist. THEN--reading teachers'
with English backgrounds who are tolerant, interegfed, gentle
people can move in and more successfully cope with the many
gaps in backgroundsLand language skills that are-still there.

The Center-Staff. The time 4.s coming when much of the .

collei5g-fwill have to bbcome more receptive to College
Reading/Study Skill techniques as a part-Of:their teaching in
any subject. The general faculty will need in-service train-
ing in haw to make effective use of the new systems approach-
es. They are beginning to learn how to reinforce -and stlp-

plement tneif course work by developing or choosing additional
Segments that their students can do in the Reading/Study

,

Skills Center by self-teaching or with special tutor help. -
;

'Once the Reading/Study Skills Center has became a friendly
place to these students, they need to be able, to retumi to it '
to work, out future problems in all their other courses as
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they come up. This means a permanent staff specially geared
to helping students with educational problems. Such a staff
might be made up as follows:

(1) A full-time overall Director, empowered to make
necessary decisions (which implies sub-adminittra-
tive status), who will work in close liaison with
EOP and other programs and divisions in the school.

(2) A full-time non-certified laboratory assistant.
(3) Reading teachers and volunteer part-time'teachers

from other academic disciplines.
(4) An extensive tutor staff.
(5) Work -Study students.
(6) Volunteer workers.
There are many different kinds of paraprofessionals

still needed in the Reading/Study Skills Centers of tomorrow.
We should be developing them today. The four-year colleges
and community colleges could work together to do'the job;
everyone would benefit.

t)
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Questioning Strategies in Reading

Dorothy Piercey
Arizona State University

Tempe, Arizona

Questioning strategies is a popular and powerful phrase
in teacher educatiorOright'now. The inpriovement of teach-
er's ability to question has as its objedtive the improve-
ment of student's thiqing. As teachers Improve and ex-
pand their questioning; strategies, the thinking of students
ie lifted from literaWeveLto other levels in the intel-
lectual hierarchy. Thejeseardh of Taba,Gayne, Bruner,
Piaget, and others on the thinking processes, undergirds
the necessity for teadhets to go beyond fact questions to
the kinds of questions t1 t open the way for students to
manipulate concepts or idcias..

Probably the goal of ilducation has always been to im-
prove thinking skills, and 'the present emphasis on teachers'
questioning strategies is a coup in teacher- training
programs, whether the teache5-5e reading teachers, science
teachers, or vocational arts eachers.

But all this training of teachers still makes school
a place where teachers ask the :questions and students try
to give the right answers.. Forthe most part, learning to
improve questioning strategies has= been on the part of the
teacher. He has been and is learning to ask questions that
will facilitate students' thinking.

But once the student is out of school, whb's going to
ask the questions? Having been nurtured on even the im-
proved questioning of teachers which motivates him to think
at deeper'levels, will he be able to dontinue thinking
deeply when no one asks him questions, when no one provides
the stimulus to which he is supposed to respond? School
occupies only from 10 percent to 23 or24 percent of a
person's life. ,Without anyone to ask him questions for the
70 to 80 percent'of his life span, which, constitutes adult-
hood, do the higher thinking processes, that the expert
teacher-questioner tried to stimulate, debilitate, grow
flabby and weak? Does he become a sponge soaking up what
any typewriter-beater tUrnsout? Recall please the recent
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verbalizations of one of our .:cob, government officials.
Did he or did he not imply that Americans are unable to
sift the output of the news media and to separate wheat
from chaff? Does teacher improvement in the skill of
questioning make questioners of students? If so, haw? By
osmosis? By contagion? By imitation? I think not.

Surely the training in questioning strategies stops
short if it stops with the teacher. By passing an the
expertise of questioning, the how and the why of the skill,
students will be let in on the secret, too. If the teacher
identifies the art of questioning as a learning technique,"
guides students..in its use, and arranges the environment so
they can practice it, we might change the school from a
place where students are taught to answer to a place where
students also learn to question, both as they listen and as
they read...to question in order to investigate, to rea
son, to make decisions, to solve problems. These are the
requiSites of hamo sapiens, yes?

Do you fin3it as as I do that we are-occupying
time and space talking about teaching the skill of ques-
tioning, either to the teacher or to the student? Mote
accurately, we should be using the word reteaching or re-
training. Recall, if you will, the questioning techniques
of three-year-olds, four-year-olds, five-yearolds. At .

five their questions are more refined and sophisticated
than at three. They 'are well on their way to being pros.
They are walking question marks. What happens to their
curiosity, their growing facility to question? How is it
that after a few semesters in school, children perceive
that to ask.a question is to stand nakedly ignorant before.

.; the rest of the class, indeed the rest of the world? Were
each of us to respond to the question, we would find sim-
ilarities in our answers. Despite our knowing the reason,
we educators cOntinue.to'change questioning preschoolers
into question-shy students. School continues to be, with
same exceptions, places where students are the answerers
and teachers are the questioners, and not very good ones
at that.

This digression to take a look at the status quo leads
us back to topic, "Questioning Strategies in Reading" or
more appropriately, "Is the Right Person Being Trained -
Perhaps Retrained - To Ask Questions?"

As reading teachers, we are committed to helping
students transform into adults who will spend the rest of4
their lives questioning as they read. Having competency in
questioning gives readers greater management over the print-
ed word designed to exert influence. Surely then we of,all
teachers need to train students in the skill of questioning.
If there is, even one student who doesn't knoW that he's
supposed to question answers that's 100 percent too many.

BecaUse college :'students have had twelve cr thirteen
years of conditioning in beadMing answerers instead of
questioners, their.retraining isn't easy. But.we can do it
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by working on the learning principle that
"When a skillois identified, given guidance and
prOvided practice time, growth takes place."

Our first job then is to identify for students the
skill of questioning as a way of understanding a writer, as
a way of pinpointing his purpose, as a way of synthesizing
what a writer says into ideas and concepts, as a way of
evaluating an author's ideas, as a way of making judgments,

as a way of formulating alternatie solutions to-problems
posed in print: Good readers search among a writer's words
to find what he is thinking and/or what he wishes the reader
to think. Gpod readers search with questions.

Our second job is to demonstrate for students how
questioning is done, in order to derive maximum learning-
such as a golf pro demonstrates body movements for effecting
the best drive.

But we can't stop here. For growth to take place,
according to the learning theory quoted, we must also ar-
range the environment so students can practice the skill of
questioning. It is this third step that raises something
of a problem for us as teachers.. Our ultimate objective
is to 'help students reach the point where the;,' question
writers as they read. Questioning writers is a somewhat
difficult and complex concept because writers usually are
persons the reader does not know, and the reader has to
interact from a distance. (See model, Figure 1.) There-
fore it is suggested that we begin their practice in ques-
tioning at the primary level-with the student's self. Our
plan is to telescope questioning skills from self, to peers
and other persons known by the student, then to writers,

,unknown persons whose ideas the student can know only
through the printed Sword, whether the author wrote the words
last night for this morning's newspaper or wrote them cen-
turies ago.

The plan is to introduce the skill of questioning by
asking students to apply questioning strategies 'to the ?re-
sent that revolves around themselves -much as fledgling re-
porters are trained to observe, to deal in evidence, to
weigh sources, to describeto report-to interpret, to
spot assumptions, to evaluate against a standard, even to
make judgments, to predict and to work with parts to see if
they fit into a jigsaw of events. Some suggested categories
of questions are presented in Figure 2. The labels cer-

tainly are not sacred cows. Their use is for the purpose
of honing concepts still long enough for students to take
a look at them. They, or other categories the reading
teacher might create, are directly teachable.

A look at the other columns in Figure 2 reveals that
the questions differ horizontally only because'of a shift

in, focus from I in Column 2 to you in Column 3 to he in

COlumn 4.
Beginning in Column 2 the student, initiates his prac-
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MODEL FOR THREE LEVELS OF RELATIOtiSHIP

WHIai STUDENT M..11Y YRACIICT,

Tertiary Level
Students questioning writers,
speakers and other unknowns

. Secondary Level
Student questioning peers,
ad4uaintances, other Id-lawns
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tine by questioning himself, first using the simpLe
questions offered and then creating his awn in each of the
categories. When he achieves same skill in questioning
himself, he should move to the next level and praCtice
questioning his peers, acquaintances and other known per-
sons, again creating additional questions in each of the
categories. When he acquires sane facility at this level,
he is ready to apply his skill by questioning writers and
others outside his sphere of'personal cognizance. The
third level is pay dirt, both for the student and for read-
ing teachers committed to helping students become lifelong
questioners of the printed word.

1 _1 t
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A Behavior Management Program for Teaching

Bruce A. Reid

Edmonds Community College
Lynnwood, Washington

In the past, courses in introductory psychology, behavior

analysis, and college study skills have been offered at the

university or college level according to the principles of

behavioral psychology. Keller (9) reported that teachers may

be more effective if they employ contingency management in

their courses. McMichael and Corey (11) demonstrated that
contingency management in an introductory psychology course

produced better learning. Aself-paced and programmed course
in behavior analysis, assigned by Lloyd and Knutsen (10), ill-

ustrited that strgtegicaIly applied reinforcement within a

curriculum of small, clear7cut sequential steps can elicit

"independent work" of high quality from university students.
Hornstein (8) has demonstrated that college study skills and

time management can be taught in a sequential manner, with

student para-professionals systematically reinforOing appro7

priate study behaviors in students.
These experiments lead to the question of whether behav-

ior management can be employed in a college English course

designed to "repair" or "develop" the student's skills in the

written language. Such courses should enjoy great success;

yet, according to a 1965 survey of two-year college English

teachers (14, p. 54), 35-40 percent of the respondents were

pessimistic about whether remedial Enqlish.could help atudents.

in general. Furthermore, in about 75 percent of the reporting

colleges,-the graMmAr that is presented intheremedial Eng-

lish course does not differ from that in the regular English

*This study was undertaken at Mount Royal College, Calgary,

Canada. It was continued after my moving to Edmonds "Community

College, Lynnwood, Washington. It could not have been,under-

taken without. the expert advice of Professor L.A."Hamerlynck,

University of Calgary. could not have been completed with-

: -out the assistance of Professor Barbara Morgridge, Edmonds

Community College.



course. In the other 25 percent of the cases, one encounters
such comments as "more basic," "high school level," "more
time devoted," "more drill." Only 3 percent indicate that
some special approach, such as an application of structural
linguistict, is being tried. (14, p. 52)

Although this survey is some six years old, the indication
is.that innovation is in order. my awn bias is not in the
direction of linguistics but of rhetoric! Hence, a writing
course was designed to improve the student's writing skills
by means.of structured curriculum containing sequential writ-.
ing tasks. Academic reward was contingent upon successful
completion of these skill- steps; reinforcement came in the
form of points (a "token economy") and fran social reinforce-
ment by instructor and peers. By using behavior management,
tactics, a course in intrbduction to composition was,imple-

-mented.
To teach is to structur' situations so that the student

discOvers his environment within or outside himself. The
teacher, then, shapes behaviors, or in the words of B.F.
Skinner (13, pp. 66-7):

By selecting responses to be reinforced
he improvises a program of contingencies,
at each stage'of which a response is re-
inforced which makes it possible to move
on to a mare demanding stage. The
contingencies gradually approach those
which generate the final specified
response.

Another way of saying this is that the student exerts
"-ffial-and-error" behavior which tends to be thqped by the
teacher's rewards (2, p. 32). While it is reteacher's easy
for teachers to aontrol such contingencies in the classroom,
it it difficult to research them because of the free wheel-
ing setting and the inexactness of measurement.- One cannot,
.tnerefore, dlast such studies as "behavior modification,"
,which,, in the words of'Riley (7, p. 104), plays to two audien-
ces, ". . the therapist's audience which requires results,
[sic] and the researcher's audience which requires quality
research." Behavior management, as it is applied to this
.project, is pore a teaching than a researchferm: it means
amplifying desired behaviors by structuring curriculum and
reinforcing appropriate.responses by students.

According to the course text, catty's (3, pp. 1-4) A Mix-
ed Bag, the student is to became aware of the parts of the
wee, the details.that account-for the effect first; then
he is to learn to order parts or details; and finally, he is
to cane to conclusions or make judgments ,by manipulating parts,
details, and methods of development. As the co402 was taught,

:arhetoriCal proficiency was staged in small steKTRading fran
the what and how of Mediating experience thrCugh when,

.where, why, and how much of organizing thoughts'to a
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hopefully self - rewarding complex of behaviors which Fantini
and Weinstein (5, pp. 50-55) call the avenue of expression
fox the student's own thoughLs, feelings, and attitudes.

The subjects were community college students who had been
advised, but not coerced to enroll in Introduction to Camp0-
sition. They had demonstrated rhetorical or mechanicalweak-
nesse? in the ase of the.'written language, having taken an
essay style placement examination. The students knew that the
course bore credit, was transferrable, but did not meet any
portion of the English requireme for graduation. 4,

On the first day of class, udents received th following

materials: a manila envelope ntaininq a course explanation,
a syllabus which was quite spe c, a contract, a mimeoed
sheet for recording points, a list of bonus activities, Opp -

' roximately fifteen tag-board tickets, a file folder contain-
ing a checklist fol. required writing tasks, and a sheet of ,

graph p4per for charting progress. The instructor then asked
the students to write certain information in the file folder,
peruse the check list, and notice the achieveme t chart, Which
could accommodate moire than 4000'points over'a enweek period.

Next, the class read the course explanation ogether in
order to discover the rationale of the course, i bjectives,

and requirements. The course was to be offered accorthlasto
proven principles of behavior; the student Could predict his
own grade; he would not. be required to atend class bUt would
be awarded points for doing so (the tag board tickets were
for his admission). Furthermore, he was informed of a se-
quence of structured assignments ranging from simple to'complex.
BeSides these required tasks, there would .be an assorbnent

. of bonus activities which were less directly related to writ-
ing fluency, yet which. would be worth'points: The student
could complete any or all of them and could contract to cam- '

plete other work which would strengthen his special weaknesses.
The explanation stated that the student would have to com-

plete all of the required tasks to aminimum standard of
achievement, as judged by the instructor, and that he would
be awarded a minimum number of points for each step so canple-
ted. But the student could revise as often and as extensive-
ly as he deemed profitable, until he. bad gained the maxitum
number of points designated for that task. He had to abide
by deadlines for first drafts, but beyond that, he could work
pretty much at his own pace. He had to ccrnpletd all required

tasks to a minimum standard; then he could revise in'order to
reach the maximum. He could also do bonus activities. Depend-
ing on his motivation he could acquire 3000 points for a "C", \
3500tpoints for a "B", ana 4000 fcr,an "A." If at any time

during the quarter he wished to do so, he could, challenge the
course for a grade of "C." Finally, if at the end of the

,
quarter he'thooht he could still improve his performane, he
could opt for an incomplete gfade and have 30 days in which
to revise required tasks inorde.to raise his point total.

He had to agree to the following terms:

411
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CONTRACT

English 100 is designed to assist the student in
reaching rhetorical fluency. While the brunt of the
course involves writing expository prose, same bonUs
suggestion's are only indirectly related to writing.
This program, based on sound behavioral theory, will
assist you by structuring the learning situation and
by reinforcing your appropriate writing and study
behaviors.

The major goal of English 100 C, then, is this:
GIVEN A STUDENT WHO HAS DEMONSTRATED SOME DEGREE OF.
DEFICIENCY IN THE CONVENTIONS OF WRITTEN ENGLISH,
THAT STUDENT WILL BE ABLE TO COMPOSE A THREE TO FIVE
HUNDRED WORD ESSAY, REASONABLY 1,NEE OF MECHANICAL
ERRORS, WHICH EMPLOYS VARYING METHODS OF RHETORICAL
DEVELOPMENT.

,We, the undersigned, agree to the folloWing terms
and conditions:

ld That, in order to have completed this

t t
will write a standardized test,

Tpre - and post-test forms.
,---

2. That I will complete all ten wring tasks
to a minimum standard of accept e, in the
opinion of my instructor.

3.. That I. will fill out a class evaluation at
the end :of the term.

4. That I may earn additional points; or bonus
points, by completing tasks suggested by
the syllabus or by, the instructor.

. That I may earn bonud points for depositing
attendance chips.

6. That all my writing assignments must con-
form to " 'for Papers."

,. That I am respo
gresp and keepin
points. 4

harting my pro-
of cumulative

8. That all myWriting assignments must be in
my class folder before I get my grade.

9. That I may earn a grade of "C" by getting
30Y) points, "B" by getting 3500, and "A"
by getting 4000. ..

1 )
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10, That, ;if I am dissatisfied at any time duting

the course,"T:c4n challenge the course; it
successful my challenge will resultina grade
of ':C" withoutfurthertclass attendai or ass-,
ignments.

Signed

As has been mentioned, the required writing tasks were
;.1/4

sequencedin three broad steps: noticing details and trans
ferring than into compositions witherceptible beginnings,
bodies, and outcomes.; using methods of development to fulfil
writing purposes such as giving directions, explaining a phe-c
nomenon, and reacting to an argutent: and relating ideas ac-
cording to various modes of discourse such as analysis, class-
ification, persuasion, and definition. Insofar as it
possible, each assignment was structured to engage the stu-
dent's own backgtound of experience, assist the student in
building tranings and' relationships, and promote the student's
extension of skills, ability, and interests, ap described by
Hafner (6, p. 29).

Two important facets still need to be des ribed: rein-
forcement tactics and reinforcemen of "pr ssive approxima-
tions" (13, p. 16). The business of attend may serve to
describe how reinforcement, at first as constant as ..?ossible,
was faded'to intertittency. For the first two weeks, approx-
imately, the student exchanged a tag-board ticket fox points
which were immediately added to his point total. Then the
tickets became extraneous, and the student merely credited him-
self with the correct number of points each time he attended.
Finally, points were calculated by the week. Also, at first,
all tasks bore points: writing the standardized tests, keep-
ing the file folder up-to-date, etc. These points were total-
led up daily. Later the points were saved for a week at a
time; toward the qnd of the term,.points became a mere form-
ality, most students having already accrued the number desired.
Although a sort of "token eConamy" seemed to reign, the intent
was to evoke "independent" woirk of high quality.

ing the student to catp.ete each assignment to a
standard of adhievement, but making it profitable for

him to " e extensively and frequently,. had important ef-

fects: the instructor found himself reading student& work
with great care (which is only right!): the student, by means
of successive revision, "modelled" (13, pp. 208-9) upon the
teachet's own style, thereby-improving his own prose style;
and the student (and instructor) "overlearned" rhetorical and
grammatical principles. . ,

In The Technology of Teaching; Skinner (13, p. 19) says,

Education is perhaps the most important branch of
scientific technolOgy. It deeply affects the lives
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of .all of us. ,We can no longer allow the exingen-
cies of a practical situation to suppress. the tre-.
Mendous improvements which are in reach. The
practical situation Must be changed.

The program under examination did change the practical situ-
ation, if only because it attempted both to take into account
just haw organisms learn and to capitalize upon that proCess.
ft tried td'respondto Skinner's own questions:

1. What behavior is to be get up?

2. What reinforoers are at hand?

What responges are available in embarking upon
a,; program of progressive approximationN%whiCh
will lead to the final form of the behavior?

4. How can reinforcements be most effectively
scheduled to maintain the behavior in str

Of 31 registrants, twe never came to class, and three with-
,

drew during the first week because of.the, course format, One
other student stopped attending in the sixda-weekprobAbly
because of illness in the family. The remaining twenty-five,
completed the course: '13 redeived."A," 3 received,4B," 1
received a grade'of,"C."g 7 students elected to take 7;."
There We seven "W's,"11chdhere it:must be mentioned 'that the

1

college as dispensed with "F's."
S dent course evaluations were almost unanimously favor-7

able. One'student objected tOthe point Systemanothei
student suggested that the ihStructor get a pay raise, becc*
head of the department, and he.'ne fewer classes to teach.

The standardized test which students took at the beginning
and end of the course was the McGraw-Hill Basic Skills Writi
Test: Since at the end of the quarter no alternate form of the
test was available, students took the same f5rm of the test at
the begi 'ng and at the-end of the quarter. There are three
parts: aiiguage mechanics (30 items), sentence patterns (26
items) paragraph patterns (15 it then an ability.
to recogni errors i cumpOsitiOn c&I.be equated with writing
proficiency itself is table; Howevef, among twenty stu'=
dents who Were tested an retested, there was no statistically
significant mean increase recognition of errors in language
mechanics, but there was a mean increase in recOgnition of sen-
tence patterns and paragraph patterns well beyond the .01 lev-
el of significance. Of interest is the fact that of those who
attended regularly throughout the term, eighteen students were
directly engaged in the BRIDGE, the developmental reading,
writing, and study skills center.

The behavior management program seemingly was a success;
it is obViously difficul establish that the treatment
<.one22".ted the suc ss. Measurement is indeed a problem
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with Any.classroom project, as Baer (1,--p.92),indicates:

. . . the evaluation of a study which purports to
be an applied behavior analysis is somewhat dif-
ferent than the evaluation of a similar laboratory
analysis. Obviously,2the study must be applied,
behavioral, and analytic; in addition, it should
be technological, donceptually systematic, and
effective, and it should display sane generality.

0

Insofar as the course did net these criteria, it was
successful; if I were to repeat the project, I would attempt
to make the curriculum even more systematic, employ students
to check exercises, etc:, and develop same five two-week "mini-,
courses," each worth one credit. The student then would not
have to wait for ten weeks for academic reward as he does in
the traditional, class; he would enjoy a great deal of indiv-
idual attention; he could take any or all of the stibcourSes
evtrOf he weren't interested-in the regular composition
sequence; and he could pace himself to better advantage-.
Ultimately, an almost infinite number of packaged courses
could be made up for more relevant, effective classwOrk for
students of remedial or developmental English.

1.
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..,From ADAM to SAM:

Academic Diagnostic Motivation Serviyee to

Student Academic Motivation Cenier
/1

Isadore Rosenberg
Los Angeles Pierce College

Los Angeles Pierce College, like:many other colleget, has
the problem of an increasing drop-out ate and the lack of
motivation in the capable student wh is not performing to
capacity. I was called to the Dean f Instruction's office
and asked if I would develop a p am to find out why these
students were not motivated and, n I found out, to develop
techniques to innovate a pilot p ram usingthe Learning
Center. As a result of the s initial conference, at
which time he gave me carte blafiche, A.D.A.M. (Academic Diag-
nostic and MOtivationar-ge7iVice) was born. After a year of
talking with over 500 students, I returned A.D.A:M. to the
dust and developed S.A.M. (Student Athademic Motivation
Center.) S.A.M. is still alive and doing well, serving the
students at Pierce College. Now let's look at A.D.A.M. and
find out who he was, what he did, and why he did it 'Then

we will look at S.A.M. and examine the reasons for his
supplanting A.D.A.M.

Philosophy
One major reason for student failure is a lack of "Academic

gene" which is the knoW-how of utilizing "Academic
cs." The. design of the "drop-in" service was to
the academically distredsed student with an immediate

irst Aid Program." The pilot program's aim was to keep the
student who received good grades in high tchool'fram becoming
a college drop out and to'help motivate the already enrolled

college student.

Background
The Learning Center is the repository for,prograMmed instruc-
tion materials and semi-teaching materialt as well as audio -
visual materialt. During the summer 6f, 1969,. discussions
with the staffof the Learning Center revealed that programmed
materials were not7being used by our faculty. The A.D.A.M.
Service was established to help increase the use and circul-
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ation of prepared instructional material.
The Learning Center served as a hub for A.D.A.M., being.
centrally located on Campus. A.D.A.M. was a worthy service
to students, and would attract students not only to itself
but also to the Learning Center; Dial Access Roam and College
Library.

Objectives

The objective of thesprogram was to diagnose the student's
academic problem and provide him,with constructive materials.
Through interviewing and working individually with'each stu-
dent, A.D.A.M. desired to unravel the student's problem,
place it in proper focus, and help him to work more effect-
ively within the scholastic environment at Pierce College.
A development-of self-motivation in each student was desired.
At Pierce, students with lower aptitude scores or achievement
test scores do graduate. Why don't all students graduate?
One reason may that the student has.not.developed his
"Academic Intelligence"---that is, he lacks the knowledge
or experience in using effective learning techniques in
reading, thinking, speaking, listening,. writing, and taking
notes. A.D.A.M. emphasized and reinforced such aids and
skills and, in other cases, served as aricnbudsman referring
students to an appropriate resource.

Procedure
A flyer was distributed to the. faculty and the student body
annOuncingth40.D.A.M. Services. Students were permitted
to "drop in" or make an appointment. They were permitted a
total of or 4 interviews. The first interview was non-
directive, intended to permit the student to "opdh-up". The
folloWing sessions dealt with the direct problem and gave
the ctudent a "prescription for academic success." Small
.group sensitivity sessions were held with students villa had
a-common:problem.

Final Analysis
A.D.A.M. succeeded in motivating students, providing then
with constructive prognosis for identified needs. These
needs, as developed through short term interviews, appeared
to indicate that Pierce College should reasonably provide
the foll=ing services to the 5 i.lidents:

1. vbcational counseling

2.. referral services
a. financial
b. employment
c. counseling "4.

d. vocational information classes
e. study skills classes
f. college orientation classes
g. programed learning materials
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Furthermore, it was indicated that Pierce should offer
additional services to non-Students on campus. Additional
services include:

1. Expansion of the program to more professionals and
paraprofessionals.

2. Atiedia service for the faculty to assist them with
the latest techniques of subject content presen-
tation.

The Birth of the S.A.M. Center
A.D.A.M. was act-15.-?6r one semester until the birth of
S.A.M. last February (1971).
S.A.M. Center is mtaffed by two orofessionalS and three
paraprofessionals in a developmental program geared to bring
full utilization of Learning Center materials and A.D.A.M.
type services.
The staff is currently working with the faculty to develop
programed materials. The ultimate goal is to establish
more courses via the C.I.S. (Coordinated Instructional
Services). Courses such as Music Apprediation, Art,' History,
Vocabulary, Listening Skills, Remedial Math,TEnglish, etc.
are to be administered through the S.A.M. Center.

;.Appendix A

STATISTICAL REPORT ON A.D.A.M. SERVICES 1969-70
(Academic Diagnostic and Motivational Service)

. A. Pierce College, Woodland, Hills, Calif.

A. Student Participation and Related Services

1. Total Number of Students Interviewed 250

(application.on'file)
2. Total Number of Interviews Conducted 750

3. Average Number of Interviews Per Student 3

4. Total Number of Days in Operation ,.157

5. Unrecorded Number of Interviews "Open Door Policy"..100
6. Approximate Number of Interviews with Teachers 50

7.. Students Participating in a Weekly Study GrOup 8

8. Number of Students using Programmed Learning
Materials 100
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B.- Analysis of Interview Content

1. Method of reading textbooks
Z.' Note-taking techniques 240
3. Student-teacher orientation 100

.

4. Library Orientation and Term Paper Preparation 25
5. Dial Access Orientation 10
6. Test Taking Techniques; 150
7. Daily and Overview Assignment Scheduling 15,9

8. Vocational information and discussion 125
9. Motivation, goal setting and self-confidence

discussion 225
10. Concentration techniques 125

C. ,Dispobition and Referral of Student
Participants

1. Health Center, Physical exam
2. Health Center, Mental. Health Clinic
3. Education Class Tutor Program
4. Adam Staff Tutor Program
5. Remedial Classes recommended
6. Counciling Office
7. Financial Aid.Office

14

51

21

10

149
26

25
8. ,Varied Community Agencies and Services 29
9. Community Vocational Services 50
10. Campus Veterans Office 10'
11. Campus Center Club Activities 6

D. A.D.A.M. Related Activities

1. Developed tapes for Dial Access (pertaining'io study
skills)

2. Conducted four "How to Prepare for Exams" lectures
3, Supervised the "Exam Jitters Room" during Exam*weeks-
4.. Developed and'distributed "Study Aid" hand out materials
5. Conducted four "beginning of the semester 'How to Study 'r-

lectures
6. Developed 10 week "Study Skills" class
7. Attended weekly seminars with the counseling and mental

.

health staffs
8. Recommended (now in operation) Psy. 30 class (vocational

.

testing etc.)
9. Developed "Give-away ibrary" from the school library

discards
10. Emergency teacher referral service fot students with

urgent problems.
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The EOP iutor-Work Program

in the Community College

Jess L. Samuels

Los-Angeles Trade-Technical College

INTIODUCrION

my role this morning is to talk about the E.O.P.S.
TUtor-WOrk program and its problems in the Community Col-
leges of California. In this talk, I will bring out same of
the problems of the disdavantaged students who are handi-
capped by language, wocial, and economic needs. I feel the
community colleges traattake the opportunity to support and
meet their responsibilities to their minority and disadvan-
taged students, to the facilitation of their sucoPssful
participation in the educational pursuit of college. I will
add, I do believe that the community colleges should be
dedicated to serving the community by exerting leadership
and catering to the needs of the..00mmunity, providing pro-
arams to fill those needs, and evaluating the effectiveness
of these programs.

I believe new directions brought about by the infusion
of new students and faculty into any college should'neces-
sitate formulating new goals and objectives to accommodate
the changing character of any institution by working,with
the community through various agencies, committees, and
organizations including: advisory committees, representatives
of business, church groups, offices of community services,
and museum groups.

College participation in various off-campus activities
connected with these organizations and committees will,en-
able them to keep close contact with developments and
changes in the nature of the community.

ROLE OF THE E.O.P.S. TUDOR-WORK PROGRAM AT LOS ANGELES
HARBOR COLLEGE

The primary role of Harbor College ,s E.O.P.S.*ogi.am
is to make special efforts to recruit and retain minority
and low imaire students in Harbor College. In accordance
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with the Guidelines as,-set forth )11S18?164 in Title V,

., this program ia desighed-to.rovide financial assis-
,,, i, ce_to students who are handicap'. -. by language, social,,

/ .
and economic disadvantages. \, . ,,
,, In order to provide for'this pogifiVe encouragement,

ses designed' to eliminate deficiencies, eliminate per-

1 nanc-ups, "strengthen weaknesses-and discover and de-
velOp latent taents, have been provided for.

Supporti services in the form of psychological count,

ling, peer unselinq, tutoring, etc., have proven to be
invaluable aids to assist the student to reach a competence,

Aopersonakand academic, that will ensure success in future

7a3tteqe Cour4eS._ '

Many students came from SoaniSh-speaking hares, where

English is the second language. These students may be

handicapped by virtue of long-standing use of Spanish only.

As a result, English grammar is difficult to master, and

this is compounded by being tested in English, with a pre-7

dicted low score resulting. Many SamaamOtudentS enroll

with extremely limited edUcationafbackground, plus the

added burden of a poor command of the English. Language.
Many of our minority st is have received an in-

adequate educational backgroun because cif the racist atti-

tude that many high school co elors have. That is to say,

that minority students are en tracked into vocational
training automatically because of their ethnic make-up.

day these young men and women from the ghettos, barrios,

and reservations,demand access to their own futures; this

they cannot be denied. .

We }mow there is widespread recognition of the pressing

need for special programs to aid the disadvantaged minority

and low - inane students; at the time there is pressure to

charge tuition and to raise admission'to California's four-

year-colleges. k

The E.O.P.S. programs are caught between the twb horns

of this dilemma, between the policies of inclusion and ex-

clusion. I believe that ff'less.arivileged groups are given

equal educational opportunities that in time they will make,

the same advances socially, eoonomically,and educationally

that mostly white groups made increvioueeras.
For most of this discussion I have placed the educa-

tional defidiencies as the greatest cause for diSachtantaged

,1
minority student's difficulties

'!'"

STUDENT SERVICES: TUTORIAL PROGRAM:

PURPOSE--will be to help disadvantaged students acquire the

.prerequisite attitudes, knowledge, and skills that will.allow

than to better attain their educational and/or vocational _.

goals and to better self-actualize..

OBJECTIVES

To provide tutors for disadvantaged students and stu-
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dents on probation in order that they may,attain aeleast
a ."C". average in their course work.

To decrease drop-out probability of this group of dis-
advantaged and aim for a 75% retention.

To provide individualized remedial reading services
in order to improve their scores in reading comprehension
and speed of reading tests.

To provide small group peer-counseling.
To establish in-service training for Deer-group members

qualifying.them to tutor and direct snall Deer-group coun-
seling sessions.

To assign peer counselors to work with professional
staff counselors and accompany them to high schools on in-
formauiVe missions regarding Harbor College programs.

To recruit alumni and faculty to volunteer Cervices
in the study skills center where tutoring programs will be
concentrated.

To train tutors in Education by requiring them to enroll
before they can be hired as tutors.

To hire a student coordinator who will over-see the
tutorial programs under the directorship of the E.O.P.B.
director.

ACTIVITIES PLANNED

E.O.P.S. studehts will receive individualized tutoring
from peer tutors in subjects they are weak in as well as re-
medial aid in basic reading skills. They wi."13 also have
available to them tutoring fram'college graduates and upper
Aivision'state college students of like-cultural background
froM the community.

ETHNIC SURVEY AT LOS ANGELES HARBOR COLLEGE

Enrollment.

Fall 1969 Fall 1970
Day 5502 6016
Evening 2350 2392
Total 7852 8408

ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION

Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

White: % % . , % ' %
Spanish surname 6.5 6.4 9.7 11.9 10.8
Other white 78.1 77.0 68.2 69.1 69.7

Non-white::
Negro 8.6 10.0 12.1 8.2 10.1
Chinese,
Japanese,

.

Korean 5.4 5.2 9..8 8.8 7.3
American Indian 0.2,i 0.2 0.2 0.6 1.0
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Other Non-white 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.1**
yp.

*InclUded in other white.
**A district card was used which did hot have an .notkie non-

_ white" category. The'student who felt he was in this cat-
egory had to write the ethnic group on the card although

no space was allowed for this.
0

TOtal 7852 8408

Minority % 21.9 23.0 44 31.8 30.9 30.3 .

2426 2547

The following information was obtained from a survey given
to students at registration for fall, 1970,I

Responses

' A. $3,000 or under
B. $3,001 - $f,000.

The above answers are out of
The total indicates that 34%

$6,000.

Harbor Area High'Schools

587,

J.,436

9.9
24.0
5T7

ents.

,2,023

a total of 5,920 st
have an incame.of under

Senibr High School Spanish Surname Total Enrollment
in School

Banning High 1141 2521

Carson High 632 3321

Narbonne High 447 2751

San Pedro High ,

Total Senior High
699 3222

2919

Junior High School

Carneigie Junior High 321 1488

Dana Junior High 556 2122

Dodson Junior High , 398 1935

Fleming Junior High 311 2123

White Junior High 537 M 2558

Wilmington Junior High 853 2084

Total Junior High 2976

Los Angeles City Unified School District
Racial and Ethnic Survey--FALL 1969

Measurement and Evaluation Section
A.Q. Sarinana

ETHNIC BREAKDOWN OF EOP STUDENTS

Black.

Chicano

24

37
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.Philippino 2
Oriental 2

Samoan lg
Cadeasian 9

Total 186

Number c'grants last fall:'

EOP
ECG

86
20'

Number signed up this spring:

Not available

Number of students finishing fall semester: 117

Number of tutors: 71

Number of tutees: 120

Night Tutees: 20

Number of people not in EOP or FAG that have benefited-by
tutoring: 441

LOS MGEIES HARBOR COLLEGE
'E.O.P.S. S.B. 164
GUIDELINES FOR EOP

.s

1. The student must be enrolled in 12 units plus P.E., if
required, to remain eligible.

2. The student must-file an application every semester to
get Money.

3. The student must prove financial eligibility by attaching
income tax statement or welfare report.

4. If the student is under 21 and not married, the form
must be signed by a parent even though he or she does
not live with them.

5. The student must answer all questionn, on'theform by
same reply.

6. The student must bring the applicatiop and income tax
form to the FOP director personally.

7. 4111 L.A. Harbor. College students working in the EOP
program in any capacity must carry 12 units or 12 and
1/2 units,'if P.E. is reauired.

8. If working in4he EOP program in any capacity, the stu-
dent must camPlete and file in the EOP director's office
a weekly time card (signed by immediate supervisor).no
late! than 3 p.m. on Friday of each week.

9, Students will be paid oply for the hours actually worked.
No hours worked over fh-15Se assigned will be..paid for..
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10. It cqptinue in EOP every student must attend specified
guidance and counseling sessions set up each semester..

11. Students not maintaining a "C" average in subjects must
be tutored at least 2 hours a week or be dropped from

'the program.'

.

The success of Los Angeles Harbor College's E.O.P.S.
program has been the complete and highly significant
mit:moltof the faculty, students, and administration tc.'th

1....pr6gram and its philosophy manifested by'the support given
in the following ways:

1. v*e full-time staff position assigned to the Director of
EOPS

. 2. one full7time staff position assigned to the Director of
azedially Funded Projects and C9,1104e.Pesearch.

3. .che-third time of an administrative intern
4. Qne-half time of the Dean of Student Personnel:-

two new counseling positions (funded partially ;under VEA)

4. volunteer faculty time fortutoring
?. volunteer facu1'ty time fujbrOgram and course develop-

( Merit. , t

8. oorinity personnel
d\. 'student,bpdy of Is Angeles Harbor college;Hse-of loan

Vto supplement E.(.P.S. grant&rhospitality fund.

CONCLUSICti

p I believe Cannunity Colleges should evalu4ie programs
vofOther',Qolleges for disadvantaged students. -

There is a need*to change the educational programs for
minority stUdents. Curriculums must be developed that will
plate these disadvatged:students in prSper perspective
with their past and, weir contemporary histomy.4Stiess
should be placed on these students.

The disadvantaged:student has to understand and ap-
preciate his ain and.other cultures.

We Must establish.oVgrall policy favoring increased
activity in special eaucafion of.the disalFantaged. Com-

munity oollegep-should cipate,,in such program develop-

ment and P vide financia aid for such students. If we

continue cclusion of these disadvantaged students frau'
America's,economic and social life, of which this exclusion
is the direct result of racial barriers rather than lack
of abiliEy, motivation, or aspiration on the part of these
disadvantaged students, the survival of this country is

threatened.
loam embarrassed and-ashamed for those who think and

art is terms of color.

.0wo

A
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p.

Cu al Linguistic proach

to the Ching of Reading

Paul H. Schoenbeck
Mira. Costa College

what is a table? A kitchen table?ji Chippendale Table?
A pool table? An arithmetic table? A water table? An
operating table? A picnic table?

Whatever your mental response was to the question,
at is a table?" that response will have been determined

by of three processes or a caMbination of them:
il-

l'. Your most recent association with the concept em-
bodied in, the geometric pattern,

- A -B -L-

our past cultdZal associ ions with the word, or,

me ccgniti processes \u employed in trying to
pre isely what it was that I was asking.

immediately supplyean adjective to enable
you to semantically clarify the word? Or did you
think of it psycho-linguistically, historically,
phonemically, or simply in a plain context?

,7 Whatever process or processes you employed, you cannot
escape the fact that your cultural association-with the
word was a significant contributor to the response "you
actually had.

Yet, how often do we realistically take into ac
the. ultural background of the people we are teaching a
well as the cultural aspectspf language itself?

take a typical community college remedial reading
clas example.

s it is homogeneously grouped, we will probably
find reading levels fram fdnctional illiterate to grade
level 10. These levels, of course, have been determined
by standardized tests which assumethat everyone tested is
of the Same cultural, ethnic, and sOcio-econamic background.

1 8
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Therefore our original placement is probably quite in-

accurate. Nonetheless, we blithely arrange our groupings

in the class on this basis. The vocabulary for each level
has been quite well determined so it presents no problem

to start instruction. The fact that, in addition to var-
ious levels of achievement, we may have underprivileged
Whites, BlackseiCicanos, Samoans with campletely, different
cultural backgrounds seems to be of no import. We are going

to make WASPS out -of all of them.
What approach shall we use to teach vocabulary and

hence reading improvement? Strictly a semantic approach?

But what do we do about words that are not full, like
"lead" or "bear" which need syntactic arrangement to have
meaning and/or pronunciation. Or shall we use a linguistic

approach? But, which one? Historical linguistics?

Phonemic. linguistics? Psycholinguistics? A transfor-
mational generative grammar approach?

The basic problem appears to be that we attempt to
' isolate the various facets of the process of reading without.
looking at reading as an entity of ccemunication in itself.
The printed page can have no meaning for anyone unless he
has the physical and mental ability to perceive correctly
that which is printed and then through the use of his
cognitive-powers. to utilize that information. But, if
his conceptualization of what he has read is not what was

intended, what is at fault?
Cultural background and experience cannot be ignored.

Concepts of love, morality, justice, concrete versus
abstract, religion, ad infinitum, are going to affect the
thought processes concerning the same material. Yet, when

we ask for a regurgitation Of the material, we expect it to

be WASP interpretation and simply count it as incorrect if

it isn't.
What might be a solution to this problem?
Last year at Mira Costa wee3coerimented with an idea

that is basically not far removed fran the elementary school
language-experience approach. Regardless of'the level of
the student, all'new vocabulary was based on what he had
either written himself or what he had dictated. This

material was then rewritten, following the concept entirely,
but expressing it with a new vocabulary and in correct
grammatical form. The new words were approached. in various

ways. If iwas a semantically "full" word'(hat), the
variatipns were shown by use of the proper adjectives. If
it were not "full," it was shown that syntactical placement

gave it its value. This also allowed for the stress of

words already known, to be properly placed syntactically.
(Example-I walked downtown last night.) Insert the word

"only" in every positibn except between "last" and "night7.
From a linguistic standpoint, the words were studied as

morphemes, phonemes, or psycholinguistically. For those

words having historical structure, it was an'easy step to

use the dictionary for the ptwo0;logical background and the
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concept of metaphorical change (in many instances from
concrete to abstract).

.

The actual practice in reading took place when the
student read what he had expressed originally, except that
now he was using, a new vocabulary to express that concept.
WO were not attempting to teach him new concepts as well
as new vocabulary,.but rather one thing as a time. Outside
reading (slightly above his level) was then slowly intro-
duced and utilized in the same fashion. If a new vocabulary
word was'in the material, the attempt was always made (1)
to associate its meaning with Something in the student's
background so he would have a ready-made association and (2)
to employ whatever technique that was usable with that word.

This is indeed an over-simplification of the process.'
It is time consuming and stretches the bounds of the
imagination. Yet, the effects are most salutary.

Using standardized tests, the gains were phenoMenal.
In our regular individualized remedial reading program, we-
have been averaging approximately two-years gain per stu-
dent per semester. The gain we achieved with the Cultural-
Linguistic'approadh is nearly double - or four years per stu-
dent..

Yet, we realize there are many inadequacies in this
approach even though statistically it is impressive. Let's
examine score of the possible misconceptions, inadequacies
and fallacies that could result fran this experimentation.

Achievement is one of the prime goals of the reading
'center at Mira Costa. All of us are aware of the three
levels of reading - proficiency, challenge, and frustration.
Remedial students are started at the proficiency revel
because we do not want to perpetuate the pattern of failure
that they have undoubtedly experienced. As they progress
slOwly into the challenge level, success or achievement is
within their grasp and they usually attain it. However, as
they do progress within the confines of the reading center,
what happens to then in their other academic pursuits? But
probably more important, how does this student equate con-
tinued failure in the "real" world with his "sy sed" suc-
cess in the ability to read?

In other words, we- can teach a "normal" student the
intricacies of the reading process fran the most basic. word
recognition skills to the most sophisticated syllogistic
reasoning. But if he does not possess the background to
utilize that information, have we really helped him, or
have we given him A greater frustration than before? Too
often the mere acquisition of the "skill" of reading seems
to instill in these students the concept that-they are now
ready to embark on the most sophisticated of acadeMic
careers. JUst because we know "how" to read a book on
nuclear. physics does not make us'an Enrico F,er ii
, Even though a Cultural-Linguistic approach to the
teaching of reading may be superior to many other methods
in teaching "'skills" and vocabulary, it does precious little
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to enhance the acquisition of background material so des-
perately needed if these students are to achieve in a
transfer program at even in a sophisticated vocational-
teChnidal program.

The Cultural-Linguistic approach can be one additional
method for the impravemnt of the teaching of reading. Yet,

if it is to have relevance for the group of students wham .

it can most benefit, we must incorporate same means of
assuaging the cultural "gap" that produced the disparity
originally. Courses designed to give the needed background
material which will utilize the skills learned in the
reading center are needed. Withbut a "total" program for
the "reMedials," we are like the parents who teach their
youngsters how to use a knife, fork, and spoon but fail to
give than food.

Sub-cultUres, a term I personally abhor, must be given
the opportunity to utilize'their cultural backgrounds in
understanding the dominant WASP culture. Only insofar as

a member of a minority can identify with the majority, in
light of his own background, can he fully utilize his
potential to succeed in an otherwise alien environment.

Strengths of this Approach
The advantages of the CultUral Linguistic approach may

be itemized as follows:
1. It provides an opportunity for the student, re-

gardless of background, to learn new vocabulary
in light of his own experience.

2. It provides an opportunity to teach basic rules
of sentence structure, spelling, capitalization,
and punctuation in an informal, yet meaningful

way.'
3. It provides an opportunity to enhance, not just

reading, but all other facets Joof .communication
including listening, speaking, writing and thinking.

4. It provides a method for the student to use the
idiomatic expressions endemic to his ctilture,but
yet provides a means to learn other acceptable
means(of expression that will be more readily un-
derstood by a greater number of people.

5. It provides the opportunity to the_student for
self-motivation in that he is dealing specifically
with things that are of interest to him.

6. It provides the opportunity to widen the spectrum
of interests of the.students as new vocabulary
and new concepts are introduced.

7. It provides the opportunity for the student to use
his cultural background,-whatever it may be,

proudly. In other words, he begins in an emotional
environment where he knows he can succeed. His

culture then, rather than being a handicap, be-

t:, comes the keystone to his further education.
For those of you who might, want to aoquaint yourself

-more fully with linguistic coitc-Tots as they pertain to

i
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reading, I have added a bibliography of must reading
at the end of this paper. The article cited in the Journal
of Reading_ also provides an excellent bibliography in this
area.

In summary; whatme have attempted is f6 blend the
best of semantics, linguistics, and -the. basic skills of .

cammanication with the cultural background of the individual.
What is the strongest single asset we have in the individual

.

student? His present-day perception of life as he sees it
and his ability within that framework.to communicate.
Rather than disparage or attempt to destroy it, let's enhance
it to his advantage and to ours.

A table "ain't" necessarily a,Chippendale to everyone.

lit
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But We Did That in High School

Edward 0. Vail

Integrative Learning Systems

Over the pat two months it'has been my task to study
most of the reading programs used in the elementary, junior
and senior high schools of a fairly large school district.
This is a most 'progressive district which has been cited on
many occasions. for, using an eclectic approach in teaching

its children to read. Thus, as I visited the elementary
schools, I was shown an astounding variety of reading programs.
I saw programs using the Initial Teaching Alphabet; Sullivan
materials; Southwestern Regional Laboratory materials; Basal
Programs (including'each of the three series currently used
in California and also the old Ginn Readers); Open Court
materials, and a wide variety of suppleMentary materials. I
was shown programs which featured staggered sessions; ex-,

tended days; homogeneous grouping; heterogeneous grouping;
cross-age tutoring; variable staffing, erLfferentiated staffing

and individualization. I saw pupils being taught to read by
classroom teachers; reading specialists; Miller-Unruh teachers;
English76s-a-second-language teachers; and by teachers of the.
educationally handicapped and of the educable mentally re-

tarded. I also saw pupils being taught in the one-to-one or
small group setting, and by other pupils, para-professionals,
Jarents,-and adult volunteers.

DUring my visits I saw good teaching and bad. I saw
reading programs which received no special funding and others
(Title I Programs) where three hundred extra dollars per year
is focused on each pupil. I_saw programs in schools serving
primarily Middle income children; in schools serving the pook;
and in schools serving markedly different proportions of each.
I saw reading classes and groups whose members were all, from

minority-ethnic groups,, all from majority ethnic groups, or

which were mixed.
What I saw then, was probably as true a representation

of American reading programs ds is to be found in the schools,

during the year 1971. And, after looking at the hard data
and speaking with administrators, teachers, parents and
pupils, I've discovered that nothing has really changed since
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the '40'T. !Idday, boys and girls are learning how to read
(and not learning how to read) in about the same proportions
as existed in like populations in the 1940's, the 1504s and
the r60.'s. Hence, in middle income schools (or groups) a
pupil's chances of learning how to read at or near grade
level are approximately 80%. Farther, in any population,
the nuMber of boys who develop reading deficiencies compared
to the number of girls stands at a ratio of abdut eight out
of every ten. Among the children of the poor, hoWever, the -

child of either sex who learns how to read adequately is
still somewhat statistically abnormal.

Among administrators, teachers, parents, and pupils
there appears to be no More understanding as to whye given
pupil (or groups of pupils) learns to read, or does not learn
to read, as existed in earlier decades. (In the middle '60's
there appeared to be a movement away from the standard est-

, abashment ploy of always blaming the child, his parents,.his
social-economic.status, or his ethnic group in cases where
reading disability developed. Tb counter this movement,
however, today's educators are embracing individualized
reading instruction. Thus when a single child, or a group
of children, or even a school full-of children does not learn
hOw to read, there is no guilt because "each buch'pupil
simply learning at his awn rate.") Now what all this says to
the clinician and to the college teacher of reading is: be of
good cheer,the pipeline remains intact! There will remain
a need for your services in the '70's. Indeed, Dr. James E.
Allen is quoted'in an article in the March, 1971, edition
of The Bering Teacher, "That one-fourth of the nation's
stunts awl? 'significant reading deficiencies.'" While

,,, in a March, 1971, speech in Los.Angeles, Dr. Donald Emery,
new director of the National Reading Center, said that the
reading situation. in America could only be considered a
"disaster.'

I also examined what was beingdone for those pupils,
fourth grade through.dult, who had not learned to read
during the first three grades. That is, I studied ,elemen-
tary, junior and senior high school remedial reading programs.

What I learned when studying the typical fourth grade
T:remedial reading program Was that a youth who enters the

fourth grade with a severe reading problem (reading two or
more years below grade level) is no.loinger "learning at his'
own rate." Rather he is a clinical Case. Such pupils are
taught insmall groups with techniques which are described
as being 4oth prescriptive and individualized. Typically,
the early weeks in any fourth grade remedial reading pro-
gram are spent in diagnosing what.it is the pupils do not
know. Teachers administer scales and tests so that they may _

learn the number of sight words each pupil knows. They also
hope to learn what each. one knows about word attack and the
extent of each pupil's-vodabularjand comprehension. De-
pending on his graduate school of training, a teacher will
also probe hid pupil's psychological or sociological being,
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and if the resources are available, order visual, hearing,
physical, and neurological exaMinations. This done, the
teacher prescribes for..each-pUpil an individualized course
of instruction.

Because only the very rich can afford truly individual-
ized reading instruction, what "individualized instruction"
means in -the fourth grade remedial class is that the teacher
has prescribed. for each pupil a course of instruction which

may be pursued inrisolation. Pupils are surrounded with
high interest-low vocabulary reading matter in the reading
lab, and there they enter into the world of the SRA kit,
the controlled reader, the listening post, the Tadhist-o-
flasher or TACH-X, the'graded editions of, the Reader's
Divest, and a myriad of other reading equipment and supplies
whidh are either teadher-made or purchased at educational,
supply houAbs.

So. individualized is the instruction in these programs
that pupils are often found spending entire periods facing
into little cubicals called "study carrels" which separate
them fran their fellows with wooden walls. Others spend
their class time shut off from all distractions (or stimul-
ation) because they are' wearing earphones'or are sitting in

the dark. There are found in these programs teachers who
pride themselves because they never once required that a
pupil read to _them from a bopk. Teachers.A.n such pruylams

are always seen to be busy, either moving about the roam
fran pupil to pupil, or else calling one' pupil at a time to
their desks where a few minutes of truly individualized in-'
struction is given.

Normally, most pupils who are assigned to fourth grade
remedial reading groups read little better at the conclusion
of tide class than they did on the day they entered:-.e.(This is
particularly. true when such pupils are retested following a

summer's vacation.) It is more than likely then, that he
who is assigned to a fourth* grade remedial reading program .

will also be assigned to a fifth -grade remedial reading

program. Indeed,- although his teacher may change, there is
every possibility that a pupil will be assigned to the same

remedial reading room (or laboratory) to which he had bean,
assigned during the fourth grade. During the fifth grade!'

he will not be exposed to a single reading technique,:xior to
a single book, kit, or machine, which he had not usedduring -

the fourth grade'. He will improve no more in reading ability
during the fifth grade than he had the year before. He will

go through the same program in grade six, by the'way, and

then will be ready td'' enter junior high school a proportion,
ally worse reader than when he entered the program in the

fourth grade.
I discovered that most junior high schools are well pre-

pared to serve the individual problem reader and that such
pupils are usually assigned for one period a day to either a
remedial reading class or to a sett dial reading laboratory.
Nearly all junior high school remedial xeading specialists
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were seen to first administer numbers of tests and scales to
their classes or groups. They ordered visual, hearing,
physical and neurological examinations if such were available.
Also, the junior high school remedial teacher's advanced
credit work often permitted him to probe deeply into the
psychological aid psych-social "hang-ups" of his pupils and
once done to:prescribeindividual programs of remediation
for each. e

Pupils in junior high school remedial reading programs
spend most of each class period working alone in SRA kits,
in high interest-low vocabulary reading material, in graded
Reader's Digest, in contrjlled readers and other tachisto-
scopic devices, and with a myriad of other reading equipment
and supplies which are either teacher-made or purchased fran
educational supply houses. Such pupils are often seen to be
wearing earphones, sitting in a. darkened roam, or else facing
into an isolation. booth. Junior high school reading teachers
are Always seen to be very busy, either moving about the
roan fran pupil to,pupil, or else sitting at their desks and
treating individually with one or another of their pupils.

The data indicates that, although there are victories,....
the typical pupil who is assigned to a remedial reading
program in junior high or intermediate school reads little
better after two'or three years' assignment there than when
he entered. the program. Hence, as was the case in the ele-
mentary program, most pupils leave the junior high school
program as proportionally poorer readers than when they en-
tered.

On entering the senior high school's remedial reading
program, a pupil is first given a series of scales and tests.
Following, if money is available, visual, hearing, physical,
and neurological tests are ordered. The teacher, augmented
by the school's counseling ostaff, will probe deeply into_the
psychological recesses of each subject to study in depth the
psych-social-seXual mechanisms which have caused his reading
disability. This done, the reading team (or teacher) will
p cribe for each pupil the individualized course of in-
truction he is to follow. Contracts are drawn up so that

each pupil knows when to study the high interest-low ability
reading matter; when to go to the SRA Kit; when to use the
controlled reader; when to sit facing into his little cubicle
and when to put on,his earphones. The teacher in the high
school reading laboratory is seen to be very busy at all
times either in moving from pupil to pupil or in sitting at
his desk where he "raps" with one pupil at a time. Data,
generated by hiah_school remedial reading programs (badly
skewed because of dropouts and pushouts) indicates that the
typical pupil will fall farther behind his fellows here than
he did in either elementaryor junior high school.

In the secondary schools there is to be found no formal
remedial reading instruction except that offered in the
reading class. Whatever reading instruction is offered
throughout the remainder of secondary programs is found to
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occur when a teacher tells his class, "Read the next chapter
to yourselves and then answer the first twenty questions.
Be sure and write out both the question and the answer."

But We Did That In High.. School

Today, the nation's community and state colleges, and
even the universities must treat with numbers of pupils Who,
literally, cannot read. (Another long overdue paper which
will deal with the even greater number of pupils.;who arrive
at college capable of readingby contemporary ffl)rms---but
who have not'(and will not) read anything other than material
specifically assigned by a teacher.) Indeed, some colleges'
have units whose responsibility it is to go out into the

-calnUnity and actively recruit pupils who in other years
would have not been considered capable of handling a college
preparatory course of study in junior high school. Such
pupils, by the way, are not usually "diamonds in the rough,"

child from the slum who read the "Iliad" and the '

and the, "Odyssey" at nine, 411e at the same time. supporting
his widowed mother and younOer brothers and sisters by

most pupils of that gende are always snapped up by the pres-

tigious

numbers; and never /missing a day at school
thbecause

private: colleges and universities. Mbst of those
pupils who are-recruited(to attend our publiclysupported
institutions then are the children pf the poor, or the near
pbor, and then often impoverished readers.

Should the college he attends have a department of ed-
ucation, the problem reader is usually assigned there for re-
mediation. There his instruction will be directed by the
same people with the same philosophy as those who trained his
reading teachers in the grades and secondary school. Where
a school does not have a department of education, the new
pupil is usually assigned to the English Department. (Just
as secondary school administrators have long since accepted
that anyone can teach English, so have college administrators
accepted that anyone in the English department can teach
eading.) Whatever the department, the name of the remedial
ading program is usually disguised (i.e: Basic Communica-

or College Skill Center) so that nO mention is made of

rd, "reading."
ce he enters his nw institution, the problem reader

will find himself assigned to the reading lab. There, a
highly trained staff will administer a number of scales and
diagnostic tests and also arrange fora visual, hearing,
and physical examination. Graduate students, the school's
counselors, or the clinic's staff will be called upon to
adininister to each problem reader a battery of psychological

instruments. Profiles concerning each pupil will be prepared
with special attention paid to any evidence of emotionality
or organisity.

When the testing Is completed, the staff prescribes an
individual program of remediation for each. pupil. One may
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imagine the feelings of a pupil as he is shown the library
of high interest-low ability books which have been assembled
for his Use. We might picture his face as he discovers the
study carrels, the listening posts, the SRA kits, the
pacers, the tachistoscopes, and other materials which have
been assembled for his use. Many pupils will be seeing
these same kitti machines, controlled vocabulary material
and reading devices for the tenth consecutive year.

Question; What kits, machines, controlled vocabulary
material and other devices are found in the college reading
laboratory or classroom which are not also found in the well-
equipped elementary or secondary school, reading laboratory
or classroam?- The answer of course, is that there are none.
Indeed, many secondary school reading laboratories are found
to contain even more of these materials than may be found at
the college or university.'

This being so, is it not:rather presumptuous for those
at the college level to imagine that they---using exactly
the same equ*ment and techniques as do their colleagues in
the elementary and secondary schools---will be able to turn
their pupils into effective readers in a period of months
when all other teachers have failed for twelve years? Is
there some alchemy at work in the college reading lab which,,
for the first time, permits kits, machines and gadgets to
teadh,pypils how to read? Has the pupil changed? When he

' walks'into the college reading class, has the impoverished
reader "finally grown out of it"? Do the college teachers
have a secret which they are not sharing with their fellows
in the secondary schools?

College teachers of reading,, by the way, are charged
with afar greater responsibility than, are reading teachers
in the earlier grades. The elementary:or secondary remedial
reading teacher,need only improve on a standardized test
a pupil's reading level one year for each year's instruction
to satisfy his administrator or federal monitor--a year and
one-half to cash in on a performance contract. ,NOt so. the
,college teacher!

The.college teacher of reading is charged with making
his pupils college-capable readers. Unless the institution
in which he teaches is a fraud, the college teacher of
reading must produce pupils who can handle Plutarch, Heming-
way, Plato, Dostoevski, Freud, and Shakespeare and possibly
all in 'the-same quater. (If this list isn't relative; then
the reader may substitte instead, Salinger, P4ldwin, Sartrff
Pasternak, Carmichael and Hamilton, and Tolkien.) This, of
course, is only a part of the picture, for college-capable
readers must also be able to handle the readings which are
assigned by professors in such departments as mathematics,
science, sociology and the like. 11o,kit; machine, gadget, or
abridged edition of The Tale of Two Cities ever has, or ever
will, teach a pupil to read well enough so that he is cap-
able of absorbing a first-class college education. "First
Class" that is, not "the back of the bus.".
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It is the thesis of this paper that no way exists to
make the typical college-age impoverished reader, college -
capable in,,reading (within the time lock usually imposed)
Which does not have as its prime feature, reading in the
several content areas. Further, such reading must be done
under the direction off' persons who are skilled in the
maieutic method; in each such person's area academic con-

centration and in appropriate reading material of that
teacher's choosing. The development of the Formula Phonics
Reading Program makes such a proposal feasible for the first

time.

Formula Phonics

Formula Phonics is a broad spectrum reading system
which has been developed by the author. The method's. highly

reliable word attack' system is taught as a tension reducing
mechanism so that pupils quickly learn that they can count
oh it whenever they need to unlock a word. "With the problem
of beaOhing.word attack reduced to an easily learned five-
step-formula, the teacher may spend nearly all of his dlass
time leadinghis group, or class, in a dialog based same-,
what on the St. John's and University of Chicago's Great
Books Program. BecauSe a teacher may place his group in any
reading, material he chooses, and because the dialog is de-

. signed to range as far as:the question demands; a group
being taught the Formula PhOnics way quickly develops con-
cepts relating to, anclthe vocabulary associated with, a
number of different disciplines.

T6 assure the success of every Formula Phonics Reading
Program, Integrative Learning Systems, Inc., of Glendale,
California, has produced a series of video tapes. The twelve

`video tapes are used to traih everyteaohe, paraprofessional,
clinician, or tutor who can be recruited to teach a group `to.

read. The Same tapes are also used to'program, or pattern,
those pupils who'need to learn how to read or how,to read

better. In addition to watching the tapes, all teachers
read Formula Phonics and learn there'the strategies of rein-
forcement whiaraitased in the word attack element of the

program. As they are watching 'the tapes with one of their,
teachers, each pupil performs certain behaviors in his own
copy of 'the Formula Phonics Readin Book.. This same teacher
then takes the group through ive s ort articles in their

Reading Book and then must mama theM into content area mat-

erial. Even as this process is going forward, any other
,teacher who has seen the tapes, and has read Formula Phonics
can be teaching. all, or part of that 4roup,7(prany other
pupils who hav& seen the tapes) how to read in the 'specified
materials for the several content areas.

Notice the thrust. In Formula Phonics programs, teach-

ers actually teach reading instead of using kits, machines,

or controlled vocabulary reading matter to do the job. Cer-

tainly the video tapes don't teach pupils how to read. They
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do assure, however, that any teacher who has seen their can
teach any group which has seen than how to read in his Own
content area.

The Formul.a.Phohics video tape reading program.offers
to the reading department in a college or university many
advantages. .The'program willepermit the'reading department
to focus the entire resources of the institution on the pro -
blem reader. The program permits a college to make a Sub-
Stantial saving since it no longer must buy kits, machined,
controlled vocabulary equipmdnt and the like. Finally,;
Formula Phonics permits teachers to teach and pupils to learn
with dignity. No. one taking part in a Formula Phonics pro-
gram will have to say, "But we did that in high school.'

rt.
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Prescriptive Teaching Linked to. a

Learning and TutorialCenter

Gilbert H. Williams, James W. Arnold &
Patricia A. Jacobsen

San Bernardino Valley College

Introduction
. .

'The search for a viable instruction program for college
students has led our staff at San Bernardino Valley College
to consider more closely' the structure of knowler4p and the
specifies associated skills of college subject areas.. TO
teach a student how to learn means that the student learns
how to acquire the knowledge of subjects he is taking. We
emphasize this need to clarify objectives in relation to
knowledge because reading instruction becomes so generalized.
The reading programprovides services to the,dollege which
are interdisciplinary so that readinq'skills unique td each
content area are understood.

We wish tp describe a program which embhasizes individual
prescriptive goals. Students are essentially concerned 'about
developing specific learning skills for specific bodies of
knowledge. Our objective as reading instructors is to help
students accomplish this goal in an environment that offers
optitum individual contact between instructor and student,
tutor And student, and student and student. This individual-
ized prescriptive approach utilizes the wide variety of in-
structional media available. a

The Learning Center is a people-centered environment,
not a machine-orientea .:-stitution. A learning system cannot
be effective if it attempts to fUnction without man, but
rather, as Charles Silberman has suggested, "It can only be

-a symbiosis of the two." Thus, man and the system became
paLtners.

Teaching a college student to read involves teaching
the levels of comprehension'appropriate to various ,types of
college sUbj . Social science prose is often quite dif-
ferent from scienti 'c'orose. Our.prescriptive.prograt deals
analytically 4th th range of comprehension leVels implicit
if college courses. Reading instructors must also teach a
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student the special reading problems Of the essay, poetry,
and'fiction. The student working in the Learning Center can
devote more time to individual practice than is available in
lecture classes.

In addition, the prescriptive program must include the
diagnosis of other related areas Such as vocabulary and speed
and flexibility: Since. we are particularly concerned about
reading instruction In a.coMmunity college, we must prescribe
for a side range of reading problems whidh reach down to the
most-basic concerns associated with teaching adult literacy.

Therefore, our prescriptive reading programs require a
comprehensive identification of skills within the taxonomy of
comprehension. Diagnostic procedures must identify students'
needs with maximum speed. Such a program requires a resource
center not merely stored with software and equipment, buta
totally planned curriculum.organized into a system: SUch a
system must consider different teaching strategies involving.'
instructors, tutors, and available technology.

The importance of such coordination of all these cam-,-

ponents is often overlooked in the complex process of devel-
oping a prescriptive teaching system. Our report concerns
key elements of this systemdiagnosis, prescription, instruc-
tion, and tutorial follow-up. The remediation in the
Learning Center is concentrated in three areas: vocabulary,
'comprehension, and word attack, This reading system now
functions as a model for the development of specialized
reading skills programs in various college disciplines.

Diagnosis and Prescription

For many students some diagnosis of their reading probr
lems begins before they enroll in a. reading class, since all
English professors give their students a reading test. In
addition, all students take an entrance examination which
provides a verbal sabre.

In reading classes, students are given diagnostic tests
to enable them to understand their specific reading strengths
and weaknesses.

For example, very early in the semester, each student is
given the Nelson-Denny or Nelson test. The determination of

- __which test is made on the basis of the student's SCAT Test
Scores and-on the type of classes he is taking. If a student
'scores below the seventh grade level, the Nelson test is ad-.
ministered.- The Nelson -Denny test is given to all other
students.

Immediate scoring by the use of the.computer makes it
possible for students to be, guided initially to materials
with which they can be successful.

We build our instructional program on additional diag- c
nostic testing, such as. the STEP, Test. The objective of this
diagnosis is to analyze more thoroughly specific Comprehen-
sion disabilities.

The results on the first. diagnostic test, the Nelson-
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Denny, help determine which level of the STEP Test to ad-
minister. Forms 1, 2, and 3 are used, based on whether the
student is reading at college, high school, or below seventh
.grade level. Regardless of the fact that the student is in
college, if his reading ability is below seventh grade,
taking the College Level STEP Test-can.be.very defeating
and will not give information about the student's reading
skills heeds. We,try to administer the SThP Test at.a level
that will yield information. about his abilities to select
main iciPaq, make inferenCes, and analyze prose.

One advantage of our prescriptive,strategy is that STEP
Tests are scored by camputer immediately and are returned.to
students' the following- class session. The Datatronics Test
Scorer is located in the Learning Center. Test answer sheets
are instantaneously scored at the rate of thirty tests per
minute and incorrect answers are indicated.

The immediacy.of this rapid scoring procedure offers
"direct' prescAptive analysis for follow-up during lab and
tutorial sessions.

After each diagnostic test is scored, interpretation is
given to theentire class or to the individual groups. An
attempt is Made to help:Students understand what is measured
by the test and what their individual results indicate.

Each student completes an actual, analysis of his STEP
Test errors. This requires the student:to count and tally
the errors. he made and gives him an account of his.perfor-
Mance on the skills measured by the STEP Test.

Each of theskills Measured and the types of materials
used on the STEP Test are explained to the students. In-
structional resources appropriate for each type of skill
are listed for students so they may choose materials which
will be most helpful during classroamstudy and laboratory
Practice.

Materials'are available in the Learning Center on many
different levels, so every effokt is made to help the students
identify their reading weaknesses and to guide them to
practice skills at their appropriate reading level.

In discussions, the emphasis is always on helping stu-
dents analyze their own reading strengths and weaknesses so
that the instructor can guide each individual-to materials
and tutorial help which will be of most assistance;

Study Skills are of concern to.students. If after dis-
cussions of good study habits, a student wishes additional
information about his study problems, he may requeSt to take
the Christ Survey of Reading/Study Efficien or the Brown-
Holtzman Survey of Study Habits and At,atu es, which will
give him Rescriptive.infEiiiEron about:7FF-areas in which
he is deficient. Auto-tutorial materials on several levels
of difficulty are available and students can be directed to
appropfiate resources.

A system for memorization entitled "Learning Through
AssociatiOn" is available for students wishing this'training.
The EuRane Projector makes it possible for a sychronized
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film strip ,and audio tape to be used by individual students.
A film strip series on "Effective Study Habits" providing
a short, camprehensive review of study skills is also used
with this projector.

.

The EDL Listen and Read tapes are available for specific
instruction in content areas such,ashow to read mathematics
books, how to underline textbooks, and how to take notes in
lectures, . Students who feel the need of such instruction are
guided to appropriate auto-tutorial lessons.

We are receiving a growing number of requests for spell-
ing aids. Comprehensive, self - guided spelling assistance
has beerCdevelaped by the Reading Center, Diagnostic tests
are recorded on cassette tapes so students may inventory
their present spelling problems. After caupleting diagnostic
tests, students are guided to programmed books available
and to specific skills cards in the SRA Spelling Lab. SeY-
eral well-qualified tutors are available to assist students
to improve spelling skills.

Sane students who do not have serious spelling problems
or who feel that the problems they have with spelling are not
their most in-mediate ones--use the spelling resources se-
lectively. This section of the Learning Center is used vol-
untarily by many students who are not enrolled in reading
classes but who feel the need to develop spelling ability.
Students may use the spelling aids as needed.

Since most students enroll in a reading'class for only
one semester, we try to guide-each student to as much specific
material as possible which will help him overcame his most,,
severe reading ana study problems. Throughout the semester,
the instructors and lab assistants help the students analyze
comprehension, vocabulary, and flexibility skills most needed.
If a student uses that media which he feels actually helps
him, he often canes back during subsequent semesters to use
Additional resources which he was' unable to use while in a
reading class.

For same students it is apparent that the large group
testing does not provide enough'diagnosis of his reading

`difficulties. Especially when a student is a very poor
reader, additional individual tests must be administered.

Diagnosis is a continuing process and as instruction
progresses, instructors or tutors may aditillister individual
tests. The purpose is 4-171 assess basic attack skills-
and related comprehension problems.

Students who are extremely poor readers are often unable
to profit framindependent use of auto-tutorial materials.
Tlitcrs, therefare, are avAilable to work with individual
students or with small groups. After the instructor .pre-
scribes work for the students, tutors work with teleeso that
questions and misunderstandings may be dealt with immediately.

When there are many students in a class whochave low
reading ability, a tutor may meet with the class so that
students will became familiar with the, tutor- -and so that the

`tutor will be able to follow-up instruction started in the
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class. By meeting with the class, the tutor has regular
contact with the instructor and individual plans of study for
students can be discussed.

Word Attack. Prescription
When a student's diagnosis indicates reading skill below

the seventh grade level, work attack skills are definitely
prescribed. ,..The L,100 Work Shop is a literacy program which
aids students at various levels. The program consists of
synchronized audio and visual materials which introduce
sight words and basic word attack skills. Listening,
speaking, reading, and writing are developed.. The students
are under the supervision of an instructor assisted by a
paraprofessional who spends needed time with each group. *-

Informal diagnostic inventories are often administered
individually to=help pinpoint word attack needs'and to an-
alyze the student's progress.

The Language Master provides listening and speaking
drill on core vocabulary and the Dolch WOrd List. Students
needing help with-English as a second language utilize
specialized materials on the Language Master. A video* tape
using visual and voice aids is now being prepared to teach
basic sight words.

The Tactics I and II language skills kits are used in
the classroom and with laboratory assignments to develop
word attack skills. This programmed material has a con-
venient pre-and post-inventory that guides students to
specific word attack and comprehension .needs.

Graded Readers' Digest stories with accompanying audio
tapes are beneficial for students needing additional sight

'work reinforcement.
Literacy class instruction is built around a basic text

which incorporates word attack skills. Regular Learning
Center-assignments folic w class: instruction. The classes are
divided so that teachers and teachers' aides: are able to help
students. with more personal reading problems.

yOcAbUlary Prescription

The EDL Word Clues graded books are used for vocabulary
instruction. This material provides programmed practice in
the use of context, and dictionary study.

-Student placeMent is determined frocruthe NelsOn-Denny
or Nelson test. Each student chooses One Word Clues book
from the seven grade levels used. This means t:EETEn a
single class there may be students wu2king on ,seven different
levels of vocabulary.

The Learning Center System is designed to support all
levels of individualized vocabulary needs. All Word Clues
vocabulary words have been printed on E. F. I. Audio Flash-
cards for listening and pronunciation practice. We strive
to enable each student to make the 300 words in his vocabu-
lary book a functional part of his spoken and written practice.
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Distributed practice and periodic evaluation has pro-
vided an effective program in vocabulary skills.

Some teachers encourage students to develop pqrsonal
vocabulary lists A definition and a relevant sentence is
used for each new word. Class vocabUlary sharing of students'
new words provides stimulating follow-up.

Our diagnostic and prescriptive procedures direct stu-
dents to a variety of resources to assure systemic instruc-
tion in word attack, coriprehension, and extended vocabulary
training. Students whose vocabulary development is not at
college level may wish to concentrate on vocabulary practice.
Those wholaish to develop addiUonal vocabulary skills may'
be guided to the Craig Vocabulary- Preview -Read Program.
This program relates vocabulary to general fluency since the
student learns how to previeWmaterialvvary speed, and ex-
tend understanding of new words. Pre and Post-tests are,ad-
ministered co that students may note their improument.

This program offersthe.advantage of developing reading
skills along with vocabulary improvement.

Students with good vocabularies wh6 wish further de-
velopment at advanced levels find the Bergan-Evans Practical
Vocabulary Improvement materials useful. The tapes in this
series are uses with the E.F.I. wireless system which.trans -.
mits vocabulary exercises to one or more students in the
LearniAg Center. The materials stress the use of words in
context with errphasis on learning groups of related words so
that students understand the distinctions between the words.
Even advanced stUdents.can often learn new words more readily
and are able to make the words part of their spoken and
written vocabulary with this System.

Comprehension Prescription

Vocabulary instruction is best related to the totat
camprehension prodess. Our diagnostic data in cotnprehension
breaks down,these skills on the taxonomy. Our objective is
to be aiding the student in identifying specific aspectsQof
his =prehension problema. We get this through screening
of the specific STEP Test skills. In addition, ,the tutor
and instructor interviews students for additional needs.

For example, Reading Skills.are broken down into two
major areas on the STEP Test: Ccrnprehension Skills and
Types of Materials..,

The breakdown of these can be illustrated this way:

CamprPhension Skills
1. Reproduce ideas
2. Translate, make in-

ferences
3. Analyz4motivation
4. Analyze presentation
5. Criticize

2.

e of Material

Directions, announcements
Information, explanations

3. Letter
4. Story
5. Poetry
6. Opinion, interpretation
7. Play
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For example, if a student is low on Item 1, Reproducing
ideas, he is given an explanation of a number of sub-skills
related to this first level of.ccmprehension. Where the -
problem itcritical, an instructor may discuss the specific
skill in same detail. The student is questioned-and en-'
couraged to verbalize his own concerns about why he may, be
low in that area. The objective is to put the responsibility
on the student while acquainting him with the Learning
Center's available aids.,

Since each student analyzes his own STEP Test errors, he
knows the areas that need his attention. For instance, if ,a
student had difficulty with Skill 3, Ability to Analyze
Mbtivation, he may refer to the infoloation sheet about that
skill and find audio tapes which would be of value to him.

Another student's test results may indicate that he
needs work with a type of material such as Opinion and Inter-
pretation. Another information bhcet lists the tapes, pro-
grammed books, and special practice materials available in
the Learning Center that would be beneficial in learning
to understand Opinion and Interpretation.. Such lists are
available for five skills and seven types of material listed
on the STEP Test.

Nearly all'materials in the Learning Center are marked
with letters so that.students can distinguish between easy
and difficult material. On the lists of'suggested activities
for each STEP Test area, levels of difficulty are indicated
by these letters.

A similar prescriptive procedure is followed for students
needing help in an area such as reading poetry. The student,

may merely listen to a tape with poetry being read, or he
may folloWan analytical explanation on an auto-tutorial
program.

Students receive sane group instruction for purposes of
'clarifying general comprehension problems and are then dir-
ected to individual activities in the-Learning Center. The'
Center provides considerable instructor and tutorial follow-.
up since a roan filled with instructional media can appear
rather sterile without careful concern for human contact.

Speed and Flexibility' Prescription

College Reading programs should give students a proper
perspective on the role of speed and flexibility. There
has been so much cannercial exploitation in this area that
concern about speed and flexibility is too often distorted.

Students do need to be taught that not all reading
material is read with the same thoroughness and speed. Sane
instruction in how to. scan a book to decide whether it should
be read at all is appropriate. There are rather specific
skills associated with skimming and scanning that Can.be
diagnosed and taught as needed. The EDL Reading Versatility
Tests, can serve a useful diagnostic purpose.

Research indicates that poor percentual'skills often
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are a symptom of poor readers. San Bernardino Valley College
has worked on these skills,where.necessary with over five
thousand students during the past six years. There is no
question that-many students have directly benefited from
trainin4 in developing directionality and'speed through
pacing practice. The key pointis that students can be
taught to read flexibly, and they can increase their rate.
It is important that. students be encouraged to develop per-
ceptual skills such as directionality in,conjunction with
everything they read.

Instructional media is extremely beneficial since it can
provide a comprehensive structured program available to
students for use on an individual basis. In a college-
learning center where the objective is to diagnose and pre-
scribe appropriate perceptual training to. hundreds of stu-
dents each year, reading pacing devices can be useful.

,

Undoubtedly, much excellent training can be done without the
aid of pacing devices. However, what college can afford the
staff for the small group instruction necessary if pacing
and flexibility is to be taught directly by the instructor?
Through 'the use of media one can individualize instruction
for a large number of Students since they can work independ-
ently in the lab.

The'use of the Learning Center and available reading
pacers is designed to help the student read more flexibly
without a pacer. However, this is a developmental process.
It may begin with extensive perceptual training, in direc-
tionality with the Qontrolled Reader, but the student is then
"encouraged to Move into other types of pacing devices and
finally to paperbacks or college textbooks.

Content Subject Application

The extension of the prescriptive model to specific
college disciplines can offer promising paths to effectiveness
for, college reading programs. The service role of the
reading program cannot be overemphasized. The EngliSh De-
partment's problem is developing communication skills for a
pcpUlation of wide ranges. of ability. The Learning Center's
role is to help the English Division accanplish this objective.

At San Bernardino Valley College the. Learning Center
has assisted the Euglish.Division in developing a specialized
prescriptive course for ttudents concerned About reading
materials used in English 1A. Students are encouraged to .

elect an English lA course specially designed jointly by the
English Division and the Learning Center. The English staff
now giVes a test to identify their. student's reading problems.
The Learning Center assists in developling the most effective
prescriptive program for the special needs of English lA
students. Over three hundred students will be enrolled in
the new course in the fall.

A similar prescriptive package has been developed for
Humanities. Special reading problems face the.Humanities
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student who must master the'special vocabularies of art,
music, philosophy, and literature.' In addition, the student
is expected to read competently a comprehensive text in the.

Humanities. Specially prepared study guide tapes were de-

veloped for the specific reading,problems associated with
this text. The Humanities staff has taken a responsible role
in identifying specific skills areas and has actually pre-
pared many of the independent study materials.

In addition, a series of baCkground lectures utilizing

slides and,passette tapes is available for each section of

the textbook. Five hundred Humanities students used these

resources during the fall semester. Student evaluations

of these reading aids received the highest praise.
A video tape on how to read Goethe's Faust is currently

being prepared.
These examples of the English and Humanities Divisions

direct involvement in organizing and utilizing the Learning
Center's resources are positive examples of interdisciplinary
prescriptive models which work.

Summary

Our goal is to approach the total learning process with

a concern for all its components, cognitive skills, Psycho-

motor skills, and affective needs. Community college reading

programs must develop reading strategies where students work

.
effectively on these goals and develop, in the process,

independence as students.
The Learning Center exists to assist students. We want

to help students realistically appraise their own needs and

then overcome their difficulties. We strive for "satisfied

_customers." When students fedi they come to the Learning

Center and found a concerned staff that could and did assist

then, we feel we have accomplished our 'goals.

We leave you with this final thought. We are surrounded

by beautiful, frightening, fulfilling changes, and the

changes are the people who surround us.
These students are the one whose fructification we

touch but for a mcment: Endemic within these students lies.

the new, glorious, hopeful world of today's tomorrow.

Thus, our thrust must be person centered, for these

students till fructify the claims of the future.
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